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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis examines household activities through an analysis of ground stone 
technology from the Harris Site (LA 1867), a Late Pithouse period (550-1000 CE) 
Mimbres Mogollon archaeological site. Ground stone technology is a category that 
includes a wide range of stone tool types used in a variety of processing and 
manufacturing tasks, as well as stone items that held intrinsic or ritual significance. 
Previous studies of ground stone technology in the Mimbres Valley have often focused 
on addressing questions related to subsistence practices. The object of this research is to 
move beyond a typological documentation of subsistence technology and examine how 
ground stone tools were manufactured, maintained, and used in various household tasks. 
In conjunction with contextual data, information gathered from these tools is used to 
determine what daily activities occurred at the site and discuss how these activities were 
organized within each household. In addition, this thesis explores how labor investment 
and the production of goods were organized at the household level and how this may 
reflect relations between households at the site. By examining how the inhabitants of the 
Harris Site organized their daily activities, a clearer picture emerges of how people 
interacted and negotiated social relationships during the Late Pithouse period. 
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 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
This thesis examines household activities through an analysis of ground stone 
technology from the Harris Site (LA 1867), a Late Pithouse period (550-1000 CE) 
Mimbres Mogollon archaeological site. Specifically, this research focuses on ground 
stone artifacts recovered over the course of five seasons of excavation at the site. The 
Harris Site is located on an elevated terrace above the east bank of the Mimbres River in 
southeastern New Mexico. Fifty-five subterranean pit structures have been excavated at 
the site to date, though the entire site is thought to contain over a hundred structures 
(Haury 1986:341). The first research at Harris was carried out by Emil Haury in the 
1930s. Over the course of a single field season, Haury excavated 34 pit structures in the 
southern portion of the site. Findings from these excavations were used by Haury (1936) 
to help define the Mogollon culture as distinctive from other groups in the Southwestern 
United States. The research design from these initial excavations sought to establish a 
chronology of architectural changes and seriation of ceramic styles for the Pithouse 
period. As a result, data necessary for answering broader questions about social behavior 
at the site were not collected.  
Research projects conducted in the Mimbres River Valley by Dr. Barbara Roth 
have endeavored to expand discussions of Late Pithouse period occupations to address 
the dynamics of household organization and social group interaction (Roth 2007, 2010a, 
2010b, 2012b, 2013, 2014). In 2005, Dr. Roth returned to Harris to examine portions of 
the site previously untouched by Haury. Following initial testing in 2005, archaeological 
field schools were conducted at the site from 2008-2013. Data from 20 pithouses, 35 
extramural features, 20 burials, and 2 communal structures were collected. The purpose 
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 of these excavations was to address the research gap left by Haury in an effort to gain a 
better understanding of social organization during the Late Pithouse period. Specifically, 
Dr. Roth’s research has examined households at the Harris Site with reference to how 
their organization reflects social changes occurring during the Late Pithouse period.  
This thesis uses data on ground stone artifacts recovered from 14 pithouses and 
their associated extramural features excavated during the 2008-2011 field seasons to 
answer questions about household activities at the Harris Site (Figure 1.1). Artifacts 
recovered from the excavation of superimposed Pithouses 49/54 during the 2012 field 
season were also included as superimposed houses were recognized as being important 
households at the site. This research focuses on households because they are thought to 
be the primary socio-economic unit on which Mimbres Pithouse period society was 
organized (Hegmon 2002:333-334; Roth 2010a:136). At the Harris Site, households are 
comprised of individual pithouses, their associated extramural spaces, and occasionally, 
rooftop work areas. The household, as defined in this thesis, consists of a coresidential 
unit whose members share domestic and economic responsibilities such as child rearing 
and socialization (Lightfoot 1994:150; Wilk and Rathje 1982:620-621). According to 
Hirth (2009:1), households are the "fundamental social settings in which families are 
defined and cultural values are transmitted through a range of domestic activities and 
rituals.” Additionally, the production and consumption of goods occurred at the 
household level (Hirth 2009:1; Wills 2001:493).
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Figure 1.1. Map of the Harris Site. Houses excavated by Haury (1986:360) are shown in the south and 
houses excavated by UNLV are shown in the north (map by Justin DeMaio). 
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 Goldstein (2008:37) stated that by looking at the “artifacts of daily living, we can 
develop a more accurate understanding of everyday life… in the past.” Ground stone 
artifacts can inform on a wide range of daily tasks, ranging from the preparation of food 
to the manufacture of crafts. The tools left behind in each house provide information on 
what types of activities were being carried out by members of the household. The 
locations where grinding tasks took place can inform on social organization both at the 
household and community level. In addition, expressions of technological identity can be 
reconstructed by examining the choices made during tool manufacture and use. 
Ground stone technology is a category that includes a wide range of stone tool 
types used in a variety of processing and manufacturing tasks. In conjunction with 
contextual data, information gathered from these tools can be used to determine what 
daily activities occurred at the site. This research aims to expand our understanding of the 
role of grinding technology in household activities in the Mimbres River Valley during 
the Late Pithouse period. In addition, it examines how labor investment and the 
production of goods were organized at the household level and how this may reflect 
relations between households at the site. As will be discussed further in Chapter 3, this 
thesis focuses on answering the following questions:  
(1) What household activities occurred at the Harris Site? 
(2) How are activities organized within each household? 
(3) How does the nature of activities and use of space compare between households 
at the site? 
Answering these questions will contribute to our understanding of activities at the site 
and provide a foundation for future research into the development of grinding technology 
at sites both within and outside of the Mimbres region. 
4 
 Chapter 2 begins with a brief description of the Mimbres Late Pithouse period 
followed by a discussion of past research on ground stone technology in the region. 
Chapter 3 provides an outline of the questions and theoretical framework guiding this 
research and Chapter 4 describes the methods used to address these questions. In Chapter 
5, the results of the activity assessment are detailed for each household with particular 
attention paid to the context in which artifacts were found. Chapter 6 addresses each 
research question and discusses the results within the context of the entire site.  
Significance 
Deposits dating to the Late Pithouse period have been recorded at multiple sites in 
the Mimbres region, including Cameron Creek Village (Bradfield 1931), Galaz Ruin 
(Anyon and LeBlanc 1984), Swartz Ruin (Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932), Lake Roberts 
Vista (Roth 2007, 2010b), NAN Ranch Ruin (Shafer 2003), and Wind Mountain 
(Woosley and McIntyre 1996). However, Late Pithouse occupations in the Mimbres 
River Valley are often located beneath the remains of Classic period pueblos, making the 
recovery of Late Pithouse data difficult. The Harris Site lacks a Classic period component 
and therefore provides a rare opportunity to answer questions about this period of the 
Mimbres cultural sequence in the Mimbres Valley. 
Research in the Mimbres region has largely focused on Classic period 
components of sites rather than those dating to the Pithouse period. Discussions of 
material culture have concentrated on analyses of the representative black-on-white 
Mimbres pottery style present in the area. Studies into ground stone technology have, as a 
result, often been neglected in this region of the Southwest. Previous analyses of ground 
stone artifacts from both Classic and Pithouse period sites in the Mimbres River Valley 
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 have primarily been typological rather than technological (e.g. Diehl 2001; Lancaster 
1984), greatly limiting the usefulness and accuracy of the data for addressing questions of 
social behavior. In some cases, discussions of grinding technology have moved past basic 
descriptions; however, the resulting studies primarily focused on using subsistence tools 
to try and determine changes in the degree of agricultural dependence (Diehl 1996, 2001; 
Hard 1990; Hard et al. 1996; Lancaster 1984; Mauldin 1993).  
This thesis examines subsistence tools alongside tools used in a wide range of 
activities in order to better understand how ground stone technology was used in the daily 
lives of people in the past. As almost no data on ground stone technology were saved 
during Haury’s initial excavations of the site, this thesis also provides the only detailed 
record of grinding technology at the Harris Site. This research can therefore be used as a 
comparative baseline for future research into the development of Late Pithouse period 
grinding technology throughout the Mimbres region. In addition, a clearer picture of 
household activities and ritual behavior during the Late Pithouse period may also help 
elucidate social changes developing during the transition from pithouses to puebloan 
architecture in the early Classic period.
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 CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
 
This chapter provides a brief background on key developments that occurred 
during the Late Pithouse period of the Mimbres cultural sequence. It goes on to discuss 
past research into ground stone technology in the Mimbres region. The Mimbres region is 
a branch of the larger Mogollon cultural area, which spans from central New Mexico and 
east-central Arizona, south into northern Mexico and western Texas. Centered in the 
Mimbres River Valley, the Mimbres cultural region extends throughout the southwestern 
corner of New Mexico. The Mimbres River flows southward from the Black Range to the 
plains east of Deming, New Mexico (Love and Seager 1996:81). The floodplain 
surrounding the river provides arable land that is still used by farmers and ranchers today. 
Prehistoric Mimbreños depended on resources from the river and floodplain, and 
evidence of their presence can be found throughout the valley (Figure 2.1).  
The Mimbres cultural sequence is divided into three periods marked by 
adaptational shifts. These periods include the Early Pithouse period (ca. 200-550 C.E.), 
Late Pithouse period (ca. 550-1000 C.E.), and the Classic Mimbres period (ca. 1000-1150 
C.E.) (Anyon et al. 1981:210). A change in settlement patterns distinguishes the Early 
Pithouse period from the Late Pithouse period. Early Pithouse sites are primarily found 
on the tops of small hills located above the floodplain of the Mimbres River (Anyon et al. 
1981:210). At the start of the Late Pithouse period (ca. 550 C.E.), locations of settlements 
moved down onto the floodplain. 
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Figure 2.1. Map showing the location of sites along the Mimbres River 
(Hegmon 2002:310). 
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The Late Pithouse period (Table 2.1) is divided into three phases characterized by 
distinct shifts in architecture and pottery: the Georgetown phase (550-650 C.E.), the San 
Francisco phase (650-750 C.E.), and the Three Circle phase (750-1000 C.E.) (Anyon et 
al. 1981:213). Circular pithouse designs used during the Early Pithouse period were 
retained into the Georgetown phase. D-shaped pithouses were also constructed during 
this time and pottery styles changed with the addition of San Francisco redware (Anyon 
et al. 1981:212). The San Francisco phase (650-750 C.E.) saw a shift to structures that 
were often rectangular with rounded corners. Pottery styles in the San Francisco changed 
with the addition of Mogollon red-on-brown ware.  
 
Period   Date 
Early Pithouse 200 - 550 C.E. 
Late Pithouse   
  Georgetown phase 550 - 650 C.E. 
  San Francisco phase 650 - 750 C.E. 
  Three Circle phase 750 - 1000 C.E. 
Classic    1000 - 1150 C.E. 
Table 2.1. Mimbres chronology. 
 
Over the course of the Three Circle phase (750-1000 C.E.), red-on-white and 
black-on-white painted pottery designs developed. Houses became fully rectangular and 
ramp entryways began to be replaced by entrances through the roof. The architecture of 
communal structures changed during the Late Pithouse period as well. In the Georgetown 
and San Francisco phases, communal structures consisted of large, round or oval-shaped 
subterranean houses, often with lobes located near the entry (Anyon and LeBlanc 
1980:261-263). During the Three Circle phase, the size of communal structures increased 
 and their layout became fully rectangular. Three Circle phase communal structures also 
began to include distinctive architectural features such as masonry walls (Anyon and 
LeBlanc 1980:263-264). 
Creel and Anyon (2003:69) argued that architectural changes, such as the shift to 
large communal pit structures in the late Three Circle phase and the development of 
Classic period puebloan architecture, reflect changes in social organization which were 
brought about by the adoption and intensification of irrigation agriculture. Diehl 
(2001:61) suggested that population growth between 650-1000 C.E. led to heightened 
competition for wild plant resources. Competition for depleted plant resources may have 
necessitated further reliance on cultivated plants in order to support the growing 
population.  
Irrigation techniques earlier in the Late Pithouse period consisted of subirrigated 
agricultural plots located along the river and near spring-fed tributaries (Shafer 2006:17). 
This technique shifted during the Three Circle phase, when irrigation systems began 
featuring canals that diverted water from the Mimbres River into nearby fields. These 
irrigation networks led to increased sedentism as the labor requirements for maintaining 
irrigated fields caused populations to abandon upland sites and move closer to the river 
(Shafer 2006:17). Canals, terraces, checkdams, and bordered garden fields were in use at 
some Mimbres sites by the Classic period (Creel and Anyon 2003:85-86).  
Ground Stone Technology in the Mimbres Region 
 Discussions of ground stone technology in the Mimbres region have primarily 
consisted of brief artifact descriptions. In-depth analyses have examined temporal 
changes in technology (e.g. Bird-Gauvin 2002) and typically focused on tools involved in 
10 
 subsistence-related tasks. Most of the studies that have used ground stone data from 
Mimbres sites have sought to identify a relationship between agricultural dependence and 
morphological changes in food processing tools (e.g. Diehl 1996, 2001; Hard 1990; Hard 
et al. 1996; Lancaster 1984; Mauldin 1993). In these studies, changes in the size and 
design of manos and metates were used to trace the degree of agricultural dependence of 
a group over time. The theory underlying these studies is that the demand to feed larger 
populations through a greater reliance on maize agriculture would have led to an increase 
in time devoted to food processing (Diehl 2001:63). Increased processing requirements 
created conflicts between the time allocated for subsistence tasks and that required for 
other activities. Therefore, there would have been selective pressure for developing and 
adopting technology that improved grinding efficiency and minimized the time required 
for food processing. Using this framework, past studies have attempted to correlate 
design changes and increases in the length and/or surface area of manos with agricultural 
intensification.  
Each study separated manos into two categories based on size, with the 
assumption that larger manos were used as specialized maize processing tools while 
smaller manos were used for more generalized grinding tasks. They then compared the 
frequency of large and small manos over time and equated an increase in large manos 
with an increase in reliance on maize. This model, which has become a standard for 
discussions of Mimbres ground stone technology, has a number of problems noted by 
authors in the past. For example, Stone (1994) argued that the size and availability of raw 
material needs to be taken into consideration. Adams (1999) challenged assumptions 
11 
 about tool efficiency and subsistence economy and provided alternative explanations for 
design changes.  
While larger manos often weigh more than smaller manos, surface area alone 
cannot be used as an indicator of overall efficiency (Adams 1999:485). Trough manos are 
typically (though not always) larger than basin and flat/concave manos, increasing the 
weight and pressure exerted against the intermediate substance, which in turn results in 
improved efficiency. Factors such as the performance characteristics of the raw material 
and the weight of manos (as influenced by raw material and thickness, as well as surface 
area) must also be taken into account when discussing mano efficiency. In addition, mano 
and metate design has less to do with distinguishing between planted and gathered foods 
and more to do with the nature of the material being ground and the intended end product 
(Adams 1999:479, 2002:121; Wright 1994:243). For example, a shift to reliance on more 
floury varieties of maize would have had an influence on tool morphology.  
Diehl (1996:105) suggested that agricultural intensification during this period was 
in part, a result of the introduction of a new variety of maize during the San Francisco 
phase. This maize differed from earlier varieties of pop and flint corn introduced during 
the Archaic period as it contained larger pockets of floury tissue surrounded by a thinner 
corneous endosperm (Adams 1999:479; Diehl 1996:105). These qualities would have 
made this new maize preferable to pop and flint varieties for the production of large 
quantities of flour. Its introduction into the Mimbres region may have resulted in an 
increased reliance on flour-based foods. This would in turn have had implications for the 
design of the processing tools.  
12 
 Experiments conducted by Adams (1999:486) have shown that certain metate 
designs are more efficient for processing dried kernels into flour. Although metates 
designed with trough borders restrict range of movement to a fatiguing and repetitive 
reciprocal stroke, the borders confine dried kernels and flour more effectively than 
flat/concave metates. While trough metates are more efficient for processing dried seeds, 
they are less efficient than basin or flat/concave metates for processing wet or soaked 
kernels (Adams 1999:486). 
Adams’s research emphasizes the importance of classifying manos based on the 
type of metate they were used with rather than by characteristics such as size or mano 
profile. Classification schemes used to describe these tools in the Mimbres area have 
varied by report. In some reports, metates are organized into assemblage-specific 
categories such as Type I, Type II, etc. (Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:35; Haury 
1986:325). In other cases, metates are classified by the designed configuration of their 
grinding surface (slab or flat/concave, basin, trough) (Lancaster 1984:252; 
Lekson 1990:67; Shafer 2003:199; Woosley and McIntyre 1996:212). In cases where 
metates are typed by their surface configuration, manos tend to still be organized into 
assemblage specific categories (Type I, Type II) or size categories (large, small, one-
hand, two-hand), with the assumption being that small/one-hand manos were used with 
basin or slab (flat/concave) metates and large/two-hand manos were used with trough 
metates (Diehl 1996:42-49, 2001:51-68; Lancaster 1984:248; Lekson 1990:67; Nelson 
and Lippmeir 1993:296-297; Shafer 2003:199: Woosley and McIntyre 1996:214). As 
noted earlier, trough manos are not always smaller than basin manos, making this method 
for organizing manos inexact at best.  
13 
 Due to this lack of typological standardization for manos and metates, it is 
extremely difficult to make comparisons not only between sites, but between past and 
recent excavations at Harris. In his early work at Harris, Haury (1986:325, 358) classified 
metates as either Type I or Type II. Based on his description and illustrations, Haury’s 
Type I metates appear to correspond with basin and possibly flat/concave metates, while 
Type II are ¾-trough metates. Recent excavations at Harris have recovered trough 
metates that were manufactured with three different surface configurations: open-trough, 
¾-trough, and ¾-troughs with a mano rest (also called Utah-troughs).  
While the design of troughs varied, wear maintenance of the grinding surface did 
not. Over time, the grinding surface of a trough metate narrows and becomes more 
concave while the mano used becomes shorter and more convex. The worn surfaces and 
sloped walls of trough metates are often widened to maintain efficiency and fitted with 
new, larger manos (Adams 1999:482, 2002:107, 2013:8, 2014:111). Trough metates from 
the Harris assemblage showed little evidence of rewidening. When present, ridges 
resulting from reworking the surface were infrequent (1 or 2). In each case, the result was 
a highly convex grinding surface with gradually sloping trough walls. The manos used in 
these unmaintained trough metates have curved surfaces that lack distinct corners. In 
contrast, the trough borders and grinding surface of rewidened metates were maintained 
at an angle closer to 90 degrees.  
This variation in wear management strategy has led to further typological issues. 
Manos with highly curved surfaces are often referred to in Mimbres literature as “turtle-
back rocker-bottom manos” or simply “rocker manos” and treated as a separate type 
(Cosgrove 1947:142; Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:36; Haury 1986:327; 
14 
 Nesbitt 1938:102; Rinaldo 1956:56-57). Having analyzed these types of manos at Harris, 
it is clear to me that they were used with trough metates and their shape is just a 
reflection of wear management techniques and should not be used as a stylistic type.  
In short, past research into ground stone technology in the Mimbres region has 
focused primarily on temporal changes in tool design, with the discussion heavily 
weighted toward subsistence technology. The importance of discussing these artifacts as 
an assemblage has been largely overlooked. This study differs in that it looks at 
subsistence activities alongside other processing tasks and manufacturing activities in 
order to form a broader image of grinding technology than has previously been examined. 
In this analysis, I look at the entire assemblage within a house to better understand the 
role these tools played in the lives of those who used them. This research is not intended 
to expand on issues of agricultural dependence; instead, it seeks to flesh out the picture of 
how a wider variety of tools were used by people in the past, and show how ground stone 
data can be used to identify other crafts. 
15 
 CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
The goal of this research is to examine household activities at the Harris Site 
through an analysis of ground stone tools. Specifically, the questions guiding this 
research include: 
1. What household activities occurred at the Harris Site?  
The question forming the foundation of this research concerns differentiating 
specific activities taking place at the site. The people living at Harris used ground stone 
tools in a wide variety of tasks ranging from the manufacture of stone, wood, bone, and 
ceramic items, to the processing of food and pigments. The tools they left behind in each 
house provide information on what types of activities were being carried out by members 
of the household and how these tasks fit together as part of the household domestic 
economy. An understanding of the nature of everyday life and household domestic 
economy can be gained through examining these items and tools of daily living 
(Goldstein 2008:37). 
The data required to address this question come from the analysis of tool types, 
tool manufacture, and tool use. Tool types and activities were identified through a 
detailed technological analysis of the ground stone assemblage recovered from each 
household. The technological analysis focused on identifying the stages of design, 
manufacture, use, and discard each artifact passed through. Macroscopic and microscopic 
traces of wear were examined to determine the function of each tool or item with specific 
reference to the activity or activities (food processing, stoneworking, pottery-making, 
pigment processing, etc.) in which it was used. 
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 2. How are activities organized within each household? 
With the ground stone assemblage divided up by activities, it was possible to 
examine how these activities were organized within the household. This question was 
addressed using data on the tool types and activities identified and information on where 
each tool was found in association with the house. Activities were divided based on the 
locations in which they occurred. These locations included the floors of pithouses, 
rooftop work areas, and extramural work surfaces. Activity areas where manufacturing 
took place were identified and distinguished based on the types of artifacts present. For 
example, textile manufacturing areas may have tools such as spindle bases, whorls, bone 
awls, and loom blocks. Areas where ground stone tools were manufactured may contain 
hammerstones or pecking stones, abraders, netherstones, or stone polishers. By 
identifying these activity areas, it is possible to recognize patterns associated with the use 
of certain locations and understand decisions about the use of domestic space. 
Decisions about appropriate locations for carrying out activities are based on the 
technological knowledge learned within the household early in childhood (Kent 1984:1). 
Ethnographic accounts are useful for describing the variation in locations where activities 
took place. For example, some accounts describe women grinding food outside their 
houses (Fontana 1983:132; Hamon and Le Gall 2013:117; Spier 1933:52; Stewart 
1968:33). In other places, grinding took place inside the home near the hearth (Searcy 
2011:115). The locations where grinding took place may also change depending on the 
season (Hamon and Le Gall 2013:117). Ideas of how space should be used and organized 
vary by culture (Kent 1984:186). This was demonstrated by Kent’s (1984) ethnographic 
work, which compared concepts of spatial patterning between the Navajo, 
Euro-Americans, and Spanish-Americans. In this study, Kent found that the Navajo often 
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 conducted a variety of activities in the same locations while Euro-American usage of 
space was typically monofunctional. Examining where activities took place provides a 
means for understanding how learned spatial patterning affected selection and 
organization of work areas. 
 This question was also addressed through an examination of the technological 
choices being made over the course of the use-life of a tool. Important factors include 
how a tool was designed, manufactured, used, and eventually discarded. Data required for 
examining this included macroscopic observations of peck marks and abrasions left over 
from when the tool was originally shaped, and microscopic examination of wear traces 
produced while the tool was used. Artifact condition (whole, broken, burned, heat-
cracked) and contextual information provided data on discard behavior. Differentiating 
when and how tools entered the archaeological record is important for understanding how 
artifacts were used in the past. Some items were manufactured for a specific activity and 
then discarded at the place they were used. Others were used in a number of sequential or 
concomitant tasks before finally being abandoned in the place of their last use or 
discarded within trash contexts. Identification of each stage within an artifact’s ‘life 
history’ provides information about the organizational and technological choices being 
made (Adams 2002:2; Schiffer and Skibo 1987:601).  
 Ethnographic accounts of mano and metate discard and reuse from the Maya 
provide helpful correlates for the condition of archaeological grinding tool assemblages. 
Searcy’s (2011:98) informants described situations in which broken tools were discarded 
or buried away from the house. The idea that broken tools would be discarded away from 
the household is important because of the abundance of broken tools in trash and surface 
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 deposits at the site. Though broken tools recovered from trash contexts were not included 
in this analysis, those found in the roof fall/wall fall may indicate which artifacts were 
there as a result of use, storage, or recycling. Broken tools were reused in other grinding 
activities, stored for later use, or recycled as building materials (Hamon and Le Gall 
2013:118; Hayden 1987b:191; Schlanger 1991:463; Searcy 2011:98-100; Woodbury 
1954:57-58). Broken manos and metates found in the roof fall/wall fall likely represent 
cases where items were either stored for later use, engaged in a separate task (such as 
pigment processing), or recycled as wall stones. Therefore, identifying when and how a 
tool broke may help to distinguish which tools represent activities carried out on rooftop 
workspaces. By understanding the sequence of production, use, reuse, and discard 
through which each tool passed, it is possible to make more accurate statements regarding 
how tools and work spaces were used. 
3. How does the nature of activities and use of space compare between 
households at the site? 
This question focuses on comparing the nature and organization of activities 
across the site. Changes in social organization may be reflected in the spatial distribution 
of household activities. Spatial distributions of grinding tools can be used to discuss 
household economic strategies and illuminate the interdependence of households. 
Goldstein (2008) evaluated the presence or absence of grinding tools within Andean 
households. She argued that the absence of certain subsistence tools within some houses 
"may highlight fundamental links of economic activities between discrete architectural 
units that would otherwise appear economically autonomous" (Goldstein 2008:45). 
 Lightfoot (1994:120) used the distribution of activities between households to 
make inferences about social-group boundaries. He argued that activities organized at the 
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 household level should be represented similarly across each household. Alternatively, if 
an activity is organized on the suprahousehold level, distribution should not be as 
redundant as those organized on the household level. Instead, these activities should take 
place in shared spaces such as courtyards, plazas, and communal structures, rather than in 
locations where only a single household had access (Lightfoot 1994:120). While there are 
many other potential explanations for the absence of tools within a household, (e.g. 
abandonment behavior, scavenging by later populations) this presents an interesting 
alternative for interpreting the spatial distribution of certain tools within a site. It may 
also provide a means of potentially connecting households through economic activities.  
If the Harris Site follows a similar pattern of shifting social differentiation and 
household organization as other sites in the Mimbres Valley, one would expect to see 
changes in the spatial distribution of activities during the Three Circle phase. Changes 
that reflect a shift from household level organization to suprahousehold level 
organization might include: movement of activity areas from private interior locations to 
shared exterior spaces, and/or evidence that some crafts were being manufactured by 
some households and not others. Assemblages from Three Circle phase contexts will be 
compared with those from earlier structures to determine whether differences in activity 
patterns exist. A contextual analysis of the ground stone assemblage from these pithouse 
structures will elucidate whether changes in the spatial organization and nature of 
activities associated with subsistence practices and tool manufacture occurred during the 
Three Circle phase at the Harris Site. 
Evidence for social group differentiation in the form of corporate groups has been 
identified at Classic period sites in the Mimbres region; however, these social patterns 
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 likely have their roots in the Late Pithouse period (Creel and Anyon 2003:81). The 
establishment and development of social group differentiation in the form of corporate 
groups has also been proposed for the period leading up to the pithouse-to-pueblo 
transition in the San Juan region (Schachner 2010:478). Creel and Anyon (2003) 
suggested that the potential clustering of pithouses at Late Pithouse period sites may 
represent the beginnings of intra-village social group differentiation prior to that 
documented during the Classic period. Though still a matter of debate, clusters or groups 
of pithouse structures were tentatively identified at Cameron Creek, Wind Mountain, 
NAN ranch, Swartz, Old Town, and Lee Village (Bradfield 1931:19; Cosgrove and 
Cosgrove 1932:8; Creel 2006:36; Creel and Anyon 2003:81).  
Recent excavations at the Harris Site have confirmed the existence of clustered 
pithouses in the Late Pithouse period. Clusters of pithouses and extramural features 
identified at the site appear to represent distinct kinship-based corporate groups (Roth 
2013). Pithouses within each cluster share intriguing similarities in spatial organization 
and architectural features (Table 3.1). Four clusters have been identified at the site to date 
and one additional cluster has been proposed. On the west side of the site, superimposed 
Pithouses 41/47 seem to be part of an unexcavated cluster (Roth 2013). Three 
autonomous households were also excavated by UNLV:  Pithouses 42, 44, and 46. 
Roth (2013) considered these houses to have been autonomous because they do not 
appear to be linked to other houses at the site, but she interpreted them to have been part 
of the larger Harris Site community. 
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 Cluster Pithouse Phase of Occupation Shared Characteristics 
1 
37 
38 
Three Circle 
Three Circle 
Shared extramural area with 
processing and storage features; 
ceramic vessels plastered into floor 
behind hearth. 
2 
35/36 
39/40 
Three Circle/Three Circle 
Late Three Circle/Georgetown 
Superimposed with touching hearths. 
3 
43 
45/48 
San Francisco 
San Francisco/Three Circle 
Shared extramural area with storage 
pits, processing features, and burials; 
ceramic jars plastered into floor 
behind hearth. 
4 
49/54 
53 
Late Three Circle 
Late Three Circle 
Shared activities and location. 
Table 3.1. Pithouse clusters at the Harris Site. 
 
Investigating how activities and labor were organized may help clarify the 
relationship between each household and may potentially illuminate the nature of these 
clusters. In order to better understand how household activities were organized, it is 
necessary to examine how activity areas were spatially distributed within and between 
individual pithouses, extramural surfaces, and pithouse clusters at the site. To do this, the 
data from the ground stone analysis for each household were compared with reference to 
their spatial and temporal relationships. Contextual information was used to determine if 
any patterns exist between households and clusters at the site. Connections between 
households occupied contemporaneously may be reflected by similar choices in the 
design and use of tools and the locations where activities were conducted. Temporal 
changes in grinding technology and activity patterns were discerned through a contextual 
analysis and comparison of assemblages from San Francisco phase houses with those 
occupied during the Three Circle phase. 
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 CHAPTER 4: METHODS 
 
 This thesis uses data from the ground stone assemblage recovered from sixteen 
pithouse structures (Table 4.1) and their associated features excavated during the 2008-
2012 field seasons. The category of ground stone encompasses a wide range of stone 
artifacts that have been abraded or polished through manufacture or use (Adams 2002:1). 
This analysis includes stone tools traditionally classified as ground stone as well as raw 
materials procured for tool manufacture and pigment production. Figurines, crystals, 
fossils, minerals, and unusually shaped rocks collected by the inhabitants of the Harris 
Site were also analyzed due to their potential association with domestic ritual behavior. 
 
Pithouse Phase of Occupation1 Relative Location 
   
35 Three Circle superimposed over PH 36 
36 Three Circle overlain by PH 35 
37 Three Circle 
 38 Three Circle 
 39 Late Three Circle superimposed over PH 40 
40 Georgetown overlain by PH 39 
41 Three Circle superimposed over PH 47 
42 Late Three Circle 
 43 San Francisco 
 44 Three Circle 
 45 San Francisco overlain by PH 48 
46 Three Circle 
 47 Three Circle overlain by PH 41 
48 Three Circle superimposed over PH 45 
49 Late Three Circle superimposed over PH 54 
54 Late Three Circle overlain by PH 49 
   1Dates based on architecture, ceramics, radiocarbon, and archaeomagnetic 
samples. 
Table 4.1. Pithouses included in sample. 
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 Sampling Strategy  
 As this research is interested in comparing activities between households at the 
site, the data presented in the following chapter are first divided by household and then 
by activity. The ground stone assemblage was sampled with preference given to contexts 
which could provide the most information on daily activities carried out by members of 
each household. For example, artifacts found on the floor and in the ten centimeters of fill 
above the floor (“floor fill”) can be tied more closely to the occupation of the household 
than those from cultural fill or trash contexts. All artifacts collected from the floor and 
floor fill were included in the sample.  
When the walls and roof of a structure collapsed, a layer of debris referred to as 
roof fall/wall fall was produced. Whole and broken ground stone tools were sometimes 
recycled and used as building materials (Hamon and Le Gall 2013:118; 
Schlanger 1991:463; Woodbury 1954:57-58). Tools were stored in wall niches and 
rafters, and the rooftops of houses served as a location where activities could be 
performed (Roth 2010a). Artifacts recovered from roof fall/wall fall contexts can provide 
information on tool use, tool discard, storage behavior, and potentially, they may assist 
with distinguishing rooftop workspaces. In addition to interior and rooftop workspaces, 
daily household tasks may have been carried out in areas located in front of or around the 
house. Extramural surfaces and storage features associated with a pithouse were 
interpreted as part of the household. All artifacts recovered from roof fall/wall fall and 
extramural features were analyzed.  
Some pithouses were left open after abandonment and a layer of pithouse fill was 
deposited over the floor fill. This fill may contain a mixture of materials from the upper 
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 floor fill, items that fell from the roof, and deposits that washed in from the surface 
outside the house. Artifacts from this layer were included in the analysis as they may 
have been associated with household activities. It should be noted that the association of 
these artifacts with the household depends on the length of time the house was left open 
before the roof collapsed. Artifacts found in the fill above the roof fall/wall fall are 
thought to represent trash deposits associated with the later occupation of nearby houses. 
This trash fill was sampled in order to examine discard behavior across all contexts. The 
sample of artifacts from the pithouse fill and trash fill included all whole tools, tools 
featuring fracture patterns suggestive of intentional destruction, and rare items.  
In some cases, it may be difficult to determine whether the tools found in a 
particular context represent use or storage. This is particularly relevant for artifacts found 
in roof fall/wall fall levels as tools stored in wall nooks and rafters may be mixed in with 
those used in activities that took place on the rooftops. Artifact position and location help 
determine whether they were being stored. For example, metates found on a house floor 
with their grinding surface facing downward or propped vertically against a wall are 
considered to be in storage position (Hamon and Le Gall 2013:117; Kent 1999:80; Searcy 
2011:113). The presence of tools in this case may not reflect that grinding actually took 
place inside the house. Although they may not have been used inside the structure, these 
tools represent de facto refuse as they were presumably left on the floor at the time of 
abandonment (Diehl 1998:620; Schiffer 1972:160, 1987:89; Schlanger 1991:465). 
Therefore, it is assumed that they were used by the occupants of the household. 
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 Analysis Methods 
 The ground stone assemblage from the Harris Site was examined using a 
comprehensive technological analysis strategy based on methodology established and 
refined by Adams (2002, 2014). A technological analysis consists of recording 
measurable and describable attributes related to artifact life-history. Specifically, this 
approach can provide information concerning how raw materials were selected and 
modified for specific functions, how tools were used both primarily and secondarily, and 
how tools entered the archaeological record through behaviors such as discard, 
intentional destruction, caching, and abandonment (Adams 2002:17). Technological 
analyses incorporate data derived from macroscopic and microscopic observations of use-
wear, ethnographic accounts, and experimental replication. In combination with 
contextual data, they are used to reconstruct the activities a tool was used for as well as 
its use-history or, more specifically, how the tool was manufactured, maintained, used, 
and discarded. 
 Each artifact was initially categorized by type and subtype according to the 
classification system defined by Adams (2002:73-231). Tool morphology, macroscopic 
and microscopic use-wear analysis, and considerations of kinematics were used to 
classify artifacts based on design and actual function. The main tool types identified in 
the Harris assemblage included netherstones, handstones, manos, metates, mortars, 
pestles, abraders, and polishers.  
Netherstone is a broad category for the bottom stone on which processing or 
manufacture was conducted (Adams 2002:98). In this case, netherstone is used to refer to 
bottom stones which, through design or fragmentation, cannot be classified as metates, 
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 mortars, or any other subset. Small, handheld netherstones used to shape or polish other 
items or process small amounts of material are identified as lapstones. Thin, tabular 
lapstones featuring delineated, often raised borders and in many cases, incised 
decorations are called palettes (Adams 2002:146-150; Haury 1976:288). Palettes in the 
Mimbres area are similar in design to those found in the Hohokam region of Arizona; 
however, they appear to have been manufactured using locally available materials 
(Anyon and LeBlanc 1984:272; Garcia de Quevedo 2004:44; White 2004:17). They are 
also typically found in different contexts than those found at Hohokam sites. While 
Hohokam palettes are often found in mortuary contexts, the majority of palettes found at 
Mimbres sites were recovered from domestic trash fill and floor contexts (Anyon and 
LeBlanc 1984:272; Garcia de Quevedo 2004:73-74; White 2004:67). 
Spindle bases are netherstones that provide a stable surface for the spindle to 
rotate as it twists fibers into string or cord (see diagram on weaving in Di Peso 1956:393) 
(Adams 2002:182-183). Spindle bases at Harris are primarily made of a soft volcanic tuff 
with a conical manufactured basin. Placement and rotation of the wooden spindle results 
in indentations and wear in the bottom of the basin that can be seen under magnification. 
Without use-wear analysis, these tools are easily mistaken for mortars, “nutting stones,” 
and stone bowls, so it is possible that spindle bases are more common in the region than 
has been previously recognized.   
Handstones are tools lacking specific attributes which would classify them as 
manos or pestles. Handstones may be used to process materials or they may be used in 
manufacturing tasks to smooth, polish, or abrade another material. Specialized types of 
handstones found at Harris include abraders, polishers, manos, and pestles. Abraders are 
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 handstones with a rough texture used to remove material from the surface they contact in 
order to alter its shape or texture (Adams 2002:79-89). Abraders may be flat or they may 
feature one or more V- or U-shaped grooves. During core reduction, abraders can be used 
to prepare the surface of a platform. Wood and bone implements were also shaped and 
resharpened using abraders. Polishers are handstones with a smooth texture which, when 
worked against other objects in the final stages of manufacture, produce a smooth or 
shiny surface. Polishers are often associated with pottery production but are also used in 
the manufacture of other materials such as stone, wood, and bone (Adams 2002:91-96). 
Wear patterns left behind on the surface of abraders and polishers indicate which material 
they were used to manufacture. 
Manos and metates are specialized types of handstones and netherstones used 
together to process grain into flour. As discussed in Chapter 2, manos were classified 
according to the type of metate they were used against rather than morphological features 
such as size or shape (small or large; one-handed or two-handed). Flat/concave metates, 
sometimes called slab metates, have flat surfaces that were worked with a mano in 
reciprocal or circular strokes. Flat/concave manos have flat to slightly convex working 
surfaces. Basin metates have a manufactured circular concave depression designed to 
confine the worked material. Basin manos have use-facets extending over their margins 
and a more convex profile than flat/concave manos. Manos used with basin metates may 
be worked in circular strokes or a combination of circular and reciprocal strokes. Trough 
metates are distinguished by having manufactured rectangular basins and often, L-shaped 
profiles. Trough manos are used exclusively with reciprocal strokes and have wear on 
their ends from rubbing against the walls of the trough. While most of the metates from 
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 Harris are too fragmented to confidently classify, those that could be classified are almost 
exclusively of trough design. Manos recovered from Harris are mostly of trough design; 
however, flat/concave and basin types are also present.  
The ground stone assemblage also includes tools used to perforate, scrape, cut, 
and batter other materials. Examples of these types of tools found at Harris include axes, 
mauls, hammerstones, choppers, and scrapers. Axe heads are tools with sharp bit edges 
that are modified for hafting with notches or grooves (Adams 2002:160). The axes 
recovered from the Harris Site were manufactured with ¾-grooves similar to those found 
at sites in the Hohokam region. Mauls are also modified for hafting but are blunt on both 
ends and are often more expediently designed than axes. Mauls from Harris were made 
with either a full groove or a ⅞-groove, similar to those found at Crooked Ridge Village 
in Arizona (Wheat 1954:140, 1955:122-123). Harris mauls were also typically made with 
a depression on the ventral side of one poll end. Evidence of wear in these depressions 
indicates that these features probably helped to facilitate hafting of the tool. Use-wear 
analysis on axe and maul heads helps distinguish what materials they were used to chop 
or pound, respectively (e.g. Mills 1993). 
As there is an overlap in the categories of scraper and chopper between chipped 
stone and ground stone classification systems, it is important to clarify how these tools 
were identified. Ground stone scrapers and choppers differ somewhat from chipped stone 
scrapers and choppers from the site in that they tend to be larger, more expedient, and 
often made from a redesigned ground stone tool. Classification of ground stone scrapers 
and choppers was based on the nature of edge wear and kinematics involved in using the 
tool, rather than edge angle and location of flake scars. Scrapers and choppers are used in 
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 woodworking tasks, and the edges of choppers can also be used to resharpen the surfaces 
of grinding tools (Hayden 1987a:97). Damage to the edge of the tool during this activity 
greatly differs from the wear produced through chopping wood and can be distinguished 
through use-wear analysis. 
This analysis also included stone ornaments, stone figurines, and stone pipes.  
These items were included in the category of paraphernalia. Culturally deposited fossils, 
crystals, and other minerals were included in the category of ecofacts. An unusual 
number of modified and unmodified invertebrate fossils were recovered from cultural 
contexts at the site. These include individual brachiopods, bryozoans, corals, and 
crinoids, as well as pieces of fossiliferous limestone, which were used as a raw material 
for tool manufacture. When possible, these specimens were identified to the species level 
and tied to limestone outcrops in the area in order to better understand procurement 
strategies (Falvey 2012; Falvey and McLaurin 2012; Key et al. 2014).  
Attributes 
The attributes recorded in this analysis were established by Adams 
(1993a, 1999, 2002). A complete list of attributes is presented in Appendix A, and full 
definitions for each can be found in Adams (2002:233-267, 2014:239-275). The primary 
attributes focused on during this analysis were: artifact type, artifact subtype, condition, 
presence or absence of burning, evidence of manufacture, design (expedient or strategic), 
use (single, multiple, recycled, etc.), sequence of use, secondary use, contact type (stone, 
hide, wood/bone, etc.), wear amounts (unused, light, moderate, heavy, etc.), raw material 
type, and presence or absence of residues. Metric measurements were also recorded for 
each piece of ground stone. Whole measurements of length, width, and thickness were 
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 taken in centimeters where available, and weight in grams was recorded for all complete 
artifacts. 
The nature, location, and degree of wear were recorded to understand tool use and 
wear management strategies. Artifacts were evaluated in terms of expedient design or 
strategic design. Expedient design is when a tool has been altered only through use. If a 
tool was manufactured into a specific shape or modified for comfort or stability, then it is 
considered to have been strategically designed (Adams 2002:21). For example, food 
processing tools manufactured to have comfort features are assumed to have been 
“intended for intensive [rather] than extensive use” and are classified as strategically 
designed (Adams 2002:47).  Therefore, examination of design choices and degree of 
wear can be used to indicate the intensity of tool use.  
The condition of ground stone tools was recorded to distinguish artifacts that were 
broken intentionally from those which were fractured through other means (e.g. thermal 
fracturing, accidental breakage, and post-depositional breakage). At the Harris Site, 
ground stone tools were often recycled as building materials or reused as hearth stones. 
Identifying fractures that resulted from these secondary uses is important for 
understanding the life history of a tool. Breaks or spalls resulting from exposure to 
intense heat can resemble the flakes created during chipped stone reduction; however, 
such breaks lack bulbs of percussion and are often accompanied by evidence of charring 
or discoloration. Accidental breaks occur during the manufacture of an item or while it is 
being used. Manufacturing breaks occur when the stone has an internal flaw or when the 
craftsperson applies too much force while shaping a tool. For example, beads and 
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 pendants can break during drilling if too much force is used or the hole is placed too 
close to a margin (Adams 2008:217).  
Intentionally broken artifacts sometimes feature a manufactured hole, such as 
those present in many Classic period pots found in mortuary contexts. Others may exhibit 
fracture patterns suggesting they were smashed or scored and snapped. By distinguishing 
intentionally broken artifacts from those fragmented through other mechanisms, 
inferences about ritual behavior can be made (Adams 2008:215; Walker 1995:75-77).  
Use-wear: Macroscopic  
Macroscopic observations provide information about the motor habits employed 
when a tool is used. Visible striations and wear facets indicate how a tool was held, the 
stroke employed during use, and the nature and configuration of the contacting surface. 
For example, the surface configuration of a metate (e.g., basin, trough, flat/concave) and 
the stroke employed during grinding (reciprocal, circular, or combination) affects the 
location of striations and facets on the mano used. Modification associated with tool 
manufacture and maintenance can also be observed macroscopically. This might include 
margins roughened to make a tool more comfortable to hold or surfaces resharpened to 
improve tool efficiency.  
Other attributes observed macroscopically include evidence of pre- and post-
depositional burning. Burning can result from tool use (trivets and firedogs), recycling 
(fire-cracked rock), and post-depositional behaviors (structure retirement, scavenging and 
reuse). The presence, absence, and location of burning on ground stone tools provide 
supporting contextual data to the analysis. Artifacts that were lying on the floor of a 
pithouse when it burned will have different patterns of charring than those stored in the 
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 roof or burned as a result of their use. Assessing these differences aids in determining 
when artifacts were deposited relative to the burning of a structure.  
Use-wear: Microscopic 
The methods established for interpreting wear mechanisms and kinematics are 
derived from the science of tribology and have been adapted for use in ground stone 
studies by Adams (1993b, 2002:27-41, 2013:1-10, 2014:44-46; Blau 1989). Use-wear 
analysis examines the surface of tools for damage resulting from their use. This damage, 
caused by contact between two surfaces, can be observed both macroscopically and under 
low-power magnification (10x-40x). When two surfaces come into contact and force is 
applied, the resulting friction leads to the modification of surface topography via specific 
mechanisms of wear. These mechanisms include abrasive wear, fatigue wear, adhesive 
wear, and tribochemical wear (Adams 1993b:63, 2002:27, 2013:2). By understanding 
how each of these wear mechanisms interact to modify the surface of a tool, inferences 
can be made regarding the nature of the contacting materials. These inferences can then 
be combined with observations of the kinematics employed during the use of a tool to 
determine its function.  
Collaborative Data 
Multiple lines of evidence are needed to fully understand the role that grinding 
technology played in household activities. Manufacturing tasks often required the use of 
tools made from a variety of materials. In addition to stone tools, bone awls and ceramic 
whorls were used in fiber and textile manufacturing tasks. Artifact inventories from each 
household were used to potentially identify manufacturing toolkits and assist with 
activity assessments. Macrobotanical data, in conjunction with the results of pollen 
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 residue analyses, provided supplemental information to bolster data gathered from food 
processing tools (e.g., manos and metates, mortars and pestles). The results of these 
analyses were used to obtain vital information for determining if diet and food 
preparation techniques varied between households at the site. 
Raw Material Identification 
Selection of raw materials is an integral part of the design process. Factors that 
may be considered when choosing appropriate raw materials for tool manufacture can 
include the granularity or texture of the stone surface, as well as the size and weight of 
the stone (Adams 2002:19). Ground stone tools from the Harris Site were primarily 
manufactured using rocks procured from the Mimbres River. Cobbles of granitic, 
volcanic, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks can all be found in the river. The size of 
available rocks ranges from small pebbles to medium-sized cobbles. Small boulders of 
adequate size for metate manufacture are also available and are generally made of 
vesicular basalt and intermediate volcanic rocks. Identifications of rock and mineral types 
were made by the author with the assistance of geologists Carlos Lavayén, assistant 
petrologist at Desert Archaeology, Inc. and Dr. Brett McLaurin, associate professor of 
geology at Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania. A list of rock types identified in the 
Harris ground stone assemblage is presented in Table 4.2. 
While most of the raw materials used for ground stone manufacture were readily 
available to the inhabitants of Harris via the river, some rocks and minerals would have 
been collected elsewhere. Outcrops containing the limestone, fossils, and shale found at 
the site are present 4 km to the west near the historic town of Georgetown, and 43 km 
south in the Cookes Range (Falvey and McLaurin 2012; Laudon and 
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 Bowsher 1949:74, 81). Quartz crystals found at Harris may have been obtained from 
outcrops located 42 km northeast of the site near the Gila Cliff Dwellings. The steatite 
used to make pendants at Harris may have come from a source located in the Sapillo 
Creek drainage in the northern part of the Mimbres Valley (Anyon & Leblanc 1984:307).  
 
Rock Type 
  
  
Sedimentary Volcanic Metamorphic 
 
Chalk 
 
Felsic volcanic (undifferentiated)  Quartzite 
 
Limestone 
 
Pumice  Slate 
 
Sandstone 
 
Rhyolite Iron minerals 
 
Shale 
 
Tuff  Hematite 
Granitic 
 
Intermediate volcanic 
(undifferentiated) 
 Limonite 
 Granite   Magnetite 
 
Granodiorite 
 
Andesite Copper minerals 
 
Diorite 
 
Dacite  Azurite 
 
Diabase  Latite  Chrysocolla 
 
 
 
Mafic volcanic (undifferentiated)  Malachite 
   
Basalt  Turquoise 
 
 
 
Vesicular basalt Miscellaneous minerals 
 
 
 
Scoria  Calcite 
     Chalcedony 
    
 Quartz 
 
   
  
Table 4.2. Rock and mineral types recovered from the Harris Site. 
 
Axes found at Harris were made from a rock commonly referred to as 
“greenstone.” Greenstone is a generic term for a variety of metamorphic rocks that have a 
green hue. There seems to be some disagreement regarding what specific raw material 
greenstone refers to in the Mimbres Valley. Anyon and LeBlanc (1984:276) identified the 
stone used for axes at Galaz as amphibolite, while Shafer (2003:200) referred to the stone 
as uralitized diabase. Woodward (1970:29, Fig. 1, loc. 12) identified outcrops of 
uralitized diabase featuring an ophitic texture in tributary canyons west of the Mimbres 
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 River. The axes from Harris appear to have been made using this raw material, which 
was likely procured from an outcrop located 7 km south of the site. 
Samples of turquoise from the Harris Site were analyzed for lead and strontium 
isotope ratios in the Department of Geosciences at the University of Arizona by 
Dr. Alyson Thibodeau. The results of this analysis are consistent with the conclusion that 
the inhabitants of Harris procured turquoise from sources in the Burro Mountains and/or 
the Little Hatchet Mountains (Alyson Thibodeau, personal communication, June 27, 
2013).  Evidence for prehistoric exploitation of turquoise in the Burro Mountains Mining 
District is also present at the site of Wind Mountain. Wind Mountain is located 
approximately 45 km from the Harris Site on the northeast side of the Burro Mountains 
near the present day Tyrone mine. The site was occupied at the same time as Harris and, 
according to Charles DiPeso, it may have acted as an important procurement site for 
turquoise and other minerals purportedly traded with groups in northern Mexico 
(Woosley and McIntyre 1996:267). Past discussions of turquoise found at Mimbres sites 
have presented the Burro Mountains as the most likely procurement location, though, 
until now, this assumption had not been scientifically tested (Anyon and Leblanc 
1984:307; Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:65; Parks-Barrett 2001:154). Porphyry copper 
deposits in the Burro Mountains Mining District also contain azurite, chrysocolla, 
malachite, hematite, and limonite (Kolessar 1970:131-132; McLemore et al. 1996:165-
166). These minerals were used at the Harris Site to make ornaments and pigments. 
Activity Assessment 
This analysis focuses on tools and raw materials that help to reveal the types of 
processing and manufacturing activities that took place at the site. Activities that involve 
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 an intermediate substance being reduced into smaller particles fall under the category of 
processing activities. Processing activities are further divided into food processing, 
pigment processing, and general processing. The general processing category includes 
tools used for refining a variety of materials which might include, but are not limited to, 
herbs, temper, clay, salt, or other minerals. Tools used in general processing activities 
include mortars, pestles, netherstones, handstones, and lapstones. Toolkits used in more 
specialized processing tasks, such as grinding food, include manos and metates, and large 
mortars and pestles. Small mortars and pestles that were unlikely to have been used to 
process food are included in the general processing category. 
While manos and metates were designed to be used in food processing activities, 
there is archaeological and ethnographic evidence that non-food materials were also 
processed using these same tools (Babot and Apella 2003:130, Hamon and Le Gall 
2013:118; Hayden 1987b:188, 191; Logan and Fratt 1993:426; Schroth 1996:58; 
Searcy 2011:78, 98; Woodbury 1954:58). The processing of non-food materials using 
manos and metates is typically considered to be a secondary use, with the primary use 
being food processing. Tools designed and used primarily for processing non-food 
materials fall into the broader category of handstones and netherstones, rather than manos 
and metates. 
Pigment processing activities are represented by residues found on grinding tools 
and samples of minerals that could be reduced to produce a pigment. Raw materials used 
for pigments at Harris include hematite, limonite, and chrysocolla. In many cases, tools 
used to process pigment were originally designed and used for a different task. For 
example, hammerstones may be secondarily used to crush up raw pigments, and broken 
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 tools may be repurposed as pigment processing handstones or netherstones (Hayden 
1987b:191; Logan and Fratt 1993:426; Woodbury 1954:58).  
 Certain rocks and minerals recovered from pithouse contexts were interpreted as 
having been collected as raw materials for tools, ornaments, and pigment. These items 
provide valuable information on the early stages of stoneworking and pigment processing 
tasks. Minerals collected for use as a colorant were divided into the categories of pigment 
raw material, parent-pigment, processed pigment, and ornament/pigment. Unmodified 
samples were classified as pigment raw material. Parent-pigment consists of minerals 
with surfaces that have been partially ground for use as a colorant. Processed pigment is 
the refined product of the processing task and may in some cases have been formed into a 
cake.  
 Modified and unmodified samples of chrysocolla were determined to have been 
collected for either ornament manufacture or pigment processing. Chrysocolla identified 
as ornament quality was consolidated enough to have potentially been shaped into a bead 
or pendant. However, much of the chrysocolla recovered from the site was friable and 
unsuited for ornament manufacture. A netherstone containing blue-green, chrysocolla-
based paint was found at the site, indicating that some chrysocolla was collected for use 
as raw material for pigments. In cases where the material was of borderline quality, the 
item was classified as ornament/pigment.  
Materials that were worked at the Harris Site using ground stone implements 
include artifacts made of stone, wood, bone, and ceramics. Ground stone tools were used 
to make items such as ornaments of stone, bone, or shell, as well as bone and antler tools. 
While perishable remains are not often preserved in the archaeological record, fiber 
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 spinning tools such as spindle bases provide evidence of textile manufacturing at the site. 
Evidence for stoneworking at Harris include tools used to shape other stone items, such 
as abraders, hammerstones, lithic anvils, polishers, netherstones, and handstones. 
Unfinished items, newly manufactured tools, and items that broke during manufacture 
can also yield insight into stoneworking techniques. An artifact that appeared to have 
been shaped but never finished or used was interpreted as being in the early stages of 
manufacture and classified as a tool or ornament blank.  
Evidence of wood and boneworking is occasionally difficult to differentiate due 
to similarities in the hardness and resilience of the contact material. In the following 
chapter, tools used in these two activities are discussed together and, where possible, the 
specific task is identified. Tools used to shape wood and bone implements include 
abraders, netherstones, polishers, tabular knives, axes, mauls, planes, choppers, and 
scrapers. 
Curation 
The ground stone assemblage from the Harris Site is housed in the Archaeological 
Collections Laboratory of the Department of Anthropology at UNLV. Copies of the final 
database and this thesis will be curated along with the collection. Curation of these 
artifacts is essential given the lack of data on Late Pithouse period grinding technology. 
Preserving this resource will make it possible for future research questions related to 
Mimbres grinding technology to be explored. These might include in-depth studies into 
pigment processing techniques, raw material procurement strategies, and the presence of 
cultural residues.
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 CHAPTER 5: RESULTS 
 
This chapter presents the results of the activity assessment (Table 5.1). Artifacts 
are initially discussed by household context. Houses within each cluster are grouped, and 
autonomous households are discussed following the clustered houses. The contexts 
examined for each house were Roof Fall/Wall Fall (RF/WF), Pithouse Fill, and 
Floor/Floor Fill (Floor/FF). Secondary occupation surfaces that were encountered during 
the excavation of pithouses are included in a subsection under household contexts.  
The artifact assemblage from each house formed through specific abandonment 
and post-abandonment processes. Some items were doubtless removed by the occupants 
of the house when it was abandoned. Artifacts that were left in place on house floors at 
the time of abandonment are termed de facto refuse (Schiffer 1972:160, 1987:89). The de 
facto assemblage in a house becomes further depleted as items are scavenged. The level 
of assemblage depletion caused by scavenging depends on the length of time these items 
remained accessible within the structure after abandonment. For example, houses that 
were burned at or near the time of abandonment should have less depleted assemblages 
than those that were left open and allowed to slowly collapse (Schlanger 1991:470).  
Diehl (1998:630) estimated that 14% of the houses at Harris that were excavated by 
Haury contained de facto assemblages, slightly lower than the 18% proposed for most of 
the other Mogollon sites he sampled. 
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    Total 
Artifact   No. % 
Tools Abraders 14 3.7 
 
Axes 1 0.3 
 
Choppers 3 0.8 
 
Hammerstones 29 7.6 
 
Handstones 76 19.9 
 
Hoes 1 0.3 
 
Lapstones 21 5.5 
 
Lithic anvils 2 0.5 
 
Manos 86 22.8 
 
Mauls 4 1.0 
 
Metates 35 9.2 
 
Mortars 4 1.0 
 
Netherstones 55 14.4 
 
Ornament blanks 7 1.8 
 
Pestles 8 2.4 
 
Planes 4 1.0 
 
Polishers 5 1.3 
 
Scraper 2 0.5 
 
Spindle bases 4 1.0 
 
Tabular tools 7 1.8 
 
Tool blanks 3 0.8 
 
Trays 1 0.3 
 
Trivets 3 0.8 
 
Unidentified with pigment 4 1.0 
 
Artifact Subtotala 381 29.3 
Paraphernalia Bowls 1 3.7 
 
Disks 3 11.1 
 
Door slab 1 3.7 
 
Figurines 2 7.4 
 
Fire-drill hearth 1 3.7 
 
Ornaments 15 55.6 
 
Shaped 4 14.8 
 
Paraphernalia Subtotala 27 2.1 
Raw Materials Parent pigment 12 14.1 
 
Pigment raw material 40 47.1 
 
Ornament raw material 8 9.4 
 
Ornament/pigment raw material 10 11.8 
 
Tool raw material 15 17.6 
 
Raw Material Subtotala 85 6.5 
Ecofacts Crystals 722 90.0 
 
Fossils 11 1.0 
 
Minerals 70 9.0 
 
Natural 3 0.0 
 
Ecofact Subtotala 806 62.1 
Grand Total 1299 100.0 
aPercents of total assemblage. 
Table 5.1. Artifact types from household contexts at the Harris Site. 
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 Most of the houses from Harris that were examined for this thesis appear to have 
been partially or completely emptied of usable items. These items were either removed 
by the inhabitants at the time of abandonment or scavenged sometime later. Complete 
manos and other usable ground stone tools were occasionally left on house floors but 
whole pots and other usable tools were typically absent. Abandonment context is 
included in the following descriptions to aid in interpreting the ground stone assemblage 
from each house.  
The assemblage described in this chapter includes 1299 artifacts from household 
contexts. Out of the total number of artifacts found in household contexts, 806 were 
ecofacts and 85 were raw material samples. The remaining 408 artifacts were tools and 
items of paraphernalia. A total of 136 artifacts recovered from household contexts were 
not identified because they were too fragmented. These unidentified artifacts are not 
included in tables or artifact counts unless pigment residues are present.  
Household Contexts 
Cluster #1: Pithouses 37 and 38 
Cluster #1 dates to the Three Circle phase and consists of Pithouses 37 and 38. 
They are located on the west side of the site and were constructed with their entryways 
facing a common extramural surface. Each house had a ceramic vessel plastered into the 
floor behind the hearth and both houses were cleaned out at or shortly after abandonment 
(Roth 2012a, 2013). The shared extramural surface contained storage pits and processing 
areas. One storage pit and processing area located in front of Pithouse 38 contained 
ground stone artifacts (Units 18 and 19).  
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 Pithouse 37 
When Pithouse 37 was abandoned, the structure remained intact for a period of 
time before the roof collapsed. Few artifacts were found inside or on the roof of the 
house, indicating that most were either removed when it was abandoned or scavenged 
before the roof collapsed. Twenty-six artifacts were analyzed from Pithouse 37, including 
nine tools, eleven crystals, one ornament blank, and five raw material samples (Table 
5.2).  
 
   
Floor/ 
Floor Fill 
 
Fill 
 
RF/WF 
 
Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. No. No. 
Processing  
   
 
Food Processing 
    
  
Mano 4 - - 4 
 
Pigment Processing 
    
  
Parent pigment 1 - - 1 
  
Pigment raw material - - 2 2 
  
Ornament/pigment raw material 1 - - 1 
  
Recycled tools2 1 - - 1 
 
Other Processing 
    
  
Handstone 2 - - 2 
Manufacturing 
    
 
Stoneworking 
    
  
Ornament blank 1 - - 1 
  
Tool raw material 1 - - 1 
 
Woodworking 
    
  
Abrader - 1 - 1 
  
Scraper - 1 - 1 
 
Other Manufacturing 
    
  
Netherstone 1 - - 1 
Ecofacts 
    
 
Calcite crystal 1 - - 1 
 
Quartz crystal 6 1 3 10 
Total   18 3 5 26 
1First use      
2Not included in totals     
Table 5.2. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 37. 
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 Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
 Artifacts analyzed from the RF/WF consist of two pigment quality samples of 
chrysocolla and three quartz crystals. One quartz crystal features a double point, and the 
other two are quartz flakes. One sample of chrysocolla is high enough quality that it 
could have potentially been procured for ornament manufacture. Neither sample had been 
modified. It is likely that these artifacts were incorporated as dedicatory offerings into the 
fabric of the walls or roof during the construction of the house. 
Pithouse Fill 
 The pithouse fill deposits formed during the post-abandonment interval when the 
house remained open before the roof collapsed. Artifacts from this context likely 
represent a mixture of items from the RF/WF and the floor fill, along with material that 
washed in. Two tools and a shattered fragment of quartz were analyzed from the pithouse 
fill. Both tools were used in wood or boneworking tasks. One is a flat abrader made of 
porphyritic rhyolite cobble and used on both sides to abrade material from a wood 
surface. The second tool was an andesite scraper. It features several unifacially removed 
flakes and was used lightly along one part of the edge to scrape a resilient surface such as 
wood or green bone. 
Floor/Floor Fill 
Evidence for processing and manufacturing activities were found in the floor/floor 
fill deposits. Processing tasks are represented by tools used to grind food, pigments, and 
other materials. Food processing tools consist of four manos made of vesicular basalt 
(n=1), granite (n=1), and intermediate volcanic rocks (n=2). Three manos were used in 
trough metates and one was used in a basin metate. One broken trough mano was found 
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 inside the center post hole and may have been placed there intentionally after the post 
was removed or to provide stability for the post while it was in use. This mano was also 
secondarily used to process red pigment (Munsell value 10R5/8). Pigment processing 
tasks are further represented by two samples of modified chrysocolla. One sample is 
potentially of high enough quality for ornament manufacture and had been ground either 
to shape for an ornament or for use as parent-pigment. 
 General processing tools include two expediently designed handstones. The 
handstones are made of andesite and undifferentiated intermediate volcanic rocks and 
both had been lightly used. The handstones and two of the manos resting on the floor 
showed signs of charring, suggesting that the structure partially burned after 
abandonment. Evidence of stoneworking activities on the floor of the house consist of a 
chrysocolla ornament blank and an intermediate volcanic cobble that was probably 
collected as raw material for a tool. The ornament blank had been shaped and polished on 
both surfaces and around the edges. One netherstone found in the floor fill was so lightly 
used that the precise manufacturing task could not be determined. Two fragments of 
quartz and a single-point quartz crystal were found in the floor fill. A small calcite crystal 
was found on the floor and three tiny quartz crystals were found in the fill of the hearth.  
Pithouse 37 Summary 
The ground stone assemblage from Pithouse 37 contains artifacts used in both 
processing and manufacturing tasks. Artifacts associated with processing tasks included 
raw materials and tools used to process food, pigments, and other materials. 
Manufacturing activities in Pithouse 37 were represented by tools, unfinished items, and 
raw materials. Evidence for wood/boneworking was exclusively found in the fill between 
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 the floor and the roof, and all other evidence of manufacturing was found on or near the 
floor. Only one tool from Pithouse 37 was used in more than one activity, though several 
were recycled as building stones.  
So few artifacts remained in the structure that it is difficult to determine where 
activities may have taken place. Apart from a few small items that may have been 
incorporated as dedicatory items into the walls and roof, the RF/WF assemblage was 
entirely depleted. Most of the tools recovered were found in floor/floor fill or the house. 
The two woodworking tools found in the pithouse fill may have been stored in the rafters 
and fallen down into the house as the structure deteriorated. Several whole tools were 
found on the floor of the house, but all were either newly manufactured, recently 
resharpened, unused, or lightly used. While most of these tools were designed for 
processing tasks, they may not represent processing that took place inside the house. 
They could have been stored inside the house in anticipation of being collected at a later 
time. Several tools showed evidence of having been burned in situ, so it is possible that a 
small post-abandonment fire prevented the occupants from retrieving these last few 
items. 
Pithouse 38 
Twenty-seven ground stone artifacts were recovered from Pithouse 38 and four 
ground stone tools were found during the excavation of an extramural storage pit and 
processing area located outside the house (Units 10, 18, 19, and 22) (Table 5.3).  
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Floor/ 
Floor Fill Fill RF/WF Extramural Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. No. No. No. 
Processing 
 
Food Processing 
     
  
Mano 2 3 4 2 10 
  
Metate - - 1 - 1 
 
Pigment Processing 
     
  
Recycled tools2 1 1 - - 2 
 
Other Processing 
     
  
Handstone - - - 1 1 
  
Netherstone - 1 2 1 4 
  
Pestle - - - 1 1 
Manufacturing 
 
Stoneworking 
     
 
 Hammerstone 1 2 1 - 4 
 
Other Manufacturing 
     
 
 Maul - 1 - - 1 
Paraphernalia 
 Figurine 1 - - - 1 
 Ornament - 1 - - 1 
Ecofacts 
 Chalk - 1 - - 1 
 Fossil - 1 - - 1 
 
Mica 1 - - - 1 
  Quartz crystal 1 3 - - 4 
Total   6 14 7 4 32 
1First use     
2Not included in total      
Table 5.3. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 38. 
 
Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
Eight tools were recovered from RF/WF contexts. These include a hammerstone, 
two netherstones, four trough manos, and a metate. The hammerstone is made of andesite 
and had originally been used as a core. The edges produced from lithic reduction were 
used to batter stone. Both of the netherstones were initially used in processing activities 
before being recycled as a wall stones. Two of the manos were being secondarily used 
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 during the occupation of the house. One had been recycled as fire-cracked rock before 
probably being used as an architectural stone. A second mano had been reshaped to fit in 
as a wall stone. A third mano is intact and had been secondarily used on one surface as a 
netherstone in a processing task. 
The only metate recovered from the structure was found in the RF/WF with its 
grinding surface facing down. It was designed with a very shallow trough that had not 
been rewidened. A small surface on the proximal end of the metate had a manufactured 
depression used as a mano rest (Figure 5.1). The compatible mano found near the metate 
also has a matching pecked area which allows it to sit stably on the mano rest. With the 
exception of the mano rest, the entire surface of the metate is covered in red paint 
(Munsell value 10R4/6). Interestingly, the compatible mano has no evidence of pigment. 
The paint on the metate does not seem to have resulted from its use as a tool. Instead, it 
appears that the surface was intentionally covered in paint prior to it being abandoned.  
Pritchard-Parker (1993:32) described a similar metate that was part of a cache 
found in the Santa Rosa hills of California. The Santa Rosa hills metate was painted with 
a red and black geometric design and was found nested between four other metates. A 
second metate in the cache had been intentionally destroyed with a kill hole. Due to the 
presence of the painted and killed metates, Pritchard-Parker (1993:32) interpreted the 
cache as potentially being associated with Cahuilla mourning ritual. Thus, it is possible 
that the Pithouse 38 metate was intentionally covered in paint and left on the roof as part 
of the retirement of the structure.  
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Figure 5.1. Metate covered in paint on the roof of Pithouse 38 (FN 475); arrow points to 
shelf or mano rest. 
 
Pithouse Fill 
Three manos, a fragment of quartz crystal, and a black steatite pendant were 
found in the fill of the entryway. Two of the manos were used with trough metates. One 
trough mano made of intermediate volcanic rock was also secondarily used in other tasks. 
One side was used as a processing netherstone and the mano surface was reused as a 
handstone to grind red pigment (Munsell value 10R4/8). The second trough mano is 
made of vesicular basalt. The third mano is made of intermediate volcanic rock and was 
of indeterminate type. It had broken during its use-life and was redesigned as an 
expedient pestle. The steatite pendant is teardrop shaped with a biconical hole. Heavy 
wear in the hole of the pendant indicates it had been strung before it was deposited. 
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 Four tools were found in the fill in the rest of the house. One netherstone was 
used in a processing activity, and the other three tools were used in manufacturing 
activities. The manufacturing tools include two hammerstones and an expediently 
designed maul. The hammerstones were originally used as cores, and the edges created 
from core reduction were used to batter stone. One is made of fine-grained basalt and the 
other is made of limestone. The maul consists of a natural river cobble with a groove 
manufactured part way around the middle for hafting (Figure 5.2b.). The tool is heat-
cracked and missing one poll end. The remaining poll end had been used lightly against a 
hard surface.  
The fill in the rest of the house also contained an unmodified fossil, two quartz 
crystals, and a sample of chalk. The fossil is a rugose coral specimen of the Mississippian 
species Caninia arcuata and was likely collected from an outcrop of the Lake Valley 
Formation (Falvey and McLaurin 2012). 
Floor/Floor Fill 
Evidence for food processing on the house floor consists of two manos. One 
flat/concave mano is made of vesicular basalt. It had been secondarily used on one 
grinding surface as a netherstone in a stoneworking task. The second mano is made of 
intermediate volcanic rock and shows evidence of having been recycled as fire-cracked 
rock. The damage resulting from this use fractured the mano to the point where its type 
could not be determined. Prior to being burned, it was also used as a pestle, likely in the 
same food processing activity. One basalt hammerstone used in multiple activities was 
also found on the floor. It was first used on multiple surfaces to batter stone. Traces of 
red pigment (Munsell value 10R5/8) are present on one corner of the tool which indicates 
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 it was secondarily used in a pigment processing task. The hammerstone was probably 
used during the early stages of pigment processing to crush raw materials into powder. 
 
 
Figure 5.2. Hafted tools: Mauls: a) Pithouse 35 (FN969); b) Pithouse 38 (FN697); 
c) Trash fill of Pithouse 41 (FN5821); d) Pithouse 48 (FN5717); 
e) Pithouse 54 (FN6854). Axe: f) Pithouse 44. Arrows point to pecked depression that 
facilitated hafting the tool. 
 
Three other items were found on or near the floor. One small, unmodified piece of 
muscovite mica found in the floor fill may have been collected for ornament 
manufacture. A polished and incised figurine of what appears to be a fish or tadpole was 
also found in the floor fill of the structure. The figurine is partially burned and made of 
intermediate volcanic rock (Figure 5.3a). It may have been left as an offering when the 
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 house was abandoned along with the mica, a small shattered piece of quartz crystal, and 
the paint covered metate found in the RF/WF. 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Figurines: a) Pithouse 38 (FN 922), b) Pithouse 41 (FN 4934).  
 
Extramural 
The extramural processing area excavated as Units 10, 18, 19, and 22 contained 5 
ground stone artifacts. A strategically designed basin mano made of quartzite was found 
in Unit 10. Unit 18 contained a netherstone that was lightly used in a processing task and 
a strategically designed flat/concave mano. The mano is made of granodiorite, and it had 
been secondarily used as a pestle, probably in the same food processing task. A felsic 
volcanic pestle used lightly in a processing task was found in the fill of Unit 19. Unit 22 
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 turned out to be sterile; however, a lightly used granite processing handstone found inside 
was possibly associated with extramural activities. 
Pithouse 38 Summary 
Evidence for activities in Pithouse 38 was found throughout each context. Tools 
used in processing tasks were mostly found in RF/WF and house fill contexts, though a 
few food and pigment processing tools were found in floor contexts. Given their 
condition, processing tools found in the entryway and house fill were probably washed in 
as trash after the house was abandoned or were being reused as architectural stones. The 
rooftop assemblage from Pithouse 38 consisted of two complete manos and the paint-
covered metate. Although the metate seems to have been covered in paint and left as an 
offering, the presence of these tools may also indicate that food processing was carried 
out on the roof when the structure was still in use. Two other manos and the netherstone 
found in the RF/WF were probably being used as architectural stones when the house was 
constructed. Some processing tasks may have been conducted on the extramural surfaces 
outside the structure.  
Manufacturing tools were distributed throughout the levels of the house, though 
evidence for stoneworking appears to be mainly represented inside the structure. The 
mano found on the floor was being used as a lithic anvil, and four hammerstones were 
found in the RF/WF, pithouse fill, and on the floor. These tools may all have been in use 
or stored inside the house before it was abandoned. It appears that almost all usable tools 
were removed from Pithouse 38 except for items that were potentially left as dedicatory 
offerings such as the paint-covered metate and the two manos. This is supported by data 
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 from the ceramic and stone tool assemblages (Barbara Roth, personal communication, 
November 12, 2013). 
Cluster #1 Summary 
Both houses in Cluster #1 were almost entirely cleaned out at the time of 
abandonment; however, the remaining ground stone artifacts provide insight into some of 
the household activities that occurred. While both houses contained artifacts indicative of 
stoneworking and processing of food and other materials, some activities were 
disproportionately represented. For instance, wood/boneworking tools and samples of 
chrysocolla used in pigment processing and ornament manufacture were present only in 
Pithouse 37. Pigment processing tasks in Pithouse 38 were represented only by two 
secondarily used tools and no raw materials. 
While the RF/WF of Pithouse 37 was depleted, Pithouse 38 still contained a 
partial roof assemblage. This may be due to differences in how the houses were 
abandoned, or possibly when they were abandoned. Usable items in Pithouse 37 would 
have been available for scavenging for a longer period than those left when Pithouse 38 
was abandoned. Alternatively, abandonment of the houses during different seasons would 
also account for the lack of evidence for activities on the roof of Pithouse 37. In Mali, the 
locations for food grinding, for instance, shifted between indoor and outdoor locations 
depending on the season (Hamon and Le Gall 2013:117). 
The ground stone assemblages from these houses did have some things in 
common. In both cases, the assemblages are dominated by artifacts associated with 
processing activities. Both houses were constructed using ground stone tools that were 
recycled as architectural stones. Each house also contained items that may have been 
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 intentionally left as offerings when the house was abandoned (Roth and Schriever 2010). 
Possible offerings from Pithouse 37 included a broken trough mano left in the center post 
hole, quartz crystals found in the floor fill and hearth, and samples of chrysocolla found 
on the floor. The quartz crystals, mica, and figurine from the floor of Pithouse 38, as well 
as the paint-covered metate left on the roof, may also have been offerings.   
Cluster #2: Pithouses 35/36 and 39/40 
Cluster #2 includes superimposed Pithouses 35/36 and 39/40. Pithouse 40 is the 
earliest structure identified during these excavations and probably dates to the 
Georgetown phase. Pithouse 39 is a late Three Circle phase house superimposed on top 
of Pithouse 40. Although there is a time gap between the occupations of these structures 
of at least several hundred years, the hearths in each house were aligned so that the 
bottom of Pithouse 39’s hearth touched the previous hearth in Pithouse 40. The same 
hearth configuration was found in Pithouses 35/36. Pithouses 35/36 both date to the 
Three Circle phase. Roth (2012a) has suggested that this may represent the construction 
of social memory by forming a link to the past occupants of the house. The Three Circle 
phase houses in this cluster were large relative to other houses excavated at the site. The 
houses in Cluster #2 have been interpreted as “founding households” due to the presence 
of superimposed hearths and the early date recovered from Pithouse 40 (Roth 2013).  
Pithouses 35/36 
 Pithouses 35 and 36 are located to the north of Pithouses 39 and 40. An 
extramural work surface was partially excavated in front of the entryway to the houses 
(Unit 20). Thirty-five artifacts recovered from the houses and extramural surface were 
included in this analysis.  
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 Pithouse 35 
Pithouse 35 appears to have been cleaned out and the roof of the structure 
collapsed either when it was abandoned or shortly after. Twenty-eight artifacts were 
analyzed from Pithouse 35 including 22 tools, 2 raw material samples, 2 items of 
paraphernalia, 1 unfinished item, and 1 ecofact (Table 5.4.). 
Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
Fourteen artifacts were analyzed from the roof fall/wall fall of Pithouse 35. In one 
unit it was determined that the roof of the house had collapsed directly onto the floor. An 
assemblage of ground stone tools that had been used on the surface of the roof was 
identified in this roof fall layer. Nine tools used in processing and manufacturing tasks 
were interpreted as having been part of this roof assemblage. Food processing tools 
include a broken vesicular basalt trough metate with unmaintained borders and a sloped 
grinding surface. A trough mano and a flat/concave mano were also found. Other 
processing tools include a small handstone and a pestle. A netherstone used to process 
light red pigment (Munsell value 2.5YR7/8) was also found.  
Two manufacturing tools were identified in the roof top assemblage. One is an 
andesite hammerstone and the other is a rhyolite netherstone. A cobble of porphyritic 
rhyolite with a small basin manufactured into one surface was also found in the rooftop 
assemblage. The tool was classified as a mortar because the wear inside appears to have 
been caused by a wooden pestle. However, the configuration of the basin was similar to 
those found in spindle bases at the site. If this tool was used as a spindle base, it was 
either lightly used or the wear was obscured by secondary use as a mortar (Figure 5.4d).  
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   Floor/ 
Floor Fill RF/WF Extramural Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. No. No. 
Processing     
 
Food Processing 
  
 
 
  
Mano 1 2 - 3 
  
Metate 3 1 - 4 
  
Pestle - 1 1 1 
 
Pigment Processing 
  
 
 
  
Netherstone - 1 - 1 
  
Ornament/pigment raw material 1 - - 1 
  
Pigment raw material 1 - - 1 
  
Recycled tools2 1 - - 1 
 
Other Processing 
  
 
 
  
Handstone - 1 - 1 
  
Mortar - 1 - 1 
  
Netherstone 2 - - 1 
  
Pestle - 1 - 1 
Manufacturing 
  
 
 
 
Stoneworking 
  
 
 
  
Hammerstone 1 2 - 1 
  
Lithic anvil 1 - - 1 
  
Ornament blank 1 - - 1 
  
Polisher 1 - - 1 
 
Other Manufacturing 
  
 
 
  
Lapstone - 1 - 1 
  
Maul 1 - - 1 
  
Netherstone - 1 - 1 
Paraphernalia 
  
 
 
 
Ornament - 1 - 1 
 
Disc - 1 - 1 
Ecofacts 
  
 
 
 
Quartz crystal 1 - - 1 
Total   14 14 1 29 
1First use 
  
 
 2Not included in totals 
  
 
 Table 5.4. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 35. 
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Figure 5.4. Fiber spinning tools: Spindle bases: a-b) Pithouse 39 (FNs 1934, 1677), 
arrows point to broken basins; c) Pithouse 49 (FN 6474). Possible spindle bases: d) 
Pithouse 35 (FN 170); e) Pithouse 42 (FN 3607); f) Feature 31 (FN 6276). 
Possible spindle whorl: g) Pithouse 49 (FN 6480). 
 
Five artifacts were found in the RF/WF deposits from the rest of the house and 
may also have been involved in activities that occurred on the roof. These tools include a 
food processing pestle, a hammerstone used in stoneworking tasks, and a lapstone used in 
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 an indeterminate manufacturing activity. Half of a small perforated stone disc or “donut 
stone” was also found in the RF/WF (see Adams 2002:202 for full description of donut 
stones). The outside margin of the disc was ground to shape and a biconical hole was 
drilled through the center. At this time, it is unclear what these items were used for at the 
site. The last artifact found in the RF/WF is a pendant made of intermediate volcanic 
rock. It is a teardrop shaped stone with a natural hole. The pendant had been ground 
lightly on one side to shape it but no other modification was made. 
Floor/Floor Fill 
 Fourteen artifacts were analyzed from the floor/floor fill deposits of Pithouse 35. 
Three fragments of indeterminate type metates were found along with half of a lightly 
used trough mano. The mano had been reused as a netherstone and one of the metate 
fragments was secondarily used to process red pigment (Munsell value 2.5YR4/8). Two 
processing netherstones were found in association with the floor. One was found in the 
floor fill and the other was found inside the center post hole. Pigment raw materials 
consist of one sample of pigment quality chrysocolla. An unmodified piece of 
chrysocolla that may have been collected as a pigment source or as ornament raw 
material was also found in the floor fill. 
 Five manufacturing tools were found in the floor/floor fill. A maul with a 
⅞-groove and ventral depression was found in the floor fill (Figure 5.2a). Three 
stoneworking tools were found in the floor fill of the house. One is a basalt hammerstone 
that was originally used as a core. The second tool is a lithic anvil made of felsic volcanic 
rock. The remaining evidence for stoneworking includes a stone polisher and an 
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 unfinished slate pendant. A single fragment of quartz crystal was found on the floor of 
the house.  
Pithouse 36 
Pithouse 36 was extensively cleaned out before Pithouse 35 was constructed; 
however, a few artifacts remained on the floor of the house. Three tools and three 
samples of raw material were analyzed from Pithouse 36 (Table 5.5). 
 
  
Floor/ Floor Fill Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. 
Processing   
 
Food Processing 
  
  
Mano 2 2 
  
Pestle 1 1 
 
Pigment Processing 
  
  
Ornament/pigment raw material 2 2 
  
Pigment raw material 1 1 
Total   6 6 
1First use 
   Table 5.5. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 36. 
 
Floor/Floor Fill 
All of the artifacts analyzed from Pithouse 36 were found on the floor or in the 
layer of fill between the floors of the two houses. The three tools found had all once been 
used in food processing tasks. A complete trough mano made of dacite was found in the 
center posthole of the house. Slightly over half of a large cylindrical pestle made of 
vesicular basalt was found in the floor fill. The pestle was used along with a wood mortar 
in a food processing task. The last tool is a piece of a vesicular basalt mano found in the 
floor fill. The broken mano was in the process of being redesigned into a handstone or 
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 another mano but it was never completed. Three samples of chrysocolla were found on or 
near the floor. One is pigment quality and the other two may have been collected for 
either ornament manufacture or pigment use.  
Extramural 
 The extramural surface located in front of Pithouses 35 and 36 contained one 
ground stone tool and an unidentified fragment. The tool is a food processing pestle made 
of intermediate volcanic rock. It was used on both ends in a stone mortar.  
Summary of Pithouses 35 and 36 
The ground stone assemblages from Pithouses 35 and 36 contained tools used to 
process food, pigment, and other materials. Handheld tools used to process food include 
pestles and trough and flat/concave type manos. Wear on the pestles indicates that they 
were used in wooden mortars. Pigment processing tasks are represented by one tool and 
several pieces of pigment raw material. Manufacturing activities are primarily 
represented by tools and unfinished items involved in stoneworking tasks.   
Remains of the roof of Pithouse 35 were resting directly on top of the floor of the 
house in some areas, indicating there was little time for trash to be deposited inside the 
house after abandonment. Most of the artifacts found in the floor/floor fill of the house 
had once been used in processing tasks. The condition of many of these tools however 
suggests they had been recycled as building materials and fire-cracked rock. Regardless 
of their final use, most of the ground stone tools found on the floor of the house are 
broken and heat-cracked, indicating that they were probably left inside the house because 
they were no longer usable. The RF/WF assemblage consisted almost entirely of 
unbroken tools. This assemblage appears to represent part of an intact rooftop work area 
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 where processing and manufacturing tasks were carried out. Additional processing tasks 
may have occurred on the extramural surface in front of the house.  
The floor assemblage from Pithouse 36 contained possible dedicatory offerings 
and two tools that may have stored for later use. The center post hole of each house 
contained a ground stone tool. These may have been placed as offerings when the center 
post was removed or they may have served to stabilize the post when it was in place.  
Pithouses 39/40 
 Superimposed pithouses 39 and 40 are located to the south of Pithouses 35 and 
36. Seventy-five percent of Pithouse 39 and twenty-five percent of Pithouse 40 were 
excavated. A total of 138 artifacts from these two houses were analyzed.   
Pithouse 39 
Pithouse 39 appears to have been cleaned out during abandonment; however, the 
artifact assemblage from the house was larger than that recovered from many of the other 
cleaned out houses. The ground stone assemblage analyzed from Pithouse 39 includes 
112 artifacts. Two of these tools are highly fragmented and it was not possible to 
determine what activity they were used in. One is a piece of a rhyolite netherstone found 
in the wall melt and the other is a fragment of a heat-cracked granite handstone found in 
the floor fill. The remaining 110 artifacts include 25 tools, 4 raw material samples, 2 
items of paraphernalia, and 79 ecofacts (Table 5.6). 
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   Floor/ 
Floor Fill Fill RF/WF Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. No. No. 
Processing     
 
Food Processing 
    
  
Mano 1 1 2 4 
  
Metate - 1 5 6 
 
Pigment Processing 
    
  
Ornament/pigment raw material 1 - - 1 
  
Pigment raw material - - 1 1 
  
Recycled tools2 3 - 2 5 
 
Other Processing 
    
  
Handstone - - 1 1 
  
Netherstone 1 1 1 3 
  
Pestle 1 - - 1 
Manufacturing 
    
 
Stoneworking 
    
  
Netherstone 2 - 1 3 
  
Tool raw material 2 - - 2 
  
Ornament- unfinished - 1 - 1 
 
Pottery-Making 
    
  
Polisher 1 - - 1 
 
Fiber Spinning 
    
  
Spindle base - 1 1 2 
 
Other Manufacturing 
    
  
Lapstone 2 - - 2 
  
Netherstone 1 - 1 2 
Paraphernalia 
    
 
Door slab 1 - - 1 
Ecofacts 
    
 
Concretion - 1 - 1 
 
Fossil - - 1 1 
 
Mica 2 1 1 4 
 
Quartz crystal 71 2 - 73 
Total   86 9 15 110 
1First use 
     2Not included in totals 
    Table 5.6. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 39. 
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 Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
Nine of the tools found in RF/WF deposits were used in processing tasks. A 
granite handstone and a vesicular basalt netherstone were used in general processing 
tasks. Tools used in food processing tasks include two broken trough manos and 5 pieces 
of broken metates. One mano is made of dacite and the other is vesicular basalt. The 
metates are not complete enough to determine their subtype. Three are made of vesicular 
basalt, one is granite, and one is quartzite. Two of the metates were reused at some point 
to process red (Munsell value 10R5/8) and dark red pigment (Munsell value 10R3/6). 
Pigment raw material includes one piece of chrysocolla.  
Three tools used in manufacturing tasks were found. One is a rhyolite netherstone 
used to shape hard materials. A second netherstone was used lightly to shape stone items 
and was secondarily used as a lithic anvil. The last tool is a piece of volcanic tuff used on 
several surfaces as a spindle base. A total of five small basins were manufactured into the 
tool at one time, though only two are still intact. The last two artifacts from the RF/WF 
are a small piece of muscovite mica and a fossil crinoid stem found in the wall melt. 
Pithouse Fill 
Four tools were found in the pithouse fill including three processing tools and a 
fiber spinning tool. A dacite netherstone used in a processing task was found along with a 
broken vesicular basalt trough mano. A large, nearly complete ¾-trough metate made of 
intermediate volcanic rock was found in the fill. The metate was found on its side and 
may have been leaning against the southeast wall of the house. It had been rewidened 
multiple times and was only missing one corner of its grinding surface. It was one of the 
most heavily used metates identified during this analysis. The fiber spinning tool is a 
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 palm-sized cobble of volcanic tuff with a single basin manufactured into one surface 
(Figure 5.4b). Small rounded indents in the bottom of the basin indicate the tool was used 
as a spindle base. The bottom of the spindle base had been flattened through pecking to 
make the tool stable during use.  
Four ecofacts were found in the fill of the house. These include a small 
unmodified iron concretion, a piece of muscovite mica, and two irregularly shaped 
weathered pieces of quartz crystal. A black slate disc bead was also found in the fill.  
Floor/Floor Fill 
Two tools found in the floor fill were used in general processing tasks. One is a 
heat-cracked piece of an andesite netherstone and the other is an intermediate volcanic 
cobble used lightly on one end as a pestle. The only food processing tool is a quartzite 
basin mano that had broken into at least two pieces. One piece was found in the floor fill 
and the other piece was found in the wall melt level directly above. Red pigment 
(Munsell value 10R4/8) near the edges of the grinding surface indicates that at some 
point, the mano was secondarily used as a pigment processing handstone before being 
used again as a mano. A burned piece of rock containing mixed copper minerals was also 
found in the floor fill. It may have been collected for either pigment use or ornament 
manufacture. 
 Manufacturing tools include two lapstones used in indeterminate manufacturing 
tasks. The edge of one lapstone had been flaked and used lightly as a chopper. The 
second lapstone was used as a manufacturing handstone on the opposite surface. Both 
lapstones were found in the floor fill. A netherstone found on the floor was also used in 
an indeterminate manufacturing task. Two stoneworking tools were found in the floor fill 
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 and two pieces of tool raw material were found in the floor and floor fill. Both 
netherstones were used to shape stone items. One was secondarily used to process red 
pigment (Munsell value 10R4/8). The piece of raw material in the floor fill is made of 
limestone that contains a large number of crinoid fossils. Several tools made of 
fossiliferous limestone have been found at the site including a handstone, a netherstone, 
and a chipped stone scraper. The piece of raw material found on the floor is a tabular 
piece of green felsic volcanic rock. The color of the rock is similar to many of the 
chrysocolla samples found at the site and it may have been selected for this characteristic. 
The last manufacturing tool found on the floor was an iron concretion that had been used 
on one surface to burnish pottery.  
A corner of a broken quartzite door slab was found in the floor fill of the house. 
One surface was used as a netherstone to grind red pigment (Munsell value 10R4/8) after 
the door slab broke. The presence of this door slab supports the interpretation that 
Pithouse 39 was a late Three Circle phase house with a roof entry. Two pieces of 
muscovite mica were found in the floor fill along with two shattered pieces of quartz and 
68 tiny quartz crystals and crystal fragments. One tiny quartz crystal was found resting on 
the floor.  
Pithouse 40 
The assemblage from Pithouse 40 was comparatively small as the house appears 
to have been mostly cleaned out and only a portion of it was excavated. Twenty-six 
artifacts were analyzed from Pithouse 40 including 2 tools, 2 raw material samples, and 
22 ecofacts (Table 5.7).  
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Floor/ 
Floor Fill Fill Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1   No. No. No. 
Processing    
 
Food Processing 
   
  
Metate - 1 1 
 
Pigment Processing 
   
  
Ornament/pigment raw material 1 - 1 
  
Pigment raw material - 1 1 
Manufacturing  
   
 
Other Manufacturing 
   
  
Lapstone - 1 1 
Ecofacts 
   
 
Fossil 1 - 1 
 
Quartz Crystal 20 1 21 
  
 
   Total   22 4 26 
1First use 
     Table 5.7. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 40. 
 
Pithouse Fill 
 The fill of Pithouse 40 contained four ground stone artifacts. One is a piece of a 
quartzite metate and the other is a dacite lapstone used lightly in an indeterminate 
manufacturing task. The edge of the lapstone was redesigned into a chopper and used 
against a hard surface. A piece of pigment quality chrysocolla was also found in the fill 
along with a thin double-point quartz crystal.  
Floor/Floor Fill 
 Artifacts from the floor/floor fill include a piece of chrysocolla and 20 tiny quartz 
crystals and crystal fragments. The chrysocolla had been ground on one side but it was 
not clear whether this was initial stages of ornament manufacture or use as parent-
pigment. The last artifact from Pithouse 40 is a Late Devonian fossil brachiopod of the 
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 species Ptychomalotoechia sobrina (Falvey and McLaurin 2012). It appears that the 
fossil was in the process of being made into a pendant as there is an incomplete drill hole 
on one surface. Microscopic manufacturing traces indicate that the drill hole is 
anthropogenic and not the result of predation when the animal was alive.   
Summary of Pithouses 39 and 40 
 Pithouse 39 contained tools used in a variety of processing and manufacturing 
tasks. Manufacturing activities are represented by tools used in stoneworking, pottery 
production, and fiber spinning. Nearly a third of the tools found in the house were used in 
food processing tasks at one time. However, five broken metates and two broken manos 
were found in the RF/WF and fill deposits near the southeast wall of the house. The 
condition of these tools and their proximity to the wall suggests they may have been 
recycled as building materials. The hearth of the house had multiple layers of plaster 
suggesting a long period of occupation. Ground stone tools were probably scavenged 
from the remains of earlier houses at the site to build the walls of Pithouse 39. It is 
unclear whether any of these tools were used by the inhabitants of Pithouse 39.   
The metate fragment and the lapstone/chopper found in the fill between the floors 
of the two houses appear to have been secondary deposits. The gap in time between the 
Georgetown phase occupation of Pithouse 40 and the late Three Circle phase occupation 
of Pithouse 39, combined with the lack of other ground stone tools in the floor 
assemblage of Pithouse 40, supports that these tools are probably not representative of 
activities associated with the occupation of the house. The fossil ornament blank, 
chrysocolla samples, and quartz crystals found in Pithouse 40 were all likely dedicatory 
offerings. It appears that during the construction of Pithouse 39, the inhabitants 
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 discovered the floor of this much earlier house. The presence of this early house must 
have been significant to the inhabitants of Pithouse 39 because they intentionally placed 
their hearth so that it rested on top of the hearth in Pithouse 40 (Roth 2012a, 2013). It is 
possible that in addition to this, the builders of Pithouse 39 left behind the items found in 
Pithouse 40 as a tribute to those who had come before. The floor of Pithouse 39 also 
contained artifacts that may have been left as offerings including quartz crystals, mica, 
the burned piece of copper bearing rock, the tabular piece of green stone, and the piece of 
crinoidal limestone.  
Cluster #2 Summary 
All of the houses from this cluster were cleaned out when they were abandoned. 
Assemblage depletion was most pronounced for the underlying houses (Pithouses 36 and 
40) where the remaining floor deposits contained only a few tools or offerings. Artifacts 
from Pithouses 35 and 39 provided some information about activities. Both houses 
contained tools and raw materials associated with processing and manufacturing tasks. 
Activities shared by both houses included food processing, pigment processing, and 
stoneworking. Pithouse 39 differed slightly from Pithouse 35 in that it contained some 
evidence for fiber and pottery production. Fiber production may still have occurred in 
Pithouse 35 as several spindle whorls were identified in the ceramic assemblage (Danielle 
Romero, personal communication, September 24, 2013). As noted earlier, the small 
mortar from the roof of Pithouse 35 may also have functioned as a spindle base. 
 A number of tools were found in the RF/WF deposits in both houses; however, 
their presence represented different behaviors. The RF/WF assemblage from Pithouses 35 
contained whole tools that may have been in use on a roof top work surface. Most of the 
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 tools found in the RF/WF of Pithouse 39 were probably being recycled as building 
materials. Ground stone tools recycled into architectural stones were found in all of the 
houses in this cluster. Each house also had items that may have been left as offerings 
during construction or retirement of the structures.  
Cluster #3: Pithouses 43, 45/48 
Cluster #3 consists of Pithouse 43 and Pithouse 48, which is superimposed over 
Pithouse 45. These houses each had a jar plastered into the house floor. They also share 
an extramural space with a storage pit and three burials. Pithouses 43 and 45 date to the 
San Francisco phase and Pithouse 48 probably dates to the Three Circle phase. Apart 
from Pithouse 40, these houses are the earliest structures excavated by UNLV. 
Pithouse 43 
Pithouse 43 is a San Francisco phase house that was cleaned out during 
abandonment. It appears to share an extramural area with Pithouse 45/48 (Roth 2012b). 
The house was fully excavated and a total of 150 artifacts were analyzed. A netherstone 
found in the RF/WF and a handstone found in the floor fill were heavily heat-cracked and 
their exact activity could not be determined. The remaining 149 artifacts include 53 tools, 
9 raw material samples, 3 items of paraphernalia, and 84 ecofacts (Table 5.8). 
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  Floor/ 
Floor Fill RF/WF Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1   No. No. No. 
Processing      
 Food Processing 
   
 
 
Mano 1 12 13 
 
 
Metate - 7 7 
 Pigment Processing 
   
 
 
Lapstone - 1 1 
  Netherstone - 2 2 
 
 
Unidentified - 1 1 
 
 
Parent pigment - 1 1 
 
 
Pigment raw material - 7 7 
 
 
Recycled tools2 1 2 3 
 Other Processing 
   
 
 
Handstone 1 9 10 
 
 
Netherstone - 3 3 
 
 
Tray - 1 1 
Manufacturing 
     Hideworking    
  Handstone 1 - 1 
 Stoneworking 
   
 
 
Hammerstone 1 6 7 
 
 
Netherstone 1 2 3 
 
 
Raw material - 1 1 
 Wood/Boneworking 
   
 
 
Abrader - 2 2 
 Other Manufacturing 
   
 
 
Abrader - 2 2 
Paraphernalia 
    
 Disk 
 
- 1 1 
 Ornament  
- 2 2 
Ecofacts 
     
 Fossil 
 
- 2 2 
 Natural shape - 1 1 
 Calcite crystal - 1 1 
 Chalcedony 2 6 8 
 Gypsum crystal - 1 1 
 Quartz crystal 65 6 71 
Total   72 77 149 
1First use 
     2Not included in total 
    Table 5.8. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 43. 
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 Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
Of the 48 tools analyzed, 35 were used in processing tasks. Food processing tools 
consist of 12 manos and 7 metate fragments. Six of the manos found in the RF/WF were 
broken and only three were unburned. Mano types included basin (n=3), flat/concave 
(n=3), trough (n=5), and one unidentified type. Three of the manos were used in a second 
task. Two were used to process pigment and one was redesigned into a pestle. Two 
metate fragments were identified as flat/concave and basin design. Flakes and impact 
fractures on the bottom side of the basin metate suggest that it may have been 
intentionally broken. The other five metate fragments are not complete enough to 
accurately determine their type. All were heat-cracked or burned. Given their condition, 
the tools may have been recycled as building stones rather than having been used in food 
processing activities occurring on the roof. 
Pigment processing tools consist of the two secondarily used manos, two 
netherstones, and a lapstone. The manos were used as handstones to grind red (Munsell 
values 10R5/4 and 10R5/6) pigment. Two netherstones and a lapstone found in the 
RF/WF had evidence of paint on their surfaces. One netherstone and the lapstone were 
used to mix yellow paint (Munsell values 7.5YR6/8 and 10YR7/8). The second 
netherstone is a fragment from what may have been a small mortar. The intact surface 
contained both red (Munsell value 10R5/8) and yellow (Munsell value 7.5YR6/8) paint. 
Raw materials collected as colorants included seven samples of pigment quality 
chrysocolla and one sample of limonite. Most of the samples were unmodified; however, 
one chrysocolla piece had been ground on a surface for use as parent-pigment. Other 
processing tools include nine handstones, three netherstones, and a fragment of a tray. 
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 Manufacturing tasks in the RF/WF deposits were represented by eight tools and 
one unmodified piece of ornament quality chrysocolla. Six hammerstones and two 
netherstones used in stoneworking tasks were found in the RF/WF. Five of the 
hammerstones were originally used as cores and they were all made from fine-grained 
volcanic rocks. Both netherstones are made of an intermediate volcanic rock and were 
used to shape and polish stone items. Tools used in the manufacturing of wood or bone 
items consisted of two vesicular basalt abraders. One of the hammerstones recovered was 
also secondarily used as a plane in a woodworking activity. Two other flat abraders found 
in the RF/WF were used to shape something hard but the exact material could not be 
determined. Ecofacts found in the RF/WF of the house included: a calcite crystal, a 
gypsum crystal, 6 small pieces of chalcedony, 6 fragments of quartz crystal, a natural 
stone with layers, and two fossils. One fossil is an unidentified bryozoan and the other is 
a Mississippian productid brachiopod (Marginatia sp.). The surface of the brachiopod's 
brachial valve has wear consistent with having been handled extensively.   
Floor/Floor Fill 
Only five tools were found on or near the floor of Pithouse 43. Tools used in 
processing tasks include a handstone and a mano. Food processing is represented by a 
single large trough mano made of a felsic volcanic rock. The mano was found inside the 
center posthole of the house and appears to have been intentionally placed there when the 
post was removed. A spall from a hammerstone that was also found on the floor had been 
used at one time in both stoneworking and pigment processing (Munsell value 10R3/6) 
activities before being recycled as fire-cracked rock. A long flat stoneworking 
netherstone was also found on the floor. The tool is made of fine-grained intermediate 
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 volcanic rock and it was used on both sides to polish stone. When the house was 
abandoned, this netherstone was recycled as a seal and placed over the mouth of the 
corrugated jar that had been plastered into the house floor to the north of the hearth. The 
last tool found on the floor has wear indicative of use as a hideworking stone. It is made 
of vesicular basalt and had been recycled as fire-cracked rock after use. Two small pieces 
of chalcedony and 65 tiny crystals and fragments of quartz were also found on the floor 
and in the floor fill of the house.  
Summary of Pithouse 43 
The ground stone assemblage from Pithouse 43 included tools used in a variety of 
processing and manufacturing tasks. Foods, pigments, and other materials were processed 
and manufacturing activities consisted of hide, stone, wood, and boneworking. Most of 
the artifacts analyzed from Pithouse 43 were recovered from the RF/WF layer. Tools 
used in processing tasks were concentrated in these deposits. Food processing tools 
include basin, flat/concave, and trough type manos and a number of highly fragmented 
metates. The only metates complete enough to identify are flat/concave and basin in 
design. As many of the food processing tools from the RF/WF are broken (n=13) and 
burned or heat-cracked (n=15), some were probably being recycled as building materials 
for the walls of the house.  
Pigment processing tasks may still have taken place on the roof of the house. 
Tools with pigment residues and raw materials collected for use as colorants were found 
in the RF/WF. Three tools were used to process red pigments including two secondarily 
used manos. The use of yellow colorants is represented by the sample of limonite and the 
presence of yellow paint on the surface of three tools, one of which also had red paint. 
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 The seven samples of pigment-quality chrysocolla from the RF/WF may have been 
associated with rooftop processing activities, though an alternative interpretation has 
been proposed. Along with the crystals, fossils, and turquoise pendants  recovered, 
DeMaio (2010) interpreted the chrysocolla from the RF/WF of Pithouse 43 as dedicatory 
objects placed within the architecture during construction (see also Roth and 
Schriever 2010). 
Manufacturing tools consisted primarily of abraders, hammerstones, and 
netherstones. While fewer in number than processing tools, manufacturing tools follow 
the same pattern of distribution, with the majority being recovered from RF/WF contexts. 
Unlike the processing tools from the RF/WF, manufacturing tools were mostly intact. 
Stone, wood and/or boneworking tasks also appear to have been taking place on top of 
the roof.  
Apart from a few potential dedicatory items noted by DeMaio (2010), the ground 
stone assemblage from the floor of Pithouse 43 was completely depleted. Most of the 
tools found on the floor are burned and broken, suggesting they were left because they 
were not in usable condition. The large mano in the center post hole and the netherstone 
used to seal the vessel plastered into the floor were intentionally placed when the house 
was abandoned. The only other whole tool found near the floor was an expediently 
designed and lightly used handstone that may have been left because it was not highly 
valued.   
Pithouses 48/45 
Pithouses 48 and 45 are superimposed houses located to the northeast of Haury’s 
Pithouse 10 (Kiva). The lower house, Pithouse 45, is thought to be one of the founding 
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 households at the site (Roth 2012b, 2013). Although only a small portion of Pithouse 48 
was excavated, it appears that the items from this house were almost entirely cleaned out 
or scavenged after abandonment. The assemblage from Pithouse 45 was only partially 
depleted. One hundred two artifacts recovered from the excavations of Pithouses 45 and 
48 were included in this analysis. Four units were excavated in the extramural space 
shared by Pithouse 43 and Pithouse 45 and 48. The units were placed near the entryway 
to Pithouses 45/48 so the 7 artifacts analyzed from these units will be discussed following 
those from Pithouse 45.  
Pithouse 48 
Forty-five artifacts were analyzed from Pithouse 48 including 21 tools, 7 raw 
material samples, 1 ornament, and 16 ecofacts (Table 5.9). 
Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
Thirteen artifacts were analyzed from the RF/WF of Pithouse 48. Processing tools 
from the RF/WF included five handstones. Two samples of pigment raw material, one of 
limonite and one of degraded rhyolite were also found. The remaining tools were all used 
in manufacturing tasks. These included two basalt hammerstones, two lightly used 
intermediate volcanic lapstones, and a vesicular basalt maul. The maul was hafted with a 
⅞-groove with a manufactured ventral depression on the proximal end similar to those 
found on other mauls at the site (Figure 5.2d).  
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   Floor/  
Floor Fill RF/WF Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1  No. No. No. 
Processing    
 
Food Processing 
   
  
Mortar 1 - 1 
  
Pestle 1 - 1 
  
Trivet 3 - 3 
 
Pigment Processing 
   
  
Parent pigment 3 - 3 
  
Pigment raw material 1 2 3 
 
Other Processing 
   
  
Handstone 1 5 6 
  
Netherstone 1 - 1 
Manufacturing 
   
 
Stoneworking 
   
  
Hammerstone 2 2 4 
  
Lapstone 1 - 1 
  
Netherstone 1 - 1 
  
Tool raw material 1 - 1 
 
Other Manufacturing 
   
  
Lapstone - 2 2 
  
Maul - 1 1 
Paraphernalia 
   
 
Ornament 1 - 1 
Ecofacts 
   
 
Chalcedony 2 - 2 
 
Mica - 1 1 
 
Quartz crystal 13 - 13 
Total   33 13 45 
1First use     
Table 5.9. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 48. 
 
Floor/Floor Fill 
Thirty-one artifacts were analyzed from the floor/floor fill of Pithouse 48 
including 11 tools, 5 raw material samples, 1 ornament fragment, and 14 ecofacts. Only 
one food processing mortar was identified over the course of this analysis. It was found 
on the floor of Pithouse 48 near the southwest wall. The mortar was found together with a 
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 matching pestle and two netherstones used in stoneworking and processing tasks 
(Figure 5.5). Three small rocks (trivets) were used to prop up the mortar. The end of the 
pestle and the interior of the basin are both heavily burned and several tiny grain-sized 
quartz crystal fragments were found inside. The fire that burned inside the mortar was 
intense enough to cause small pieces of basalt in the bottom of the basin to bubble and 
spall away. It appears that materials were intentionally burned inside the mortar basin, 
which was then covered by a tabular netherstone that was found resting partially on top 
of the mortar. This took place shortly before the house was abandoned and may have 
been done as part of a pre-abandonment ritual. This type of abandonment behavior was 
not found anywhere else on the site.  
 
 
Figure 5.5. Mortar, pestle, and netherstones on the floor of Pithouse 48. 
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  Processing activities are further represented by a vesicular basalt handstone that 
was used moderately in a processing task before being recycled as fire-cracked rock. Two 
samples of hematite parent-pigment and one sample of limonite parent-pigment were 
found along with one piece of unmodified pigment quality chrysocolla. Manufacturing 
tools include two hammerstones, a lapstone, and one of the netherstones found with the 
mortar and pestle. One hammerstone is made of magnetite and a second piece of 
unmodified magnetite was also found in the floor fill of the house. Eleven tiny quartz 
crystals and crystal fragments were found in the floor fill along with two larger double-
point quartz crystals. Two small nodules of chalcedony were also found in the floor/floor 
fill deposits along with a small fragment from a chrysocolla ornament.  
Pithouse 45 
A total of 57 artifacts were analyzed from Pithouse 45 including 16 tools, 3 raw 
material samples, 1 shaped stone, and 35 ecofacts (Table 5.10). Two artifacts are 
unidentified fragments with pigment residue and are included in the table under recycled 
tools. 
Pithouse Fill 
Four tools were analyzed from the fill between the floor of Pithouse 48 and the 
floor fill of Pithouse 45. Processing tools include a whole trough mano and a handstone 
used lightly in a processing task. Manufacturing tools include a hammerstone used on one 
surface as a lithic anvil and a grooved abrader that was probably used to sharpen wood or 
bone implements. An unmodified piece of shale suitable for ornament manufacture and 
two small nodules of chalcedony were also found in the fill of the house.  
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   Floor/  
Floor Fill Fill Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. No. 
Processing 
   
 
Food Processing 
   
  
Mano 6 1 7 
 
Pigment Processing 
   
  
Parent pigment 1 - 1 
  
Pigment raw material 1 - 1 
  
Recycled tools2 6 
 
6 
 
Other Processing 
   
  
Handstone 3 1 7 
Manufacturing 
    
 
Stoneworking 
   
  
Hammerstone - 1 1 
  
Lapstone 1 - 1 
  
Ornament raw material - 1 1 
 
Wood/Boneworking 
   
  
Abrader 1 1 2 
  
Polisher 1 - 1 
Paraphernalia 
    
 
Shaped 
 
1 - 1 
Ecofacts 
   
 
Azurite 
 
1 - 1 
 
Chalcedony 1 2 3 
 
Fossil 
 
2 - 2 
 
Mica 1 - 1 
 
Quartz crystal 28 - 28 
Total   48 7 55 
1First use 
    2Not included in totals 
   Table 5.10. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 45. 
 
Floor/Floor Fill 
 Fifty artifacts from the floor/floor fill of Pithouse 45 were included in the activity 
assessment. Two of these are unidentified fragments. Red pigment was identified on 
these artifacts but both were so badly damaged from being recycled as fire-cracked rock 
that their original use could not be determined. Food processing tools consist of six 
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 manos. A vesicular basalt basin mano, a granodiorite trough mano, and a felsic volcanic 
trough mano were all found together in the floor fill near the northeast corner of the 
house. All three tools are whole and each had been pecked to shape and to hold. A fourth 
trough mano made of vesicular basalt was found in the floor fill. It was worn thin from 
use on both sides. One surface was secondarily used as a netherstone in a processing 
activity and a small amount of red paint (Munsell value 2.5YR4/8) was mixed in the 
center of the netherstone surface. One of the largest trough manos identified in the 
analysis was found on the floor of Pithouse 45. The mano is made of vesicular basalt and 
measures 25.4 cm long, 16.5 cm wide, 7 cm thick, and weighs 4200 grams (or 9.2lbs). 
Bruce G. Phillips of EcoPlan Associates, Inc. analyzed pollen collected from this mano 
and a sample of soil from beneath the tool. Phillips (2012) identified maize and cholla 
pollen grains on the mano surface and grains of maize, squash, cholla, and prickly pear 
from the soil sample.  
A trough mano made of intermediate volcanic rock was found inside the center 
posthole of the house. One side of the mano was secondarily used to grind red pigment 
and the opposite surface was covered in red paint (Munsell value 10R4/8). One 
possibility is that paint was mixed on this surface. The paint may also have been added to 
the mano shortly before it was placed in the center posthole in a similar fashion to the 
metate found in the roof deposits of Pithouse 38. One additional mano was secondarily 
used in pigment processing activities. One surface of the large mano found on the floor 
was used as a netherstone to grind red pigment (Munsell value 10R6/3). A handstone 
found in the floor fill was used in general processing tasks before being used to grind 
yellow pigment (Munsell value 7.5YR6/8). One sample of chrysocolla parent-pigment 
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 and one sample of unprocessed earthy hematite (Munsell value 10R5/4) were also found 
in the floor fill. Two additional handstones used in general processing tasks were 
identified. One was on the floor and the other was found inside an interior storage pit. 
Only three tools associated with manufacturing tasks were found in the floor/floor 
fill deposits of Pithouse 45. One is a lapstone used lightly to shape and polish small items 
such as ornaments. The second tool is a polishing stone with light use in a wood or 
boneworking task. The third tool is an abrader with several grooves on one surface. Wear 
inside the grooves indicates they were used to sharpen small pointed tools such as bone 
or cactus needles (Figure 5.6).  
 
 
Figure 5.6. Grooved abrader from the floor fill of Pithouse 45 (FN 5923).  
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 One item of personal paraphernalia was found in the floor/floor fill deposits of 
Pithouse 45. A palm-size flat cobble of andesite found in the floor fill has lines incised in 
a crosshatch pattern on both sides. The lines are faint and difficult to see from a distance, 
making this a very private or individual item. Ecofacts found in the floor fill of 
Pithouse 45 include 28 tiny quartz crystals and crystal fragments, a small chalcedony 
nodule, a piece of azurite, and a crystal of biotite mica. Two unmodified fossils were also 
found. One appears to be an unidentified echinoderm and the other is a brachiopod 
identified as a Mississippian Spirifer rowleyi (Falvey and McLaurin 2012). 
Extramural  
Seven artifacts were analyzed from units placed in the extramural surface to the 
south of the entryway to Pithouses 45 and 48 (Table 5.11). Five tools and a piece of fire-
cracked rock were found clustered together on what appears to have been a work area 
(Feature 28) near the entryway. Most of the tools found were used in processing tasks. 
One strategically designed trough mano made of felsic volcanic rock was found along 
with a fragment of an indeterminate type metate. After breaking, the metate fragment was 
used to process red pigment (Munsell value 10R3/6). Two processing handstones were 
found including one that was used to grind red pigment (Munsell value 10R5/4). One 
other tool was used to grind red pigment (Munsell value 10R4/8) but its tool type could 
not be identified because it was too badly broken from being recycled as fire-cracked 
rock. The cluster also contained a manufacturing netherstone used on one side in a 
woodworking task. One pestle used lightly in a processing task was found in the 
extramural unit adjacent to Feature 28.  
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Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1   No. 
Processing  
 
Food Processing 
 
  
Mano 1 
  
Metate 1 
 
Pigment Processing 
 
  
Handstone 1 
  
Unidentified 1 
  
Recycled tools2 1 
 
Other Processing 
 
  
Handstone 1 
  
Pestle 1 
Manufacturing 
  
 
Wood/Boneworking 
 
  
Netherstone 1 
Total   7 
1First use   
2Not included in totals  
Table 5.11. Ground stone artifact types from extramural units outside Pithouses 45/48. 
 
Summary of Pithouses 45 and 48 
The ground stone assemblages from Pithouses 45 and 48 contained tools and raw 
materials used to process materials including food and pigments, as well as artifacts 
involved in stoneworking, wood/boneworking, and other manufacturing tasks. 
Distribution of activities between contexts was similar with the exception of food 
processing tasks (Figure 5.12). Food processing tools were found on the floors of both 
houses. Metates were absent from both houses but the floor of Pithouse 45 contained 
flat/concave, basin, and trough manos. No manos were found in Pithouse 48 but the 
mortar, pestle, and trivets found in situ on the floor suggest that food processing was 
taking place inside the house. The lack of other food processing tools in the house may 
have been due to the small excavation sample size. Food processing tools were absent 
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 from the RF/WF of Pithouse 48 but these deposits did contain number of artifacts used in 
other processing and manufacturing tasks. Three processing handstones were being 
recycled as fire-cracked rock but the remaining tools were probably being used on the 
roof or stored in the rafters. Processing activities also occurred on the work surface 
outside the entryway. 
Cluster #3 Summary 
The houses in Cluster #3 contained ground stone tools and raw materials 
associated with a variety of tasks. Processing and manufacturing activities identified in 
each house included food processing, pigment processing, stoneworking, and 
wood/boneworking. Pithouses 45 and 48 differed slightly from Pithouse 43 in that none 
of the ground stone found had been recycled as building materials. This is probably due 
to a bias in sampling, however. The excavation of Pithouses 45 and 48 focused primarily 
on the interior of the house and most of the walls were not excavated.  
While the RF/WF assemblage from Pithouse 48 was considerably smaller than 
that of Pithouse 43, evidence for roof top activity areas was present in both cases. 
Activities that probably occurred on the roof of Pithouse 43 included pigment processing, 
stoneworking, and wood/boneworking. Pigment processing and stoneworking may also 
have been conducted on the roof of Pithouse 48 along with other processing and 
manufacturing tasks. Additionally, processing tasks appear to have taken place in the 
shared extramural area between the houses.  
The floor assemblages from Pithouse 43 and 48 were mostly depleted while the 
floor of Pithouse 45 was only partially depleted. Tools used in food processing tasks were 
found on the floors of Pithouses 45 and 48 but most of the artifacts left on the floor of 
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 Pithouse 43 appear to have been left as offerings. Possible dedicatory items found in each 
house include crystals, chalcedony, chrysocolla, and fossils. These items were found in 
both the RF/WF and floor/floor fill deposits in Pithouse 43. On the other hand, those 
found in Pithouses 45 and 48 were primarily associated with the floor of the structures. 
Pithouse 45 and Pithouse 43 each had a complete trough mano in their center post holes. 
Cluster #4: Pithouses 49/54 
Pithouses 49 and 54 are superimposed structures located on the southeast side of 
the site. Pithouse 49, which overlays Pithouse 54, was partially cleaned when it was 
abandoned. Pithouse 54 was almost completely cleaned out and the structure was 
intentionally burned. Roth (2013) interpreted these houses as being an anchor for a fourth 
cluster that includes Pithouse 53. Both houses are thought to date to the late Three Circle 
phase.  
Pithouse 49 
A total of 139 artifacts were analyzed from Pithouse 49. Of these, 9 are tools, 3 
are unfinished ornaments, 3 are items of paraphernalia, and the remaining 124 are 
ecofacts (Table 5.12). 
Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
 Three artifacts were analyzed from the RF/WF. A whole trough mano and a 
nearly complete ¾-trough metate were found in the entryway. The metate was found with 
its grinding surface facing the north wall of the entryway. It was originally interpreted as 
having been propped against the wall for storage but later it was decided that it was used 
to stabilize the entryway wall during the occupation of Pithouse 49. Based on their 
measurements and surface configurations of the mano and metate, these two tools may 
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 have once been used together as a toolkit. Unfortunately, this could not be confirmed as 
the metate was analyzed in the field and reburied. Both tools were made of vesicular 
basalt. The last artifact is a fossil trepostome bryozoan of the genus, Leioclema (Key et 
al. 2014). One area of the fossil had become smoothed and somewhat polished through 
human handling. 
 
   Floor/  
Floor Fill RF/WF Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. No. 
Processing 
   
 
Food Processing 
   
  
Mano 2 1 3 
  
Metate 2 1 3 
 
Other Processing 
   
  
Handstone 1 - 1 
Manufacturing 
    
 
Stoneworking 
   
  
Ornament blank 3 - 3 
 
Fiber Spinning 
   
  
Spindle base 1 - 1 
 
Other Manufacturing 
   
  
Abrader 1 - 1 
Paraphernalia 
   
 
Disk 1 - 1 
 
Ornament 2 - 2 
Ecofacts 
   
 
Fossil - 1 1 
 
Quartz crystal 123 - 123 
Total   136 3 139 
1First use 
    
Table 5.12. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 49. 
 
Floor/Floor Fill 
Four tools found on the floor of the house were used in food processing tasks. 
Two metates and two manos were found together on the north side of the house. Both 
metates are ¾-troughs manufactured with a mano rest on the proximal end (Figure 5.7). 
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 One is made of intermediate volcanic rock and its grinding surface had never been 
rewidened. It is compatible with one of the two manos. The second metate was newly 
manufactured and unused. It is made of vesicular basalt. The last mano is also a trough 
type but it did not fit with either of the metates. Both metates were found in storage 
position with their grinding surfaces facing the floor.  
 
 
Figure 5.7. Metates from the floor of Pithouse 49. Left: Utah-trough metate with 
compatible mano (FNs 6607 and 6674). Right: Newly manufactured Utah-trough metate 
(FN 6608). Arrows point to shelves or mano rests. 
 
Manufacturing tools include an abrader and a small spindle base made of scoria 
(Figure 5.4c). Evidence for stoneworking includes three unfinished turquoise ornaments. 
Two broken turquoise ornaments were also found in the floor fill. One turquoise 
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 ornament blank was found in a posthole and may have been left as an offering when the 
house was constructed. A second posthole contained a single tiny quartz crystal and 
seven small quartz crystals were found in an ash pit in the floor. A large number (n=115) 
of tiny quartz crystals and crystal fragments were found throughout the floor and floor fill 
deposits.  
The last artifact from the floor/floor fill is half of a perforated disk or donut stone 
made of volcanic tuff. On one side of the disc, linear incised marks extend from the hole 
in the center to the edge (Figure 5.4g). This design resembles the decoration found on a 
stone bowl recovered from House 8, a San Francisco phase communal structure 
excavated by Haury (1986:359, figure 13.59e). Haury’s stone bowl may actually be a 
spindle base as its form is similar to other spindle bases identified during this analysis. 
Wood-wear inside the hole of the disc suggests that it may have been used as a whorl. 
Pithouse 54 
 The assemblage from Pithouse 54 includes 19 tools, 1 unfinished tool, 6 samples 
of raw material, 1 ornament, and 11 ecofacts. A vesicular basalt handstone from the 
RF/WF was too badly broken to determine what task it had originally been used for. The 
remaining 37 artifacts are listed in Table 5.13. 
 Pithouse Fill 
 A deposit of fill was found below the floor of Pithouse 49 and above the RF/WF 
of Pithouse 54. Ten artifacts were analyzed from these deposits.  Food processing tools 
include a fragment of a trough mano, a broken piece of a trough metate, and a pestle. The 
metate is made of vesicular basalt and may have been recycled as a building stone. A 
processing handstone made of intermediate volcanic rock was also found along with an 
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 unmodified sample of early hematite and a sample of hematite parent-pigment (Munsell 
value 10R4/6). Manufacturing tools consist of a single lapstone made of andesite that was 
used on both sides to shape small stone objects such as ornaments. The fill of Pithouse 54 
also contained two broken quartz crystals and a fossil. The fossil is a Mississippian 
rugose coral, tentatively identified as the Campophyllum ursinum. 
 
  Floor/ 
Floor Fill Fill RF/WF Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. No. No. 
Processing 
    
 
Food Processing 
    
  
Mano 3 1 2 6 
  
Metate - 1 - 1 
  
Pestle - 1 - 1 
 
Pigment Processing 
    
  
Ornament/pigment raw material - - 1 1 
  
Parent pigment - 1 1 2 
  
Pigment raw material 1 1 - 2 
  
Recycled tools2 2 - 3 5 
 
Other Processing 
    
  
Handstone - 1 - 1 
Manufacturing 
    
 
Stoneworking 
    
  
Handstone - - 1 1 
  
Lapstone - 1 - 1 
  
Tool blank 1 - - 1 
  
Tool raw material - - 1 1 
 
Wood/Boneworking 
    
  
Polisher - - 1 1 
 
Other Manufacturing 
    
  
Maul - - 1 1 
  
Tabular tool - - 5 5 
Paraphernalia 
    
 
Ornament 1 - - 1 
Ecofacts 
    
 
Calcite crystal 1 - - 1 
 
Fossil - 1 - 1 
 
Quartz crystal 6 2 1 9 
Total   13 10 14 37 
1First use 
     2Not included in totals 
    
Table 5.13. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 54. 
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 Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
Artifacts from the RF/WF include tools, raw materials, and one tiny quartz 
crystal. Food processing tools found in the RF/WF of Pithouse 54 consist of two heavily 
burned trough manos. One mano made of sandstone was secondarily used on one side as 
a pigment processing netherstone (Munsell value 2.5YR4/8). A manufacturing handstone 
and a polisher were also secondarily used in pigment processing tasks (Munsell values 
10R4/6 and 10R5/4). In addition, one sample of earthy hematite (Munsell value 10R3/6) 
and a sample of ornament/pigment quality chrysocolla were found the RF/WF. 
The manufacturing handstone was initially used on both sides to polish stone and 
the polisher was used to work wood or bone. A maul made of intermediate volcanic rock 
was also found. It was manufactured with a full groove and a depression on the ventral 
side of the tool to facilitate hafting (Figure 5.2e). A large basalt cobble found in the 
RF/WF had been lightly chipped around one edge and lightly ground on one surface. It 
may have been intended as raw material for a mano.  
Five tabular tools were found in the RF/WF. Some of the tabular tools are heavily 
charred, suggesting that they were stored on the roof when the house burned. Three of the 
tabular tools are made of andesite and two are made of latite. One of the andesite tools 
was primarily shaped through abrasion and the margin opposite the edge had been dulled 
to make the tool more comfortable to hold (Figure 5.8b). One latite tabular tool has 
ground surfaces and a naturally sharp edge that was lightly used to cut a resilient 
material. The other three tools have ground surfaces and flaked edges all the way around 
(Figure 5.8c-e). Their shape resembles tools identified as stone hoes at other sites in the 
Mimbres Valley (Anyon and LeBlanc 1984:280; Bradfield 1931:119; 
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 Cosgrove 1947:142; Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:45; Creel 2006:111,118,166; Dockall 
1991:208-213; Everett 1992:181-183; Nesbitt 1931:80) or tcamahias (Shafer 2003:201). 
 
 
Figure 5.8. Shaped tabular tools: a) Pithouse 41 (FN4697); 
b-e) Pithouse 54 (FNs 6597, 6832, 6717, 6718). 
 
Classification of these tools as hoes or digging implements has been questioned 
(Anyon and LeBlanc 1984:280; Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:45). One issue noted is that 
evidence of wear was not visible on the ends or points of the tools found at Galaz or 
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 Swartz. Wear on the tabular tools found at Harris is located primarily along the edges of 
the tool rather than on the ends or points, suggesting they were used for cutting and 
scraping, rather than digging. The second problem discussed is that none of the tools 
recovered from the Mimbres Valley have been modified for hafting (Anyon and LeBlanc 
1984:280; Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:45; Dockall 1991:209; Nesbitt 1931:82). Two 
tabular tools found in Pithouse 54 are notched on one end (Figure 5.8c-d) and wear in the 
notches of one tool indicates it had been hafted during use.  
Nesbitt (1931:82) suggested that these tools were used for tilling during the 
planting season and were cached until they were needed again. As the wear on the tools 
from Harris is suggestive of cutting and scraping vegetal materials rather than tilling, 
these tools might have instead been used as harvesting or plant working implements. In 
other areas of the southwest, tabular tools have been associated with a variety of plant 
working tasks including cutting and scraping of agave and yucca leaves for fiber 
production (Adams 2002:190; Bernard-Shaw 1984:427, 1990:182; Ferg 2003:3-56; Fish 
et al. 1985:102-112). Residue analyses are needed to identify exactly what types of plants 
these tools were being used to work in the Mimbres region. 
Floor/Floor Fill 
 Three trough manos and an unfinished mano blank were found in the floor fill of 
Pithouse 54. All four artifacts are burned but unbroken. One mano had been secondarily 
used to grind red pigment (Munsell value 10R5/8) and the surface of another mano was 
covered with red paint (Munsell value 10R4/8). The third mano was newly manufactured 
and had been used very lightly before it was deposited. The manos are made of basalt, 
vesicular basalt, and intermediate volcanic rock. The mano blank is also made of 
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 intermediate volcanic rock. Raw materials include one sample of unprocessed pigment-
quality chrysocolla. The floor fill deposits also contained a broken fragment from a 
turquoise ornament, a large single-point quartz crystal, a large calcite crystal, two tiny 
double-point quartz crystals, and three tiny quartz fragments. 
Cluster #4 Summary: Pithouses 49 and 54 
The ground stone assemblage recovered from Pithouses 49 and 54 provides 
evidence for processing and manufacturing activities. Activities represented in 
Pithouse 49 included food and pigment processing, stoneworking, and fiber production. 
Pithouse 54 lacked evidence for fiber production but did contain tools used in 
wood/boneworking tasks. The tools found in Pithouse 49 were nearly all complete and 
unburned. As the roof of Pithouse 54 burned, most (86%) of the tools found in the house 
were burned or heat-cracked. Four tools were probably being recycled as architectural 
stones, but the rest of the assemblage appears to have been either in use or stored when 
the house burned.  
Food processing tools were the most common implements found in both houses. 
Raw materials and tools secondarily used in pigment processing tasks were also well 
represented in Pithouse 54.  Food processing tools from Pithouse 49 and Pithouse 54 
included trough manos and metates. The manos and metates found on the floor of 
Pithouse 49 could have been stored by the occupants in anticipation of their return or they 
may indicate that food processing was taking place on the floor of the house. The manos 
and tabular tools found in Pithouse 54 may also represent informal storage behavior.  
Evidence for stoneworking on the floor of Pithouse 49 consisted of three pieces of 
unworked turquoise. The absence of other stoneworking tools on the floor suggests that 
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 these were probably left as offerings and are not reflective of stoneworking activities 
inside the house. Additional dedicatory items found in both Pithouse 49 and 54 included 
broken turquoise ornaments, crystals, and fossils. The two samples of chrysocolla from 
Pithouse 54 may also have been left as offerings.  
Pithouse 41/47 
 Pithouses 41 and 47 are located on the northwest edge of Haury’s Pithouse 10 
(Kiva). Pithouse 41 was built on top of Pithouse 47. The houses were fully excavated. 
These superimposed houses might have acted as an anchor for an additional cluster of 
houses that has not been excavated (Roth 2013). Both Pithouse 41 and 47 were almost 
completely cleaned out when they were abandoned.  
Pithouse 41 
The assemblage from Pithouse 41 contained 49 tools, 19 raw material samples, 6 
items of paraphernalia, and 144 ecofacts (Table 5.14). One handstone collected from the 
floor fill was too badly damaged from being recycled as fire-cracked rock to determine its 
precise activity. 
Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
Twenty-five tools from the RF/WF were used in processing tasks. General 
processing tools include nine handstones and two netherstones. Food processing tools 
consist of two flat/concave manos, five trough manos, and two ¾-trough metates. 
Fire-cracked fragments of two unidentified type manos and one metate were also found. 
All of the metates are made of vesicular basalt and rock types for the manos include: 
vesicular basalt (n=3), sandstone (n=3), quartzite (n=1), granodiorite (n=1), and felsic 
volcanic rock (n=1). Both of the metates were newly manufactured and had been used 
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 only lightly before being deposited. One was found with its grinding surface down on 
what was probably a rooftop work surface. It was found next to a trough mano but the 
two tools were not compatible. The second metate had been recycled as a building stone 
in the entryway wall in a similar manner to the one found in Pithouse 49. The metate was 
plastered upright into the wall with its grinding surface facing into the entryway. This 
placement seems deliberate compared with other instances where recycled ground stone 
was used as building materials at the site. 
Five tools were used in pigment processing tasks. Two lapstones found in the 
RF/WF have unusual pigment residues on their surfaces. Both have a single, quarter-
sized circle of red paint near the center of one surface (Munsell values 10R4/8 and 
10R5/8). Two processing netherstones and the newly manufactured metate found on the 
rooftop were also secondarily used to grind pigment. Raw materials associated with 
pigment production include chrysocolla (n=3), earthy hematite (n=7), and limonite (n=1). 
One sample of earthy hematite had been used as parent-pigment and one piece of 
chrysocolla was potentially good enough quality for ornament manufacture.  
Tools used in manufacturing tasks include abraders (n=3), hammerstones (n=2), 
tabular tools (n=2), a handstone, a netherstone, and a lapstone. The hammerstones, 
handstone, netherstone, and one abrader were all used in stoneworking tasks. The tabular 
tools are both made of andesite. One is teardrop shaped and had wear on its edges from 
cutting and scraping plant materials (Figure 5.8a). The other has light wear along one 
edge from a similar activity. Two thin tabular pieces of fine grained basalt may have been 
collected as raw material for tabular tools.  
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   Floor/ 
Floor Fill Fill RF/WF Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. No. No. 
Processing 
    
 
Food Processing 
    
  
Mano 2 - 9 11 
  
Metate - - 3 3 
 
Pigment Processing 
    
  
Handstone 1 - - 1 
  
Lapstone 1 - 2 3 
  
Ornament/pigment raw material - - 1 1 
  
Parent pigment - - 1 1 
  
Pigment raw material 3 - 9 12 
  
Recycled tools2 2 - 3 5 
 
Other Processing 
    
  
Handstone 4 - 9 13 
  
Netherstone - - 2 2 
Manufacturing 
     
 
Stoneworking 
    
  
Abrader - - 1 1 
  
Hammerstone 1 - 2 3 
  
Handstone - - 1 1 
  
Lapstone 2 - - 2 
  
Netherstone 1 - 1 2 
  
Tool raw material 2 - 2 4 
  
Ornament raw material - 1 - 1 
 
Other Manufacturing 
    
  
Abrader - - 2 2 
  
Lapstone 1 - 1 2 
  
Tabular tool - - 2 2 
Paraphernalia 
    
 
Figurine - - 1 1 
 
Ornament 2 - 1 3 
 
Shaped 2 - - 2 
Ecofacts 
    
 
Azurite 1 - - 1 
 
Chalcedony 3 - 3 6 
 
Fossil - - 2 2 
 
Mica 2 1 8 11 
 
Quartz crystal 121 - 3 124 
Total   149 2 66 217 
1First use 
     2Not included in totals 
    
Table 5.14. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 41. 
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  Paraphernalia from the RF/WF include a figurine and a large stone pendant. The 
pendant is a piece of rhyolite with a natural hole that was shaped on both sides and 
around the edges. The figurine is a small piece of shale that was shaped and decorated 
with diagonal incised lines on both sides and a notch at one end (Figure 5.3b). Shattered 
pieces of quartz (n=3), small chalcedony nodules (n=3), small flakes of muscovite mica 
(n=8), and fossils (n=2) were also found in the RF/WF. One fossil is a piece of a crinoid 
stem and the other is a Mississippian brachiopod of the species Spirifer rowleyi (Falvey 
and McLaurin 2012). 
Entryway Fill 
 Two artifacts were found in the fill of the entryway. One is a small piece of 
muscovite mica and the other is a fragment of turquoise debris left over from ornament 
manufacture. 
Floor/Floor Fill 
Processing tools found in the floor/floor fill deposits of Pithouse 41 consist of five 
handstones and two trough manos. One processing handstone was found inside the center 
post hole. It had also been used to process red pigment (Munsell value 10R4/8). A second 
handstone found in the floor fill was used to process red pigment before being redesigned 
into a woodworking plane (Munsell value 10R5/8). A stone polishing netherstone was 
also secondarily used to grind red pigment (Munsell value (10R5/8). Two samples of 
unprocessed earthy hematite and a piece of pigment quality chrysocolla were also found. 
A second piece of chrysocolla was probably collected for pigment use but may also have 
been high enough quality for ornament manufacture.  
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  Manufacturing tools include a hammerstone, a netherstone, and three lapstones. 
The lapstones were all used to shape and polish small items such as ornaments and the 
netherstone was used to polish larger stone items. One lapstone was redesigned into a 
chopper and used in a woodworking task. Two unaltered pieces of chert and fossiliferous 
limestone found in the floor/floor fill may have been collected as raw material for tools.  
 Pieces of a broken turquoise ornament and a small turquoise mosaic tessera were 
found in the floor fill and on the floor. Both are highly polished on their intact surfaces. 
Two items found in the floor deposits were difficult to interpret. One is a broken, thin 
tabular piece of shale with a hole drilled through it. It may have been a piece of a large 
pendant or a tabular tool that was drilled for hafting. The other item is a small stone with 
a natural groove in one surface. The perimeter of the stone had been carefully ground and 
shaped to frame this groove. The floor/floor fill deposits also contained a small piece of 
azurite, 2 fragments of muscovite mica, 3 small chalcedony nodules, and 121 tiny quartz 
crystals and crystal fragments. Three of these crystals were found inside the fill of the 
hearth. 
Pithouse 47 
 A total of 61 artifacts were analyzed from Pithouse 47, including 11 tools, 3 raw 
material samples, 1 unfinished ornament, and 46 ecofacts (Table 5.15).  
Floor/Floor Fill 
 All of the artifacts analyzed from Pithouse 47 were found in the floor fill or on the 
floor of the house. Food processing tools from the house include two manos. One is a 
flat/concave mano made of sandstone and the other is a broken trough mano made of 
quartzite. One side of the sandstone mano has a pecked central depression and is partially 
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 covered in white residue. This may be the result of a secondary use as a floor polisher or 
plastering stone. Three handstones used in general processing tasks were also found. Two 
of the handstones are made of intermediate volcanic rock and the other is made of 
andesite. The andesite handstone was redesigned into a scraper but no wear was present 
on the edge. Two samples of parent-pigment were also found. One is limonite and the 
other is earthy hematite (Munsell value 10R4/8). 
 
  
Floor/ Floor Fill Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1   No. No. 
Processing 
  
 
Food Processing 
  
  
Mano 2 2 
 
Pigment Processing 
  
  
Parent pigment 2 2 
 
Other Processing 
  
  
Handstone 3 3 
Manufacturing 
   
 
Stoneworking 
  
  
Handstone 1 1 
  
Lapstone 1 1 
  
Ornament - unfinished 1 1 
  
Tool raw material 1 1 
 
Wood/Boneworking 
  
  
Netherstone 1 1 
 
Other Manufacturing 
  
  
Lapstone 1 1 
  
Netherstone 1 1 
Paraphernalia 
  
 
Bowl 1 1 
Ecofacts 
  
 
Chalcedony 2 2 
 
Mica 
 
1 1 
 
Quartz crystal 42 42 
 
Specular hematite 1 1 
Total   61 61 
1First Use 
   
Table 5.15. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 47. 
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  Five tools used in manufacturing tasks were found. Stoneworking tools include a 
lapstone used to shape small objects and a small handstone used in a stone polishing task. 
The handstone is made of latite and it was secondarily used as a core. Two additional 
artifacts provide evidence of stoneworking activities. One is a turquoise pendant blank 
that was shaped but not polished or drilled. The second is a tabular piece of quartzite that 
was likely collected as raw material for tool manufacture. An andesite netherstone was 
also tested for core use after being used to polish wood or bone tools. A second andesite 
netherstone was used in an indeterminate manufacturing task before being redesigned 
into a chopper and used in a woodworking task. The last manufacturing tool is a fine 
grained basalt lapstone used lightly on both sides to shape small items such as stone, 
shell, or ceramic ornaments. 
 Half of a small bowl made of volcanic tuff was also found in Pithouse 47. The 
outside of the bowl was designed with intersecting incised lines. An impact fracture and 
bulb of percussion on the bottom of bowl suggest it may have been intentionally broken 
in half before being deposited. Ecofacts found in the floor fill include 2 small unmodified 
chalcedony nodules, a piece of specular hematite, a large single-point quartz crystal, and 
33 tiny quartz crystals and crystal fragments. A small fragment of muscovite mica was 
found inside the hearth and eight tiny quartz crystals and crystal fragments were found in 
one of the postholes. 
Summary of Pithouses 41 and 47 
The ground stone assemblages from Pithouses 41 and 47 contained artifacts 
involved in food processing, pigment processing, stoneworking, wood/boneworking, and 
other processing and manufacturing tasks. Most of the artifacts analyzed from both 
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 houses had been used in either processing or stoneworking tasks at one time. The roof 
assemblage of Pithouse 41 seems to have been part of a roof top work surface where a 
variety of processing tasks and some manufacturing activities took place. Along with the 
metate found in the wall of the entryway, the condition of 10 other tools from the RF/WF 
suggest they may have been in use as architectural stones or fire-cracked rock when the 
house was abandoned. Of these, 5 are food processing tools, 3 are general processing 
tools, and 2 are stoneworking tools. Many of the remaining tools in the RF/WF are 
partially burned but otherwise intact. The metate found in storage position on the rooftop 
has a linear burn pattern on its grinding surface. It appears that sometime after the house 
was abandoned, a roof beam under the metate burned. If a portion of the roof burned, it 
would explain why other tools in the RF/WF were partially charred.  
While ground stone tools were left on the floor of both houses, their conditions 
suggest different abandonment behaviors. Three of the tools from the floor of Pithouse 41 
had probably been recycled as architectural stones or fire-cracked rock, but the remaining 
tools were all found in usable condition. Most (70%) of the tools from the floor of 
Pithouse 47 are broken. Usable ground stone tools from this house were completely 
removed or scavenged sometime after abandonment. Possible dedicatory offerings found 
on the floor of both houses include pieces of fossiliferous limestone, crystals, turquoise 
ornaments, and small fragments of muscovite. In addition to these, chrysocolla and 
azurite were found in the floor/floor fill deposits of Pithouse 41 and a handstone was 
placed in the center post hole. The floor of Pithouse 47 also had a piece of specular 
hematite and an intentionally broken stone bowl. 
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 Autonomous Pithouses 
Several unassociated pithouses were excavated at the site. While they currently 
cannot be tied to a cluster, they were undoubtedly incorporated at the community level. 
Pithouses 42, 44, and 46 are considered autonomous households. 
Pithouse 42 
Pithouse 42 is a fully excavated square house with a roof entry dating to the Late 
Three Circle phase (Roth 2012b). The house was partially cleaned out when it was 
abandoned. Seventy-two ground stone tools and samples were analyzed from this 
household. Six tools found in the RF/WF were too badly broken to assign them to a 
specific activity. Of these, three were handstones and two were netherstones. The sixth 
artifact is a cobble of pumice with two small basins on one side. Both basins were 
intentionally broken, primarily from pecking through from the back side (Figure 5.4e). 
Destruction of the basins removed any evidence of use but the tool may have been a 
small mortar or spindle base. As these tools could not be assigned to a specific activity, 
they are not discussed further or included in tables.  
To the north of the structure, two extramural units were excavated (52 and 63). 
These units contained a plastered extramural work surface (Feature 24) with two 
associated storage pits (Features 22 and 25). A third storage pit (Feature 26) was also 
found but it was unassociated with the occupation of Pithouse 42 and is discussed at the 
end of the chapter. Eleven ground stone artifacts were recovered from these units and are 
discussed following those from inside the house. A total of 65 artifacts were included in 
the activity assessment for this household, 54 from inside the pithouse and 11 from the 
associated extramural features (Table 5.16).  
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    Floor/ 
Floor Fill RF/WF Extramural Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1 No. No. No. No. 
Processing 
     
 
Food Processing 
    
  
Mano 4 6 1 12 
  
Metate - 2 1 3 
 
Pigment Processing 
    
  
Parent pigment 1 - - 1 
  
Pigment raw material 1 1 - 2 
  
Handstone - 1 - 1 
  
Lapstone 1 - - 1 
  
Netherstone - - 2 2 
  
Recycled tools2 1 3 1 5 
 
Other Processing 
    
  
Handstone 1 5 2 8 
  
Netherstone - 4 1 5 
Manufacturing 
     
 
Stoneworking 
    
  
Chopper - 1 - 1 
  
Hammerstone - 3 1 4 
  
Netherstone - - 1 1 
  
Ornament blank 1 - - 1 
  
Tool raw material 1 - - 1 
 
Woodworking 
    
  
Abrader 2 - - 2 
  
Chopper - 2 - 2 
  
Handstone - 3 - 3 
  
Lapstone 1 - - 1 
  
Plane - 4 - 4 
 
Other Manufacturing 
    
  
Abrader 1 - - 1 
  
Handstone - 1 - 1 
  
Polisher - - 1 1 
  
Scraper - - 1 1 
Paraphernalia 
     
 
Fire-drill hearth - 1 - 1 
 
Ornament 2 - - 2 
Ecofacts 
     
 
Chalcedony - 1 - 1 
 
Concretion 1 - - 1 
  Quartz crystal 2 - - 2 
Total   19 35 11 65 
1Includes extramural work spaces 
    2Not included in total 
    Table 5.16. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 42. 
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 Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
The RF/WF assemblage from Pithouse 42 contained 32 tools used in processing 
and manufacturing tasks, one sample of pigment raw material, one piece of chalcedony, 
and a fire-drill hearth. Of the 32 tools analyzed, 18 were used in processing tasks, 14 
were used in manufacturing tasks. Five of these tools were secondarily used in a separate 
activity including three that were used in pigment processing and two that were used in 
stoneworking tasks. Tools used in general processing tasks include five handstones and 
four netherstones. One handstone was modified to make it easier to hold and the rest of 
the tools were expediently designed.  
Eight tools used in food processing tasks were found in the RF/WF including six 
manos and two metate fragments. All but one tool are heat-cracked or burned. The two 
metate pieces are too fragmented and burned to determine their type. The context and 
condition of the metates suggest they may have been recycled as building stones. Of the 
six manos, one had been used with a basin metate and the other five had been used with 
trough metates. Four of the manos were strategically designed with roughened edges or 
finger grips. One piece of pigment quality chrysocolla was found along with four tools 
used in pigment processing tasks. A handstone was used lightly on one side to process 
red pigment (Munsell value 2.5YR5/8) and was reused on the same surface to batter 
stone. The three tools used secondarily to process pigment are a hammerstone (Munsell 
value 2.5YR5/8), a handstone (Munsell value 10R6/6), and a netherstone (Munsell value 
10R4/8).  
 Tools used in manufacturing activities included hammerstones, choppers, planes, 
and handstones. Stoneworking tools consist of three hammerstones and one chopper. 
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 Two of the hammerstones had originally been used as cores. One woodworking plane 
was secondarily used as a lithic anvil and the pigment processing handstone noted above 
was secondarily used as a pecking stone. RF/WF deposits in the house contained nine 
tools used in woodworking tasks. These include two choppers, three handstones, and four 
planes. Two of the handstones were broken and the remaining tools were whole. One 
additional handstone found in the RF/WF was used in an indeterminate manufacturing 
activity. The condition and number of manufacturing tools found in RF/WF contexts 
suggest that the rooftop of Pithouse 42 may have been used as an activity area along with 
the extramural surface, Feature 24. 
Floor/Floor Fill 
Nineteen artifacts were analyzed from the floor/floor fill assemblage in the house. 
These include ten tools, two ornaments, an ornament blank, three raw material samples, 
and three ecofacts. One vesicular basalt handstone was used in processing tasks and four 
manos were used in food processing tasks. A broken vesicular basalt trough mano was 
recycled as a hearth stone. Two trough manos and a basin mano were found in the floor 
fill.  
Two tools were used to process pigment. One is a broken trough mano that was 
secondarily used to grind red pigment (Munsell value 10R5/4). The second tool is a 
lapstone found in an interior storage pit (Feature 42F). The lapstone is a flat rectangular 
cobble used on one surface in a general processing activity and later the surface was used 
to mix red paint (Munsell value 10R5/8). The storage pit also contained a loaf of unused 
clay and a clay pipe fragment so it is possible that this lapstone was part of a pottery 
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 manufacturing toolkit (Roth 2012a). Pigment raw materials include one sample of earthy 
hematite (Munsell value 10R5/4) and one piece of ground pigment-quality chrysocolla. 
 Manufacturing activities are represented by woodworking tools as well as raw 
materials and unfinished stone items. Only three woodworking tools were found in 
association with floor contexts. Two abraders were found on the floor and a 
woodworking lapstone was found inside the storage pit in the house floor (Feature 42H). 
One abrader was found on the floor; however, it is too badly burned to determine the 
exact manufacturing task in which it was used. Stoneworking is represented by a 
turquoise bead that broke during manufacture and a thin piece of slate found resting on 
the floor. The edges of the piece of slate were partially shaped and it may have been 
intended for use as a tabular tool. A broken turquoise bead and a small turquoise pendant 
were also found in the floor/floor fill deposits. Ecofacts recovered from this context 
include two small quartz crystals and a siderite concretion. The concretion was not 
modified but did have evidence of wear from being held.   
Extramural 
The extramural units located north of Pithouse 42 contained tools used in both 
processing and manufacturing activities. Eleven artifacts were analyzed from these units. 
One complete quartzite polisher with wear too light to determine its use was found in the 
trash fill of extramural Unit 52. The remaining artifacts were all associated with two 
extramural features located in Unit 63, including a work surface and one storage pit. A 
second storage pit (Feature 22) was also found but the only ground stone artifacts inside 
were unidentified fragments.  
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 Extramural Work Surface 
 Feature 24 is a plastered extramural work surface that contained four artifacts 
primarily used in processing tasks. Only one netherstone was used in a stone 
manufacturing task and it was later reused to process red (Munsell value 10R4/8) 
pigment. Processing tools include a handstone made of intermediate volcanic rock. A 
burned but complete basin mano and a piece of a heat-cracked indeterminate type metate 
were also found in Feature 24.  
Storage Pit 
Storage pit 25 contained six tools used in processing and manufacturing tasks.  
A handstone and a netherstone used in general processing tasks were found. The 
netherstone was strategically designed with an oval manufactured basin and a rounded 
bottom. In addition, two netherstones used in pigment processing tasks were recovered. 
One is a slab of limestone with visible crinoid fossils that was used lightly near the center 
to process red (Munsell value 2.5YR4/6) pigment. The second netherstone is made of 
rhyolite and was used to process both red (Munsell value 10R4/6) and yellowish brown 
(Munsell value 10YR8/8) pigment. Manufacturing tools include a scraper that had been 
used lightly in an indeterminate activity and a hammerstone used to work stone.  
Pithouse 42 Summary 
Pithouse 42 contained artifacts associated with both processing and 
manufacturing tasks. Tools and raw materials used in food processing, pigment 
processing, and general processing activities were found. Manufacturing activities were 
represented by raw materials as well as tools used to shape and polish stone, wood, and 
bone. Artifacts associated with each task were found distributed throughout the RF/WF, 
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 floor/floor fill, and extramural deposits. Tools involved in a range of processing tasks 
were used and stored in the extramural area north of the house wall. Within the house, 
processing and manufacturing tools were primarily found in the RF/WF. Nearly half 
(44%) of the tools recovered from these deposits were broken and 64% are burned or 
heat-cracked. This suggests that at least a portion of the RF/WF assemblage had probably 
been recycled as architectural stones or fire-cracked rock when the house was abandoned.  
Based on the condition of the remaining tools, it appears that activities on the roof may 
have included woodworking and some general processing tasks.  
Woodworking tools found on the floor suggest this task may also have occurred 
inside the house. Evidence for other activities within the house was scarce. While food 
processing tools were found in the floor deposits, many of them were in secondary use 
contexts. Of the four manos found, two were being used as fire-cracked rock and one was 
recycled as a hearth stone. The only other mano was lightly used and found near the top 
of the floor fill deposits. The paint-covered lapstone and other artifacts found inside 
storage pit 42F indicate that artifacts associated with pigment processing and pottery-
making were stored in the house.  
Pithouse 44 
Pithouse 44 is a small (3.5 m x 3.5 m) Three Circle phase structure located on the 
periphery of the site to the northeast of Pithouses 35/36. Construction of the house was 
shallower and of poorer quality than other houses at the site, and it may have been 
abandoned due to flooding (Roth 2012a). The east wall of the house appears to have 
collapsed onto the floor during a flood. This event buried a portion of the floor in mud 
and prevented a number of artifacts from being removed by the occupants when they 
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cleaned out the rest of the house. The ground stone assemblage from Pithouse 44 was 
small relative to that from other features at the site. The thirteen artifacts analyzed from 
the house included six tools, three pieces of raw material, and four ecofacts (Table 5.17). 
Pithouse Fill 
Two netherstones were found in the fill of the entryway to the house. One was a 
large fine-grained intermediate volcanic rock used on two surfaces to shape and polish a 
variety of materials. The second netherstone was primarily used on one surface to polish 
stone. A fossil of a Late Devonian rhynchonellid brachiopod (Ptychomalotoechia 
sobrina) was also found in the fill of the entryway. 
 
     Floor/ 
Floor Fill   Fill RF/WF Total 
Activity/Artifact   No. No. No. No. 
Processing 
Food Processing 
Mano 1 - - 1 
Metate - - 1 1 
Pigment Processing 
Pigment raw material 1 - - 1 
Manufacturing 
Stoneworking 
Blank 1 - - 1 
Netherstone - 1 - 1 
Tool raw material 1 - 1 2 
Woodworking 
Axe (3/4-wedge-groove) 1 - - 1 
Other Manufacturing 
Netherstone - 1 - 1 
Specimens 
  Fossil - 1 - 1 
Quartz crystal 3 - - 3 
Total 8 3 2 13 
Table 5.17. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 44. 
 Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
A heat-cracked fragment from the grinding surface of a vesicular basalt metate 
was found in the RF/WF of the house. It may have been recycled as fire-cracked rock at 
some point and then potentially as an architectural stone. A large chalcedony nodule 
likely collected for flaked stone tool production was also found in the RF/WF. 
Floor 
Eight items were analyzed from the floor assemblage of the house. Three tiny 
fragments of quartz and a small sample of crumbling chrysocolla pigment raw material 
were found to the northeast of the entryway. An unmodified tabular piece of dacite was 
also found on the floor. It may have been collected as raw material for a lapstone. One 
cobble found on the floor had been lightly shaped and was probably a tool blank in the 
process of being manufactured into a handstone. Also found on the floor was a complete 
trough mano made of an intermediate volcanic rock. 
A diabase axe was also recovered from the floor of Pithouse 44 (Figure 5.2f). The 
axe was hafted with a ¾-wedge-groove and a bit ridge similar to those typical of 
Hohokam technology. The bit of the axe had been resharpened at least one time. Use-
wear on one of the netherstones found in the entryway matches the polish on the bit, 
indicating it was probably used to polish and resharpen the axe. While evidence for early 
stages of axe manufacture was not identified elsewhere in the Harris assemblage, these 
two tools indicate that axe maintenance did take place.  
The axe from Pithouse 44 and a broken ¾-groove axe found in the trash fill of 
Pithouse 41 were the only axes recovered from excavations at the Harris Site. 
Haury (1986:358) described two “primitive axes” recovered during his excavations at the 
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 site. These were diorite cobbles that had been roughly flaked into the shape of an axe 
head and had a shallow, lightly pecked groove for hafting. Haury notes that they were 
both found near the surface of the site outside of House 11. Their unusual crudeness 
compared with those found during the more recent excavations and their proximity to the 
surface suggests that they may not be associated with the Pithouse period occupation at 
Harris and are not reflective of axe technology during this period.  
Pithouse 44 Summary 
Most artifacts were found on or near the southeast corner of the house floor where 
the collapse of the east wall appears to have saved them from scavenging. Most of the 
tools recovered from the house were involved in stoneworking tasks. The compatible axe 
and netherstone represent the only evidence for axe maintenance at the site. The only 
food processing tools found in Pithouse 44 were a lightly used trough mano and a 
fragment of a metate. The metate fragment was probably in use as an architectural stone 
when the house was abandoned but the presence of the mano on the floor suggests that 
food processing may have taken place in this area.  
Pithouse 46 
Pithouse 46 was partially excavated (75%) and dates to the Three Circle phase. It 
is located northeast of Pithouses 45/48 and northwest of Pithouse 43. Pithouse 46 is the 
only house other than Pithouse 54 that was intentionally burned at the time of 
abandonment. It is possible that this event was tied to a burial placed in an interior 
storage pit near the entryway to the house. A number of de facto artifacts were left on the 
house floor when it burned. The ground stone assemblage analyzed from Pithouse 46 
included 23 tools, 10 raw material samples, 3 ornaments and 194 ecofacts (Table 5.18). 
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      Floor/  
Floor Fill RF/WF Total 
 
  
Activity/Artifact1    No. No. No. 
Processing 
 
   
 
Food Processing 
   
  
Mano - 4 4 
  
Metate 2 1 3 
  Hoe - 1 1 
 
Pigment Processing 
   
  
Parent pigment - 1 1 
  
Pigment raw material 4 2 6 
  
Netherstone 1 - 1 
  
Recycled tools2 - 2 2 
 
Other Processing 
   
  
Handstone 2 3 5 
  
Lapstone 1 - 1 
  
Netherstone - 1 1 
Manufacturing 
    
 
Stoneworking 
   
  
Hammerstone - 1 1 
  
Lithic anvil 1 - 1 
  
Mortar 1 - 1 
  
Ornament raw material 2 - 2 
  Ornament blank 1 - 1 
  
Tool blank 1 - 1 
  
Tool raw material - 1 1 
 
Other Manufacturing 
   
  
Netherstone - 2 2 
Paraphernalia 
    
 
Ornament 2 - 2 
Ecofacts 
    
 
Chalcedony 22 - 22 
 
Chalk - 1 1 
 
Mica 1 - 1 
 
Quartz crystal 194 - 194 
Total   235 18 253 
1First use 
   2Not included in total 
   Table 5.18. Ground stone artifact types from Pithouse 46. 
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 Roof Fall/Wall Fall 
Eighteen artifacts and samples were analyzed from the RF/WF. Three handstones 
and a netherstone were used in general processing tasks. Food processing tools include an 
expediently designed stone hoe, four strategically designed trough manos, and an 
indeterminate type metate fragment. The stone hoe is made of fine-grained volcanic rock 
and has a natural point on one end. According to Adams (2002:50), stone hoes with wear 
indicative of digging provide evidence of farming activities. Pitting and abrasions on the 
point support the idea that it was used as an expedient digging tool. Three of the manos 
are made of intermediate volcanic rocks and one is made of sandstone. The metate 
fragment had secondarily been used as a pigment processing netherstone (Munsell value 
10R4/8). It was then probably recycled as an architectural stone. One broken trough 
mano was also secondarily used as a handstone to process red (Munsell value 10R5/8) 
pigment. Pigment raw materials from the RF/WF consist of two samples of earthy 
hematite (Munsell values 10R5/8 and 10R4/4) and one sample of limonite (Munsell value 
10YR6/6). One sample of hematite had been ground for use as parent-pigment while the 
other two samples were unmodified.  
Manufacturing tools include a hammerstone made of intermediate volcanic rock 
and two netherstones. The two netherstones were used lightly in an indeterminate 
manufacturing task. A handstone and a netherstone recovered from the RF/WF were 
initially used in processing tasks before being redesigned into choppers and used in 
woodworking tasks. An unaltered piece of slate found in the RF/WF may have been 
stored for future use as a tabular tool or as raw material for ornament manufacture. 
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 Floor/Floor Fill 
The floor/floor fill deposits from Pithouse 46 contained artifacts associated with 
processing tasks, stoneworking, and a large assemblage of minerals and crystals. Six 
tools used in processing activities were found in the floor/floor fill. A lapstone and two 
compatible pebble-sized handstones were found together in the floor fill. This set of tools 
may have been used to processing small amounts of materials such as herbs, or they may 
represent a child-sized replica toolkit. Miniature versions of grinding tools used by 
children as practice toys have been described in ethnographic accounts from the Maya 
(Hayden 1987b:191) and Hopi (Woodbury 1954:64). Pigment processing activities were 
represented by one andesite netherstone found on the floor and four samples of pigment 
raw material found in the floor fill. The netherstone was heavily burned and was used to 
grind red pigment (Munsell value 10R4/6). Pigment raw materials include one sample of 
limonite (Munsell value 7.5YR5/8) and three samples of pigment quality chrysocolla.  
Pithouse 46 is one of only two houses where whole metates were found on the 
floor. A vesicular basalt open-trough metate was found near the south end of the house 
and a ¾-trough made of intermediate volcanic rock was found against the east wall. Both 
metates were charred and fractured when the house burned. The open-trough metate was 
found with its grinding surface facing the floor and the ¾-trough appears to have been 
propped against the wall of the house. Metates are often stored in these positions 
(Hamon and Le Gall 2013:117; Searcy 2011:113). One mano found in the RF/WF is 
compatible with the ¾-trough metate found on the floor (Figure 5.9). Neither metate had 
been rewidened, resulting in a concave surface with gradually sloping trough borders.  
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Figure 5.9. Metates from the floor of Pithouse 46. Left: open-trough metate (FN5794). 
Right: ¾-trough metate with compatible mano (FNs 5796, 5687). 
 
Only one stoneworking tool was identified in the ground stone assemblage from 
the floor/floor fill of the house. The tool is a small cobble of intermediate volcanic rock 
with use as a lithic anvil on one surface and light pecking on one corner. Five unfinished 
stone items were also found in the floor deposits. One is a piece of sandstone that appears 
to have been initially shaped into a mano but never used. A flaw in the material would 
have caused it to break during use so instead, it was used as a hearth stone. The second 
tool is a vesicular basalt mortar that broke during manufacture and appears to have been 
recycled as an architectural stone. The third unfinished item is a chrysocolla disc bead 
that broke as its hole was being drilled. A second piece of chrysocolla was found on the 
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 floor along with a piece of azurite. Both artifacts had been shaped and were likely in the 
early stages of ornament manufacture.  
Two complete ornaments were found in association with the floor. One is a 
turquoise disc bead from the floor fill and the other is a disc bead made of an unidentified 
orange stone that was found inside a posthole. The posthole also contained one tiny 
quartz crystal. Two fragments of quartz crystal were found in the hearth. Three tiny 
quartz crystals were found inside the center posthole, along with three small pieces of 
unmodified chalcedony. A total of 185 tiny quartz crystals and crystal fragments were 
found in the floor fill and 3 were found on the floor. Eighteen tiny pieces of chalcedony 
were mixed in with the quartz crystals found in the floor fill. One small piece of 
muscovite mica was also found in the floor fill. The artifacts found within postholes were 
likely placed when the house was constructed and those found within the floor deposits 
were probably left as offerings when the house was abandoned.  
Pithouse 46 Summary 
Processing activities in Pithouse 46 were represented by tools and raw materials 
involved in the processing of food, pigments, and other materials. Raw materials 
collected for stone manufacture and unfinished items that broke during manufacture were 
also found in the house. Manufacturing tools were unevenly distributed throughout the 
levels of the house. Stoneworking tools were primarily found in association with the floor 
of the house while evidence for other manufacturing tasks was mostly found in RF/WF 
contexts. 
Processing activities appear to be equally distributed between the floor contexts 
and the RF/WF with the exception of tools used in food processing. Although six of the 
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 eight food processing tools were recovered from the RF/WF, several of these tools may 
have been functioning as architectural stones when the house burned. Only two complete 
manos were found in the RF/WF, including one that fit with the ¾-trough metate stored 
on the floor. As no other usable food processing tools were found in the RF/WF, these 
manos may have been stored in the rafters of the house rather than having been used in an 
activity area on the roof. 
Secondary Occupations 
Four secondary occupation surfaces or features were identified during the 
excavations of the pithouses included in this analysis. The ground stone artifacts analyzed 
from these features are discussed below.  
Feature 12 
A broken basin metate was found together with a ceramic vessel on a secondary 
occupation surface identified during the excavation of Pithouse 39. The ceramic vessel 
was identified as a plainware bowl (Danielle Romero, personal communication,  
September 24, 2013). The metate is made of granite and has a shallow basin 
manufactured into both sides. The tool is heavily burned and heat-cracked. One other 
stone item was collected from this feature but it was determined not to be cultural.  
Feature 26 
 Feature 26 is a storage pit located outside of Pithouse 42. The wall of Pithouse 42 
cuts into the side of Feature 26, indicating that the pit was used before Pithouse 42 was 
constructed and is thus associated with an earlier occupation. The pit may have been 
associated with Cluster 1 before Pithouse 42 and Features 22, 24, and 25 were built over 
it. Storage pit 26 contained 8 artifacts including tools used in manufacturing and 
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 processing tasks. One artifact is a cobble with an incised crosshatch design on one 
surface. It was secondarily flaked into a chopper and used lightly in a woodworking 
activity. The purpose of the crosshatch design is unclear but it seems to have been 
aesthetic rather than the result of use in an activity. 
The only general processing tool is a lightly used limestone handstone with a 
large number of visible crinoid stems in its matrix. A second piece of fossiliferous 
limestone found in the storage pit appears to have been collected as raw material. The 
remaining artifacts from the storage pit consist of two hammerstones and three 
netherstones. One hammerstone is a piece of magnetite used on two corners to batter 
stone. Two netherstones were initially used in stone manufacturing and were then 
secondarily used, along with the third netherstone, to process red (Munsell value 10R4/8) 
pigment or paint. 
Feature 30 
A small (roughly 40 cm x 85 cm) secondary occupation area (Feature 30) was 
found during the excavation of Pithouse 48. The feature was dug down through the floor 
of Pithouse 48 and partially into the fill of Pithouse 45. Food processing tools recovered 
from the feature suggest that it was either a work surface or a cache. Four trough manos 
were collected. All four manos were whole but each was burned. They were all 
strategically designed. The manos were made of vesicular basalt (n=2), intermediate 
(n=1), and mafic volcanic (n=1) rocks. A small piece of unmodified chalcedony was also 
found in this feature.  
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 Feature 31 
 Feature 31 was found during the excavation of Pithouses 49 and 54. The feature is 
an adobe collared hearth that was used sometime after the abandonment of Pithouse 49. 
Half of what was probably once a spindle base was found in association with Feature 31. 
The tool is a shaped cobble of volcanic tuff that broke down the center. Two connecting 
basins were manufactured into either side of the tool. One basin was shallower and cruder 
in manufacture. This basin appears to have been intentionally manufactured so that it 
blew out the bottom of the opposite basin, effectively destroying the tool (Figure 5.4f).  
Chapter Summary 
This chapter presented descriptions of the artifacts analyzed from the ground 
stone assemblage with specific reference to the contexts in which they were found. The 
data illustrate that the people living at Harris engaged in a range of activities as part of 
their daily lives. The following section provides brief assemblage-level summaries of the 
main artifact types, activities, and significant finds identified. The implications of the 
data are discussed further in Chapter 6. 
 Tools and raw materials used in processing activities made up a substantial 
proportion of the assemblage. Artifacts associated with a single processing task numbered 
251. Twenty-seven processing tools were used in two separate processing tasks and 
fourteen tools used in other activities were reused in processing activities. Tools used in 
general processing tasks included handstones, netherstones, a lapstone, and a tray.  
Food processing tasks were represented by 132 tools from household contexts. 
Tool types included manos, metates, pestles, a mortar, and a hoe. Food processing pestles 
were used with both wood and stone mortars. Six manos were also used concomitantly as 
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 pestles to crush material prior to grinding. Three types of mano were used at the site: 
flat/concave (n=10), basin (n=10), and trough (n=60). Metate types identified were 
flat/concave (n=1), basin (n=2), open-trough (n=1), ¾-trough (n=5), and Utah-trough 
(n=3). In addition, 7 manos and 21 metates were too fragmented to determine their type. 
Tools and raw materials representing each stage of pigment preparation were 
identified in the assemblage. Both unmodified and partially ground pieces of pigment raw 
material were recovered, along with tools used for grinding pigment and mixing paints 
(Table 5.19). Of the 54 pigment processing tools recovered from household and 
secondary occupation contexts, 38 had once been used in a separate task. Half of these 
tools were originally used for food processing. In three cases, manos were used to grind 
pigment and were then probably used once again to grind food. While most tools were 
used to grind raw materials and reduce processed pigments into powders, paint was 
identified on 13 tools. Nine tools were used to mix paint while four appear to have been 
painted, possibly as part of a retirement ritual for the tool or the structure.  
The most common colors identified on tools were shades of red and yellow (Table 
5.20). In three cases, both red and yellow pigments were processed using the same tool. 
Green pigments were not found on any tools included in this analysis; however, a 
netherstone filled with green paint was found associated with another house at the site 
(Pithouse 52). The raw materials used for making pigments at Harris were primarily 
hematite, limonite, chrysocolla, and other copper minerals. 
Manufacturing at Harris was represented by unmodified raw materials, unfinished 
items, items that broke during manufacture, and tools used to craft other items. The 
ground stone assemblage recovered from household contexts included 173 artifacts that 
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were involved in manufacturing activities. Of these, 6 tools were used in two separate 
manufacturing tasks. Forty additional artifacts from trash contexts provided information 
on manufacturing technology at the site level. The main manufacturing activities 
identified were stoneworking, wood/boneworking, and fiber production.  
 
Household Contexts  Trash Contexts   Total
Artifact No. % No. % No. %
Door slab 1 0.9 0 0.0 1 0.7
Hammerstone 3 2.6 0 0.0 3 2.0
Handstone 7 6.0 0 0.0 7 4.6
Lapstone 4 3.4 1 2.7 5 3.3
Mano 13 11.2 4 10.8 17 11.1
Metate 6 5.2 1 2.7 7 4.6
Natural shape 0 0.0 1 2.7 1 0.7
Netherstone 15 12.9 1 2.7 16 10.5
Pestle 0 0.0 1 2.7 1 0.7
Polisher 1 0.9 0 0.0 1 0.7
Unidentified 4 3.4 0 0.0 4 2.6
Raw Material 62 53.4 28 75.7 90 58.8
Total 116 100.0 37 100 153 100.0
Table 5.19. Pigment-related items from the Harris Site. 
 
Household Contexts  Trash Contexts   Total
Color No. % No. % No. %
Green 35 29.4 24 64.9 59 37.8
Red 71 59.7 11 29.7 82 52.6
White 0 0.0 1 2.7 1 0.6
Yellow 13 10.9 1 2.7 14 9.0
Total 119 100.0 37 100.0 156 100.0
Note: Red and yellow were found together on three tools.
Table 5.20. Pigment colors identified at the Harris Site. 
 
Stoneworking was the most common manufacturing activity identified. Tools 
used to shape and polish stone items included lapstones, netherstones, handstones, 
 polishers, and an abrader. Most were used to shape stone materials through battering or 
percussion. These tools would have been used to manufacture both chipped and ground 
stone implements. Tools types included hammerstones, choppers, and lithic anvils. 
Unmodified raw materials collected for tool and ornament manufacture were also present 
in the assemblage along with several partially manufactured tools. A mortar and several 
ornaments that clearly broke during manufacture also provided evidence of craft 
production at the site.  
Tools used to shape wood and bone implements were also well represented at the 
site. Tools types identified from both trash and household contexts included: axes, 
choppers, planes, scrapers, handstones, lapstones, netherstones, polishers, and grooved 
and flat abraders. Evidence for textile manufacture was also identified in the ground stone 
assemblage. Fiber spinning tools from household and secondary occupation contexts 
included four spindle bases and two other possible spindle bases. Three additional spindle 
bases and a loom block made from a piece of a broken metate were found in trash 
contexts.  
Direct evidence for pottery-making within the ground stone assemblage was 
somewhat limited. Though several polishers were recovered, only two, one from 
household contexts and one found on the surface, could be positively identified through 
use-wear analysis as having been used to make pottery. The remaining polishers were 
used to polish stone, wood, and bone. The lack of polishers recovered from the site is 
almost certainly due to a sampling or collection bias. In the field, the surfaces of most 
artifacts are coated with a thin layer of caliche. This caliche obscures visible traces of 
polish on the surface of stones, making polishers difficult and in many cases impossible 
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 to distinguish from the large number of other small stones present in the alluvium. Other 
evidence for pottery-making at the site was found, including unfired clay, worked sherd 
scrapers, temper raw material, and paint-covered netherstones. The lack of polishers in 
the assemblage does not accurately reflect the extent of pottery production at the site. 
 The assemblage of paraphernalia and ecofacts included in this analysis are listed 
in Tables 5.21 and 5.22.  
 
    Household Contexts   Trash Contexts   Total 
Artifact No. % 
 
No. % 
 
No. % 
Bowls 1 3.7 
 
0 0.0 
 
1 2.4 
Disks 3 11.1 
 
1 7.1 
 
4 9.8 
Door slab 1 3.7 
 
0 0.0 
 
1 2.4 
Figurines 2 7.4 
 
4 28.6 
 
6 14.6 
Fire-drill hearth 1 3.7 
 
0 0.0 
 
1 2.4 
Palettes 0 0.0 
 
2 14.3 
 
2 4.9 
Pipe/Cloud blower 0 0.0 
 
1 7.1 
 
1 2.4 
Shaped 4 14.8 
 
0 0.0 
 
4 9.8 
Ornaments 
        
 
Beads 3 11.1 
 
0 0.0 
 
3 7.3 
 
Pendants 6 22.2 
 
6 42.9 
 
12 29.3 
 
Tessera 1 3.7 
 
0 0.0 
 
1 2.4 
 
Indeterminate 5 18.5 
 
0 0.0 
 
5 12.2 
Total 27 100.0 
 
14 100.0 
 
41 100.0 
Table 5.21. Paraphernalia from the Harris Site. 
 
Figurines, vessels, ornaments, and a surprisingly large number of crystals were 
found in the houses analyzed. Over 700 quartz crystals and several calcite and gypsum 
crystals were found. Thirty-four quartz crystals ranged in size from 0.7 cm to 4 cm in 
length. Of these, 20 were broken fragments or shatter. The remaining quartz crystals were 
tiny, measuring 4 mm in length or less. These granule sized crystals were found in nearly 
every house analyzed and were typically associated with floor/floor fill deposits. They 
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 were sometimes found alone or in numbers as high as 87. Most were complete, with 
double point terminations similar to Herkimer diamonds. Tiny fragments of broken 
quartz were also found and in some cases, clusters of tiny quartz crystals and fragments 
also included similarly sized pieces of chalcedony. A tiny fragment from the tip of a 
chalcedony projectile point was even found together with these tiny crystals. Due to their 
size, they were difficult to identify during excavation and it is likely that many were 
missed, particularly in the first houses excavated (Pithouses 35 and 36). Given the 
contexts in which these crystals were typically found at the site, it appears that they were 
left as offerings when the houses were abandoned. This also appears to have been the 
case for a number of other items of paraphernalia and ecofacts from the site. The topic of 
ground stone artifacts and ecofacts as dedicatory offerings will be explored further in the 
following chapter.   
 
    Household Contexts 
 
Trash Contexts 
 
Total 
Artifact No. % 
 
No. % 
 
No. % 
Azurite 2 0.2 
 
0 0.0 
 
2 0.2 
Concretion 2 0.2 
 
2 4.2 
 
4 0.5 
Crystals 
  
 
   
0 0.0 
 
Calcite 3 0.4 
 
1 2.1 
 
4 0.5 
 
Gypsum 1 0.1 
 
0 0.0 
 
1 0.1 
 
Quartz 718 89.1 
 
16 33.3 
 
734 85.9 
Chalcedony 45 5.6 
 
12 25.0 
 
57 6.7 
Chalk 2 0.2 
 
0 0.0 
 
2 0.2 
Fossils 11 1.4 
 
12 25.0 
 
23 2.7 
Mica 20 2.5 
 
3 6.3 
 
23 2.7 
Natural shape 1 0.1 
 
1 2.1 
 
2 0.2 
Specular hematite 1 0.1 
 
1 2.1 
 
2 0.2 
Total 806 100.0 
 
48 100.0 
 
854 100.0 
Table 5.22. Ecofacts from the Harris Site. 
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  The data described in this chapter illustrate that overall, a wide range of domestic 
and ritual activities were represented by tools, raw materials, and other items in the 
ground stone assemblage. A number of significant finds were noted in the assemblage. 
First, all of the houses were almost entirely cleared of usable tools at or shortly after 
abandonment. Some houses contained larger assemblages of ground stone tools; 
however, this appears to be due to factors such as excavation bias, as some houses were 
fully excavated and others were partially excavated. Assemblage size was also influenced 
by the practice of recycling ground stone tools as building materials. Despite the level of 
assemblage depletion present, it was still possible to identify specific locations where 
activities were carried out in most of the houses. In addition, the designs of certain tools 
types, namely mauls and metates, provided intriguing glimpses into how technological 
traditions were expressed at the site. In all, the assemblage provided data relevant to each 
of the three questions framing this research. The following chapter will further discuss 
these results with regard to their implications for each research question. 
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 CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The goal of this thesis was to identify activities at the Harris Site using the 
assemblage of ground stone tools, raw materials, paraphernalia, and ecofacts recovered 
during excavations conducted from 2008-2012. This thesis also sought to identify 
specific activity areas and determine whether ground stone data could be used to help 
elucidate the differences in household organization identified during previous studies at 
the site (Roth 2013, 2014). Although many of the houses excavated at Harris were almost 
entirely cleaned out at the time of abandonment, the remaining ground stone artifacts 
provided a glimpse into some of the activities carried out by members of these 
households and allowed for site-level comparisons.  
The ground stone assemblage described in this thesis included 1299 artifacts from 
household contexts and 177 artifacts from trash contexts. Artifacts from trash contexts 
could not be tied to the occupation of a specific house and were only discussed where 
relevant to site-level activities and patterns. In the previous chapter, detailed descriptions 
of the ground stone assemblage associated with each household were provided with 
specific reference to the contexts in which artifacts were found. The following discussion 
provides a synthesis of these results in an effort to understand the place of ground stone 
technology in the daily lives of the people living at the Harris Site. 
1. What household activities occurred at the Harris Site?  
The initial question guiding this research focused on using the ground stone 
assemblage to tease out what activities were carried out by members of these households. 
Data on how each artifact was made, used, and discarded aided in reconstructing the 
life-history of each tool. This made it possible to tie these artifacts back to the particular 
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 tasks they were used for and through this, identify what activities were carried out at the 
site. The following section will discuss how the activities identified through the ground 
stone analysis inform on the daily lives of the people living at Harris. As a component of 
this, the role of ground stone artifacts in the ritual retirement of pithouse structures at 
Harris will be examined.  
Daily Household Activities 
Through analysis of the ground stone tools, raw materials, paraphernalia, and 
ecofacts recovered from Harris, it was possible to identify processing tasks and craft 
manufacture. The specific activities identified through this analysis were food processing, 
pigment processing, stoneworking, wood/boneworking, pottery-making, hideworking, 
and textile production. Table 6.1 summarizes the frequency of processing and 
manufacturing activities represented by the ground stone tools and raw materials 
recovered from the site. Eighty-four percent (n=295) of the tools analyzed from 
household contexts were used in a single task. Tools used in more than one processing or 
manufacturing activity numbered 63 (16%) from household contexts and 11 (14%) from 
trash contexts. It was important to capture the additional activities represented by these 
tools. The table below reflects the frequency of all processing and manufacturing 
activities identified, including second use. Therefore, the totals may not correspond 
directly to artifact totals. In addition to being used in one or more tasks, ground stone 
tools were recycled as building materials, hearthstones, cooking stones, and offerings.  
Processing Activities 
Sixty-five percent of the tools and raw materials analyzed were involved in 
processing activities. Many of the artifacts could be tied to food processing and pigment 
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 processing tasks, and these activities will be discussed further below. The people at 
Harris used handstones, netherstones, and lapstones to process the materials they needed. 
For example, herbs and minerals used for cooking and medicinal purposes would have 
been ground using these tools. Clay and temper materials would have been crushed and 
ground before being used to make pottery. Residue analysis would be needed to 
determine exactly what kinds of materials they were grinding with each tool. In general, 
it is assumed that many were used interchangeably in multiple processing tasks. 
 
  Household Contexts   Trash Contexts   Total 
Activity1 No. % 
 
No. % 
 
No. % 
Processing 88 17.1 
 
21 16.7 
 
109 17.0 
Food processing 132 25.6 
 
24 19.0 
 
156 24.3 
Pigment processing 116 22.5 
 
37 29.4 
 
153 23.9 
Manufacture 38 7.4 
 
4 3.2 
 
42 6.6 
Hideworking 1 0.2 
 
0 0.0 
 
1 0.2 
Pottery-making 1 0.2 
 
2 1.6 
 
3 0.5 
Stoneworking 100 19.4 
 
23 18.3 
 
123 19.2 
Fiber spinning 7 1.4 
 
4 3.2 
 
11 1.7 
Wood/boneworking 32 6.2 
 
11 8.7 
 
43 6.7 
Total 515 100 
 
126 100 
 
641 100 
1Both activities are represented for tools used in multiple tasks. 
   Table 6.1. Types of processing and manufacturing activities at the Harris Site. 
 
The toolkits used for processing food primarily consisted of manos and metates. 
Stone pestles and mortars made of wood and stone were also used to process food at the 
site. Whole metates were found only in four houses: one in Pithouses 38, two in 
Pithouse 46, two in Pithouse 41, and two in Pithouse 49. The lack of whole metates in the 
remaining houses indicates that these tools were valued and were probably taken away by 
the women who used them or scavenged later. While boulders of suitable size for metate 
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 manufacture can be found in the Mimbres River, they are by no means numerous and 
they would have required reshaping to create a useful grinding surface. It would have 
been much easier to fit a new mano to an old metate rather than to go through the process 
of manufacturing a new one, particularly if one were only moving into a new house in the 
same village.  
Temporal comparison of mano and metate designs show that while trough types 
were most common overall, basin and flat/concave designs continued to be used at Harris 
from the San Francisco through the late Three Circle phase. Experiments conducted by 
Adams (1999:486) have shown that trough metates are more efficient for processing 
dried seeds but they are less efficient than basin and flat/concave metates for processing 
wet or soaked kernels. Maize kernels soaked in slaked lime or wood ashes were found to 
be easier to process into fine flour than dry kernels. The continued use of basin and 
flat/concave designs at Harris could indicate that some of the recipes shared by the 
women at the site consistently called for the use of fresh corn or pre-soaked seeds. The 
downside of wet grinding is that the resulting product does not store for as long as dry 
flour (Adams 1999:486). Storage of dried seeds and flour following the harvest would 
have been particularly useful as crop yields improved over time. Dried seeds could then 
be ground using a trough metate or pre-soaked and ground using a basin of flat/concave 
metate, depending on the needs of the intended recipe.    
While maize was likely a key component of their diet, the people at Harris 
incorporated wild plants and seeds into their recipes and processed them using these same 
tools. Large trough manos were often assumed to be specialized maize processing tools 
while smaller manos were thought to have been used for more generalized grinding tasks 
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 (Lancaster 1984:247). Pollen associated with one of the largest trough manos recovered 
from the site (Pithouse 45) indicates that maize, cholla cactus, and potentially, squash and 
prickly pear cactus were all processed using the same tool (Phillips 2012). Were these 
ingredients combined together into a single recipe? Or does each plant represent a 
completely different grinding task? Were they processing cactus to be eaten or extracting 
the juice to use as a binding agent for paints? It is impossible to know for sure, but the 
pollen does show that the women living at Harris used manos and metates to process both 
wild and cultivated plants.  
Pigment production was clearly an important activity at Harris. Ground stone 
tools were used to grind raw materials and reduce processed pigments into powders. 
Some were used exclusively in pigment processing while others, such as manos and 
metates, were secondarily used to grind pigments. Powdered pigments were mixed with a 
binding agent on the surface of netherstones to create paint. This paint would have been 
used to decorate a variety of items. For instance, the presence of other tools associated 
with pottery production within the storage pit (Feature 42F) inside Pithouse 42 suggests 
that some of the pigment production at the site was tied to pottery production.  
Pigments would also have been used to dye textiles and to adorn the skin. Red and 
yellow paints were used to create pictographs in the region (Cosgrove 1947:7). In 
addition, shades of red, yellow, green, white, and black paint were used to decorate 
wooden ceremonial objects and stone pipes found at caves sites in the area 
(Cosgrove 1947:119-135). While painted pipes were not found at the site, Haury 
(1986:358) described a “breast-like” carved piece of tuff that was painted red. Red 
pigment was also found on several chipped stone implements recovered from the site. 
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 The importance of pigments to ritual activities at Harris is supported by paint-covered 
ground stone tools that appear to have been left as dedicatory offerings. This specific 
topic is discussed further below.  
Manufacturing Activities 
The people living at Harris crafted tools out of stone, wood, and bone. They also 
wove textiles, made pottery, and worked hides. Most of the ground stone artifacts 
associated with manufacturing tasks were used in stoneworking tasks. Hammerstones and 
lithic anvils were used to make chipped stone tools. In addition, hammerstone and 
choppers were used to manufacture and later sharpen the grinding surfaces of manos, 
metates, and other ground stone implements. Polishers, netherstones, and lapstones were 
used to shape and finish stone beads, pendants, and figurines. Some of the ornaments 
found were still in the process of being made or had broken at some point during 
manufacture. Unfinished tools also indicated that stoneworking took place. While no 
evidence for axe manufacture was found, the compatible axe and netherstone found in 
Pithouse 44 show that at the very least, maintenance of these tools did occur.  
 After stoneworking, wood/boneworking was the manufacturing activity most 
represented in the ground stone assemblage. As it was sometimes difficult to distinguish 
whether a tool was used to shape wood or bone implements, these two tasks were lumped 
together. This was primarily the case for abraders that could have used to shape items 
such as digging sticks, handles for axes and mauls, wooden pegs for snares, as well as 
bone awls and needles for weaving, sewing, and basket-making. Large planes, choppers, 
and scrapers could have been used for shaping architectural posts and beams. Most items 
made of wood were not preserved in the archaeological record at Harris; however, 
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 artifacts from dry cave sites in the area give an idea of some the types of items they could 
have crafted. Doolittle Cave is located in a tributary canyon 3 ½ miles southwest of 
Swartz Ruin and contains deposits that are thought to date to both the Pithouse and 
Pueblo periods (Cosgrove 1947:7). The assemblage of wooden artifacts from Doolittle 
included bow fragments, arrow shafts and foreshafts, throwing sticks, pahos or prayer 
sticks, a wooden gaming hoop, and a carved wooden bird (Cosgrove 1947:8). The 
woodworking tools found at Harris could have been used to manufacture any of these 
items.  
People who made textiles at the site used stone spindle bases to spin fibers into 
yarn and cord. As with wooden tools, textiles did not preserve well at the site. Inferences 
about the materials people at Harris were spinning, and what items they may have been 
weaving, must also be made using other sites in the area. Doolittle Cave contained a 
variety of textiles made out of spun cotton and yucca fiber. Pieces of cloth, cordage, 
netting, and even a partial headband made of woven yucca fiber cord were found in the 
cave (Cosgrove 1947:73-74). Textiles made using spun yucca and cotton fibers were also 
recovered from late Three Circle phase and Classic period deposits at NAN Ranch 
(Adovasio et al. 2005:179-180). Based on the evidence from nearby sites, the people at 
Harris were most likely using stone spindle bases and ceramic whorls to spin yucca 
and/or cotton fibers into yarn and cord that would be later used for weaving garments, 
blankets, and other textiles. 
The preparation of hides at the site was represented by the hideworking handstone 
found on the floor of Pithouse 43. The lack of other hideworking tools in the ground 
stone assemblage suggests several possibilities. Cleaning and dressing hides could have 
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 been a task that was carried out in extramural areas away from the home. In addition, the 
tools used for this task may have been considered to be valuable, and therefore, were 
taken away when houses were abandoned. Alternatively, the inhabitants of Harris may 
have employed other hideworking methods. Handstones are used to soften hides and 
remove connective tissue (Adams 1988:311). Another way to break down collagen fibers 
in a hide is by “working it back and forth over a rawhide or sinew rope tied to lodge 
pole” (Gilmore 2005:20). If a similar technique were preferred over the use of 
handstones, this would also explain the paucity of hideworking tools in the assemblage.  
Paraphernalia, Ecofacts, and Offerings 
In addition to the more utilitarian tools identified, the ground stone assemblage 
from Harris contained items that seemed to have held personal or intrinsic value. One 
example of this is a piece of stone from Pithouse 45 with lines incised so faintly on the 
surface that they would have been invisible to anyone but the person holding the object. 
In another case, wear on the surface of a brachiopod fossil found in the RF/WF of 
Pithouse 43 showed that someone had spent a significant amount of time handling it, 
perhaps rubbing its surface in a similar manner to a modern worry stone. Though not as 
numerous or seemingly data rich as other types of artifacts recovered from the site, these 
items provide tiny glimpses into the individual lives of the people living at Harris. Other 
items that may have held special significance appear to have been left as offerings when 
the houses were constructed and abandoned.  
Dedicatory Offerings and Ritual Retirement 
The ground stone assemblage not only provided information on what people did 
when they lived in these structures but also, how they chose to leave them. When the 
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 people at Harris abandoned their homes, they generally took most of their usable tools 
with them. Many of the tools that remained had probably been cached and not retrieved, 
or were being used as building stones in the house itself.  In some cases however, 
artifacts left behind seem to have been offerings that were incorporated into the house 
architecture during construction. In addition, household members appear to have 
specifically left certain items behind as part of the retirement of the house. This practice 
of leaving dedicatory offerings has been observed in both domestic and ritual structures 
elsewhere in the Mimbres region (Creel and Anyon 2003:70; Roth and Schriever 2010).  
A number of artifacts in the ground stone assemblage from Harris appear to have 
been left as offerings either during the construction of a house or as part of the 
abandonment ritual. The condition of these items and the contexts in which they were 
found provide clues to their meaning. Dedicatory items identified for both Harris and 
other sites in the Mimbres Valley include crystals, turquoise, chrysocolla, mica, and 
ochre (Roth and Schriever 2010). Turquoise and chrysocolla ornaments and raw materials 
were found in every house sampled apart from Pithouse 38. Based on their distribution, it 
appears they may have been left as dedicatory offerings on the floors of most of the 
houses at Harris. The exception is Pithouse 43, where no samples of turquoise or 
chrysocolla were found on the floor, but an unusually large number were found in the 
RF/WF. This may reflect a difference in how this house was abandoned. Perhaps instead 
of placing these items in the house during retirement, they were incorporated as 
dedicatory offerings into the walls and roof of the house when it was constructed 
(DeMaio 2010). Small fragments of mica were found in association with the floors of six 
houses: Pithouses 38, 39, 41, 45, 46, and 47. None of the pieces were large enough to 
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 have been used for ornament manufacture so it seems that their presence was also tied to 
the retirement of these houses.   
Quartz crystals were found in nearly every house in this sample. Most of these 
crystals were tiny and in general, crystals were typically found in association with the 
floors of houses. Quartz crystals were found on or near the floor in every house sampled 
apart from Pithouse 36. As noted in Chapter 5, the lack of crystals in Pithouse 36 and the 
low number recovered from Pithouse 35 is most likely the result of excavation bias. They 
were found in numbers ranging from a single piece of quartz to 194 tiny crystals. The 
houses containing the largest numbers of quartz crystals were Pithouse 46 (n=194), 
Pithouse 41 (n=124), Pithouse 49 (n=123), Pithouse 39 (n=73), and Pithouse 43 (n=71). 
The rest contained between 1 and 28 quartz crystals. Particularly in the case of the 
smallest, these crystals might have been sprinkled across the house floor during the 
retirement of the structure.  
Pieces of fossiliferous limestone and individual fossil brachiopods, bryozoans, 
and crinoids also appear to have been left as offerings within the houses at Harris 
(DeMaio 2010; Falvey 2012; Falvey and McLaurin 2012). Fossils identified as potential 
offerings were found in the RF/WF of four houses (Pithouses 39, 41, 43, and 49), the fill 
of three houses (Pithouses 38, 44, and 54), and the Floor/FF of two houses (Pithouses 40 
and 45). In addition, crinoid-filled limestone artifacts were found in Floor/FF contexts 
(Pithouses 39 and 41), an extramural storage pit (Feature 25 outside of Pithouse 42), and 
in a secondary occupation storage pit (Feature 26 outside of Pithouse 42).   
In addition to the minerals and fossils left behind, this analysis has identified other 
artifacts that appear to have been intentionally left as offerings. These include the mortar 
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 containing burned material that was found on the floor of Pithouse 48, painted tools such 
as the metate from Pithouse 38, and tools left inside floor features. Crystals and 
ornaments made of stone and shell are found in postholes at sites in the Mimbres Valley 
and across the Southwest (Creel and Anyon 2003:72; Rinaldo 1974:249). In addition to 
small crystals and pieces of turquoise ornaments, ground stone tools were found inside 
the center posthole of six houses at Harris (Pithouses 35, 36, 37, 41, 43, and 45). In most 
cases, the tool was a trough mano and in the case of Pithouses 37, 38, and 45, pigment 
was present on the surface of the tool. Creel and Anyon (2003:70) also identified 
pigment-grinding tools as potential dedicatory offerings in Mimbres communal pit 
structures. This supports the interpretation that these tools were placed inside floor 
features as offerings rather than having been accidently deposited.  
In some cases, artifacts left as dedicatory offerings were intentionally broken or 
‘killed’. This practice has been identified at sites in the Mimbres Valley and across the 
Southwest (Adams 2008:213-229; Creel and Anyon 2003:70; Haury 1986:325). Artifacts 
may have been killed because they were worn out, as a means of keeping others from 
using them later, or for ritual purposes (Adams 2008:225). In other cases, something 
might be broken so that its pieces could be taken by different individuals or groups as a 
way of reinforcing social relationships (Chapman 2000:25). 
Eight artifacts in the analyzed assemblage were identified as having been 
deliberately broken (Table 6.2). In some cases, the intentional destruction of objects 
appears to have been associated with the abandonment of a house. An incised stone bowl 
was intentionally broken in half before one piece was left on the floor of Pithouse 47. 
Feature 31, the secondary occupation surface above Pithouse 49, contained half of an 
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 intentionally broken spindle base (Figure 5.6f). A second destroyed spindle base was 
found in the RF/WF of Pithouse 42, but in this case, the tool was intact save for the hole 
pecked through the bottom of the basin (Figure 5.6e). Intentionally broken objects found 
on house floors at other Mimbres sites indicate that this behavior is not unique to the 
Harris. For example, at the upland site La Gila Encantada, an intentionally broken stone 
bowl was left as an offering on the floor of a pithouse prior to the structure being 
abandoned and burned (Roth 2010b:100). 
 
 
Household Contexts 
 
Trash Contexts 
 
Total 
Artifact No. 
 
No. 
 
No. 
Bowl 1 
 
- 
 
1 
Metate 1 
 
- 
 
1 
Mortar - 
 
1 
 
1 
Mortar/Spindle base 1 
 
- 
 
1 
Spindle base 1 
 
- 
 
1 
Palette - 
 
2 
 
2 
Pipe/Cloud blower - 
 
1 
 
1 
Total 4 
 
4 
 
8 
Table 6.2. Intentionally broken artifacts from the Harris Site. 
 
A piece of a basin metate found in the RF/WF of Pithouse 43 also showed signs 
of having been intentionally broken. It may have been broken and placed as an offering 
by the inhabitants of Pithouse 43. Or, as seems more likely, the piece could have been 
scavenged from elsewhere on the site to build the walls of the house along with the other 
pieces of 6 broken metates found in the RF/WF of the house. While this metate fragment 
may have just been an architectural stone, Pithouse 43 did contain a number of other 
artifacts that appear to have been left as offerings in the RF/WF and on the floor. As 
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 noted earlier, these included quartz crystals, fossils, chrysocolla, and fragments of 
worked and unworked shell (DeMaio 2010).  
A small shaped mortar found in the trash fill of Pithouse 38 and a decorated pipe 
or cloud blower found near the surface of Pithouse 43 were also intentionally broken. 
According to ethnographic accounts of Puebloan groups, pipes were used in healing 
ceremonies and smoke was blown over objects and people as a means of cleansing 
(Adams 2008:215-216; 2014:213; Di Peso 1956:426-430; Parsons 1939:372; Stephen 
1936:681-3). The only other stone pipes recovered during the recent excavations at Harris 
were found in kivas (one in Pithouse 55 and one in the center post hole of House 10). 
Pithouse 43 is located just to the north of House 10, one of the kivas excavated by Haury 
in the 1930s. Backfill from these earlier excavations is scattered across the site so it is 
quite possible that this pipe fragment was originally part of the backfill from Haury’s 
House 10.   
Pieces of two broken palettes were found deep within the trash deposits inside 
what was once Pithouse 41. One palette was intentionally scored and snapped and the 
fragment of the other palette was heavily burned. It appears that their presence is related 
to a burial that was placed inside the trash fill of the abandoned structure (Roth and 
Baustian 2012). Intentionally snapped palettes have been found in burials at sites in the 
Hohokam region and these items are thought to have been a key element of Hohokam 
mortuary rituals (Adams 2008:220-222; White 2004:1). By contrast, these objects are 
only occasionally recovered from burial contexts in the Mimbres area, with the majority 
having been found in trash and floor contexts (Anyon and LeBlanc 1984:272-273). 
Palettes were also found in Late Pithouse period burials at Swartz, Galaz, and NAN 
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 (Anyon and LeBlanc 1984:272-273; Shafer 2003:203). Given the condition of the 
palettes from Pithouse 41 and their proximity to the burial in the house, it seems likely 
that they were broken as part of the funeral ritual for this woman.  
It is not possible to understand for certain why these objects were broken by 
people at Harris. Their contexts suggest that in some cases, this behavior was part of the 
retirement ritual for structures, in particular, Pithouses 42 and 47. In the case of 
Pithouse 41, destroying the palettes may have been part of a mortuary ritual. Similarly, 
the metate found in Pithouse 43 could have been destroyed either at the death of its owner 
or when it was no longer useful. Ethnographic accounts from California and Arizona 
have recorded that tools of the deceased, such as mortars and metates, were broken in 
order to release the “spirit” of the tool back into the cosmos (Davis 1921:VII; Euler and 
Dobyns 1983:260). A similar explanation has been provided for manufacturing holes into 
the bottom of pots, a practice that is commonly seen in mortuary vessels from the 
Mimbres Classic period (Brody and Swentzell 1996:20-21). 
2. How are activities organized within each household? 
The second focus of this thesis dealt with using data on artifact condition and 
context to identify what locations were used for specific activities within each household. 
Identification of activity areas provides insight into the types of decisions people made 
about the appropriate use of domestic space. These types of decisions are based in social 
knowledge learned within the household early in childhood (Kent 1984:1). If certain 
activities only took place in one area of the household (e.g. house floors), this would 
suggest that the appropriate locations for activities were rigidly defined within the 
community. If an activity took place in a variety of different locations or if several 
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 activities took place in a single location, this would show that ideas about how spaces 
should be used were more fluid.  
The abandonment and post-abandonment processes for each house varied. As 
these houses were almost entirely cleaned out when they were abandoned, only a partial 
reconstruction of activity areas was possible. Recycling of ground stone tools as building 
elements provided an additional hurdle to identifying these task areas. The context and 
condition of artifacts was used to filter out those that were probably being used as 
architectural stones. In addition, artifacts that may have been recycled as dedicatory or 
retirement offerings were generally excluded. With these considerations in mind, it was 
possible to identify certain areas where processing and manufacturing tasks likely took 
place (Table 6.3).  
The distribution of ground stone artifacts indicates that activities were carried out 
on house floors, roof tops, and in extramural areas. Artifacts associated with processing 
and manufacturing activities were found together in the same contexts. Rooftop work 
areas where both manufacturing and processing tasks occurred were identified in six 
houses: Pithouses 35, 41, 42, 43, 46, and 48. Pithouses 35 and 41 both had rooftop work 
areas where food, pigment, and other materials were processed, and stoneworking and 
other manufacturing tasks took place. Ground stone and ceramic data suggest that people 
also spun fibers on the roof of Pithouse 35. The eleven ceramic whorls found in the 
RF/WF of Pithouse 41 may have been stored in the rafters or they could indicate that 
spinning also occurred on the roof (Danielle Romero, personal communication, 
September 24, 2013).   
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 Household Location Activities 
        
Cluster 1   
 Pithouse 38 Extramural Areas Processing food and other materials 
Cluster 2   
  Pithouse 35 Roof Processing food, pigments, and other materials; 
stoneworking and other manufacturing tasks. 
Cluster 3   
 Pithouse 43 Roof Processing pigments and other materials; 
stoneworking and wood/boneworking. 
 Pithouse 45 Floor Processing food and pigments. 
 Pithouse 48 Floor Food processing 
   Roof Pigment processing and stoneworking. 
  Pithouse 45/48 Extramural Areas Processing pigments and other materials. 
Cluster 4   
 Pithouse 49 Floor Food processing and fiber spinning. 
  Pithouse 54 Floor Processing food and pigments. 
Pithouse 41 Roof Processing food, pigments, and other materials; 
stoneworking and other manufacturing tasks. 
Autonomous   
 Pithouse 42 Floor Woodworking; pigment processing and pottery-
making. 
  Roof Processing tasks, woodworking, and fiber spinning. 
   Extramural Areas Processing pigments and other materials. 
 Pithouse 44 Floor Stoneworking 
 Pithouse 46 Floor Processing food, pigments, and other materials. 
    Roof Processing tasks and woodworking.  
Table 6.3. Processing and manufacturing locations identified at the Harris Site.  
 
Spinning or textile production took place on the roof of Pithouse 42 in addition to 
woodworking and general processing tasks. Similarly, the people living in Pithouse 43 
worked stone and wood/bone on the roof of their house while also using the area for 
processing pigments and other materials. The rooftop of Pithouse 46 contained tools used 
in general processing tasks and woodworking. Lastly, processing and stoneworking tasks 
occurred on the roof of Pithouse 48. In the case of Pithouses 42 and 48, processing tasks 
were spread between the rooftop and extramural work areas near the house. These tasks 
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 were also carried out in the extramural work area associated with Pithouse 38; however, 
the rooftop assemblage of the house was too depleted to assess what activities took place 
there. The variety of activities associated with these roof assemblages suggests that 
rooftops were considered to be multiuse areas and extramural areas provided additional 
workspace for processing tasks. 
Activities areas that could be identified on the floors of houses were slightly less 
diverse. This was not unexpected given the extent to which these houses were cleaned out 
when they were abandoned. The few ground stone artifacts remaining on the floors were 
typically associated with processing tasks. Manufacturing and processing activities 
appear to have co-occurred on the floors on Pithouses 42 and 49. Tasks associated with 
woodworking and pigment processing took place on the floor of Pithouse 42. The paint-
covered lapstone stored with unfired clay and a clay pipe fragment in a floor pit 
(Feature 42F) suggests that pigments processed in this house were used for decorating 
ceramics. On the floor of Pithouse 49, both food processing and spinning took place. 
Only processing activities were identified on the floors of Pithouses 45, 48, 54, and 46. 
The overlap of activities within and between work areas suggests that a variety of 
activities were carried out in the same locations and there was no clear demarcation of 
appropriate task-specific areas. The fact that the same types of tasks were being carried 
out on house floors and on roof tops and extramural spaces suggests that something else 
influenced where activities occurred.  
If activity locations changed on a seasonal basis, work area assemblages 
recovered would vary depending on the time of year the houses were abandoned. This 
appears to be the case in particular for food processing tasks at the site. For example, the 
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 use of interior spaces is indicated by the presence of a food processing mortar and pestle 
on the floor of Pithouse 48, whole metates stored on the floors of Pithouses 46 and 49, 
and the ¾-trough metate and mano found in use position on the floor of Haury’s 
Pithouse 28 (1986:347, Fig. 13.45). Manos found in the rooftop assemblage of Pithouse 
35 and the manos and metate stored on the roof of Pithouse 41 suggest that the rooftop 
was also a suitable location for food grinding.  
Changes in weather throughout the year would have made certain work areas 
unfavorable. For example, as temperatures began to rise in the spring and early summer 
months, the rooftop and extramural areas would have provided an escape from the stuffy 
pithouse interior. In contrast, grinding food in these locations would have been miserable 
once the late summer monsoons began. Use of space for other activities carried out at the 
site could have also followed a seasonal pattern. Conducting activities in open extramural 
spaces and rooftops would have also allowed women to keep an eye on young children 
and socialize with people working on the roofs of other houses. This would have 
strengthened bonds between members of nearby households.  
In summary, this activity assessment shows that work areas were multifunctional 
spaces where any number of activities could be carried out. Similar activities occurred on 
house floors and out in the open on rooftops and extramural areas. A wider variety of 
tasks could be tied to rooftop work areas; however, this is probably related to 
abandonment behavior. In addition, the storage of smaller tools in wall nooks and rafters 
may account for some of the diversity found on rooftop work areas. The organization of 
activity areas appears to have remained consistent across all phases of occupation. People 
may have changed the location for certain processing activities in relation to the season. 
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 More data on when each house was abandoned during the year would be needed to 
confirm this pattern.  
3. How does the nature of activities and use of space compare between 
households at the site? 
Research conducted at the Harris Site by UNLV has identified multiple levels of 
community organization, including autonomous houses (Pithouses 42, 44, and 46), and 
what have been interpreted as kin-based corporate groups (Roth 2013, 2014). These 
corporate groups are represented archaeologically by clusters of pithouses and extramural 
features with shared characteristics: Cluster 1 (Pithouses 37 and 37), Cluster 2 (Pithouses 
35/36 and 39/40), Cluster 3 (Pithouses 43 and 45/48), and Cluster 4 (Pithouses 49/54 
and 53). In addition, superimposed Pithouses 41 and 47 are thought to be part of an 
unexcavated fifth cluster. The purpose of this research question is to compare activities 
between households and clusters to see if connections can be made. 
Spatial distributions of grinding tools have been used in the past to understand the 
interdependence of households (Goldstein 2008; Lightfoot 1994). According to Lightfoot 
(1994:120), activities organized at the household level should be represented similarly 
across each household whereas activities organized at the suprahousehold level should be 
less redundant. Every household examined for this thesis contained food processing tools, 
indicating that food preparation and cooking tasks at Harris were organized at the level of 
the individual household. This has been observed at other sites in the Mimbres region as 
well (Hegmon et al. 2001:51). In addition to food processing, ground stone artifacts 
linked with stoneworking tasks were associated with every household. This is consistent 
with the findings of the chipped stone assemblage recovered from the 
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 site (DeMaio 2013:92-100). The people living in each household processed food for their 
own consumption and made their own chipped and ground stone tools.  
The distribution of woodworking tools across the site is less uniform. Nearly 40% 
(n=12) of the woodworking tools identified came from one structure (Pithouse 42). While 
some of these may have been recycled as architectural stones, the condition of most 
indicates that they were likely in use during the occupation of the house. The tools were 
primarily planes and choppers. This suggests the people living in Pithouse 42 were 
shaping larger pieces of wood rather than carving small items. Perhaps these tools were 
being used to shape replacement roof beams or were stored in the rafters after the house 
was constructed.  
Another issue with the distribution of woodworking tools at the site is that none 
were found in Cluster 2 (Pithouses 35, 36, 39, and 40). While this could indicate 
differences in craft production in these houses, it is also possible they were using core 
tools to cut and shape wood. Some of the woodworking tools identified in this analysis 
straddle the line between chipped and ground stone technology (e.g. choppers, planes, 
and scrapers). Without use-wear analysis of the chipped stone assemblage from these 
houses, it is not possible to determine is this pattern is a reflection of behavior in the past 
or if it is merely a product of modern archaeological classification schemes.  
Pigment processing at the site shows a clearer pattern of distribution. Evidence for 
pigment processing seems to have been consolidated in Cluster 3 (Pithouses 43, 45, and 
48), Pithouse 54 in Cluster 4, Pithouse 41/47 in possible Cluster 5, and autonomous 
houses 42 and 46. By contrast, evidence for pigment processing in Clusters 1 (Pithouses 
37 and 38), 2 (Pithouses 35, 36, 39, and 40), and Pithouse 44 was minimal. This was 
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 particularly evident when samples of chrysocolla, which may have been left as offerings, 
were removed from consideration. Either these houses had different levels of access to 
pigment raw materials or were engaged in different types of crafts. The distribution of 
pigment processing tasks also may relate to where the production of painted pottery was 
happening at the site. Once the ceramic data is fully analyzed, it will be interesting to 
compare the distribution of decorated wares with that of pigment production across the 
site.   
Tabular knives probably used to work or process vegetal or fibrous materials were 
found only in two of the superimposed structures, Pithouses 41/47 and Pithouses 49/54. It 
appears that both Pithouse 41 and Pithouse 49 were spinning fibers, presumably for 
textile manufacture. If tabular knives were being used to process yucca leaves into usable 
fibers for spinning, the presence of these tools in Pithouse 41 and below the floor of 
Pithouse 54 could provide additional support of textile production by members of these 
houses. Further, the use of these tools could represent a level of craft specialization 
unique to these houses. Future analyses of residues on the edges of tabular knives are 
needed to more fully understand how this technology was used at the site.  Additional 
evidence of a connection between these two sets of superimposed houses is the fact that 
both Pithouse 41 and Pithouse 49 had a metate incorporated into the walls of their 
entryways. The presence of these metates differs from the recycling of ground stone as 
architectural stones in other houses because in both cases, the tools were probably whole 
and plastered into the wall upright, so as to be clearly visible to those entering the 
structures. A third metate was found in a similar position in the wall of Pithouse 55, the 
kiva excavated by UNLV. The presence of these metates could indicate that the people 
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 who built these structures shared a social relationship that in some way differed from the 
people in other houses at the site.  
While the presence of tabular tools in Pithouses 41/47 and 49/54 may indicate a 
shared level of craft specialization, the distribution of fiber spinning tools across the site 
suggests an increase in craft production over time. Spindle bases were only found in 
Three Circle phase or late Three Circle phase deposits. They were found in association 
with Pithouses 35, 42, 39, and 49, as well as the secondary occupation Feature 31 located 
over Pithouse 49. In addition, only four ceramic whorls were found in San Francisco 
phase contexts (Danielle Romero, personal communication, September 24, 2013). It is 
possible that spindle bases used during the San Francisco phase were made out of wood 
or another perishable material. Alternatively, this may indicate an increase in textile 
production during the Three Circle phase or a change in spinning technique. More data 
on spinning and weaving tools from San Francisco phase houses would be needed to 
determine if this pattern holds elsewhere in the Mimbres Valley. 
Comparisons of activities and the use of space between households at the site 
indicate that different levels of organization may have existed for certain tasks. Every 
household included in the sample engaged in food processing. Stone tools and other stone 
items were also produced by the members of each household. These tasks each appear to 
have been organized at the level of the individual household. In contrast, the distribution 
of artifacts associated with pigment processing and woodworking hint at a certain level of 
craft production organized at the suprahousehold level. The organization of these 
activities could have been governed by the community or by kin groups within the 
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 community (house clusters). In addition, the distribution of tools used to spin fibers 
suggests there may have been temporal changes in textile production at the site.  
 Technological Identity 
The ground stone assemblage also provided a glimpse into the organization of 
household teaching frameworks. Knowledge associated with material use and 
manufacturing techniques for domestic crafts is passed down through teaching 
frameworks. Teaching frameworks encompass the ways in which social knowledge is 
passed on to the next generation through practices such as instruction, demonstration, and 
imitation (Adams 2010:210; Schiffer and Skibo 1987:597-598). Cases where social 
knowledge is passed on may include daughters learning how to grind from their mothers 
(Adams 2002:55, 2010:210; Hamon and Le Gall 2013:117; Hough 1915:62-63; 
Titiev 1972:20; Searcy 2011:84; Woodbury 1954:64) or fathers teaching young boys how 
to manufacture manos and metates (Searcy 2011:64). Teaching frameworks pass on 
“recipes for action” which include social rules for choosing raw materials and 
manufacturing, selecting, and using tools to perform tasks (Adams 2010:210; Schiffer 
and Skibo 1987:597-598). These frameworks serve to reproduce cultural knowledge and 
establish and reinforce technological traditions (Adams 2002:55, 2010:210; Schiffer and 
Skibo 1987:597-598). These technological traditions can be reconstructed by examining 
the choices made during tool manufacture and use.  
Examinations of teaching frameworks and technological traditions have been used 
in the past to discuss connections between different ethnic groups (e.g. Adams 2010:208-
228). However, these concepts can also be visible at the household level. Hendon 
(1996:46) notes that while each household in a community may face similar challenges, 
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 “they do not necessarily respond in the same way to external conditions nor organize 
themselves in the same way.” This can be seen at Harris in the form of choices made 
during the manufacture of mauls and trough metates. Five mauls were found during 
UNLV’s excavations at the site. Two were found in the RF/WF of Pithouses 48 and 54, 
one was found in the fill of Pithouse 38, and one was found in the floor fill of 
Pithouse 35. The fifth maul was found lying on the modern surface over Pithouse 41. The 
mauls were made with either a ⅞-groove (n=3) or a full groove (n=1). They also typically 
featured a depression on the ventral side of one poll end that aided in hafting the tool. 
This feature has not been specifically identified in publications for mauls at other sites in 
the Mimbres Valley. It would be interesting to see if this feature is a technological choice 
specific to the inhabitants of Harris or if it is actually a more common trait for mauls in 
the Mimbres or greater Mogollon region. 
Hafting techniques used for axes in the Mimbres region are also intriguing. At the 
time the Mimbres Valley was occupied, two techniques for hafting axes were prominent 
in the U.S. Southwest. Anasazi axes were initially manufactured with notches to facilitate 
hafting. This notching technique eventually developed into a full-groove, with the earliest 
full-grooved axes starting to appear in Anasazi assemblages during the Pueblo I period 
(750-900 CE) (Adams 2002:171, 2010:216, 2014:176; Woodbury 1954:36). Axes in 
Hohokam and Mogollon technological traditions were made with a ¾-groove. Haury 
(1976:291) suggested that ¾-groove axe technology developed in western Mexico and 
was introduced to southern Arizona prior to the Sweetwater phase (ca. 550 CE) (Adams 
2010:215, 2014:174-175). Presumably, ¾-groove technology then spread east into the 
Mogollon region. Axes with ¾-grooves are commonly found by around 1100 CE in the 
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 Point of Pines area of east-central Arizona and they are the dominant design style found 
at Classic period Mimbres sites (Adams 2014:175; Anyon and LeBlanc 1984:276).  
Axe design during the pithouse period at Mogollon sites has been difficult to tease 
out as most were found in either trash fill or pueblo period contexts. The lack of axes 
found in pithouse contexts may be due to formation processes (Larralde and Schlanger 
1994 cited in Adams 2010:216, 2014:175). Axes may have been curated when they were 
not needed for construction activities. If axes were cached in extramural pits between 
building episodes, it might explain why so few have been found in pithouse contexts.  
Wheat (1955:123-124) argued that hafted axes did not become part of Mogollon 
technology until after 1000 CE. He interpreted occasional axes found in earlier contexts 
as being intrusive tools brought in by people from other areas. The two axes found at the 
Harris Site by UNLV show that this was not the case. The axes recovered from recent 
excavations were much closer in quality and design to other Mimbres axes than those 
originally found by Haury (1986:358). The one from the floor of Pithouse 44 was made 
with a ¾-wedge-groove and bit ridge. The second was made with a ¾-groove and 
discarded as trash after it broke during use. Both tools were made using uralitized diabase 
that can be found in outcrops 7 km south of the site (Woodward 1970:29, Fig. 1, loc. 12). 
This indicates that the knowledge for manufacturing ¾-grooved axes was known to 
people in the Mimbres Valley by at least the Three Circle phase.  
The use of a ¾-groove with ridges and a wedge is a hafting technique more 
common to Hohokam technology. This suggests that the maker of the axe from 
Pithouse 44 learned this technological knowledge through direct or indirect contact with 
someone from the Hohokam region. Axes manufactured with full-grooves typical of 
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 Anasazi technology have also been found at Mimbres sites, including Saige-McFarland 
(Lekson 1990:11), Cameron Creek Village (Bradfield 1931), Galaz (Anyon and LeBlanc 
1984:277-280), Swartz (Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:plate 38), and NAN Ranch (Shafer 
2003:200). Unfortunately, most of the axes recovered from these sites were from Classic 
or post-Classic period deposits. More data on groove styles and axe manufacture in the 
Late Pithouse period are needed to determine the social implications of the co-occurrence 
of axe styles at Mimbres sites. 
While maul manufacture at Harris appears to have been informed by a 
community-level technological tradition, the design of trough metates reflects choices 
made at the household level. Examination of the metates from Harris clearly showed that 
different technological choices were being made with regard to their design. Three-
quarter trough metates were the most common style used across the site. The metates 
found in Pithouse 49 and 38 show that the addition of a shelf or mano rest to a ¾-trough 
was a particular preference for the members of these households. This choice may reflect 
that the women living in these houses shared a familial tie, as the cultural knowledge for 
making and using metates was probably passed from parent to child (Adams 2002:55, 
2010:210; Hamon and Le Gall 2013:117; Hough 1915:62-63; Titiev 1972:20; Searcy 
2011:64, 84; Woodbury 1954:64).  
The presence of both a ¾-trough and an open-trough metate on the floor of 
Pithouse 46 suggests that two different technological traditions could operate in the same 
household. This may indicate that members of this household were raised under different 
teaching frameworks. The open-trough metate design is typical of those found at sites in 
the Hohokam region while ¾-troughs are more typical of Mogollon technology 
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 (Adams 2010:218). Adams (2010) has examined the movement of design styles for food 
processing tools across the Southwest with reference to how this reflects the movement 
of individuals and groups. The presence of these two metate types on the same house 
floor could represent the movement of a person from outside the region into this 
household. Both in Mali and the Maya region, metates were typically made by men but 
they were almost exclusively used by women (Hamon and Le Gall 2013:117; Searcy 
2011:93). If the Mimbres divided these tasks in a similar way, then the open-trough 
metate could have been made by a man who brought his technological knowledge of 
metate manufacture with him when he married into this household. The metate could also 
have been gifted to the household from someone from a different technological tradition. 
In Qaxacan and highland Maya communities, parents traditionally give metates as gifts to 
newlywed couples (Cook 1982:90; Searcy 2011:72).  
The metates from Pithouse 46 were designed and manufactured using knowledge 
from two different technological traditions. However, the woman or women who used 
them employed the same wear management strategies as every other household at the 
site. Regardless of how they were designed, trough metates at Harris were rewidened 
infrequently, resulting in curved grinding surfaces that lack distinct corners. By contrast, 
open-trough metates from Hohokam sites were often rewidened, resulting in trough 
borders that form a near 90 degree angle with the grinding surface. The lack of rewidened 
trough borders at Harris suggests a level of shared understanding between the women at 
the site for how metates should be maintained. As neither metate from Pithouse 46 had 
ever been rewidened, it seems that the user or users of these metates learned wear 
management strategies locally.   
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 Conclusions 
The ground stone assemblage from the Harris Site indicates that a wide range of 
activities were taking place within these households. The majority of tools examined in 
this sample were used in processing tasks, though a large number of manufacturing tools 
were also identified. In addition, items of personal or symbolic significance were 
represented in the assemblages of each house. Similarities in the way people in some 
households designed and used tools hinted that multiple learning frameworks may have 
been operating at both the household and community level.  
 Daily life for the people living at Harris involved a variety of different activities. 
They prepared meals, fashioned tools out of stone, wood, and bone. Some worked hides 
and spun fibers for weaving textiles. Potters formed clay and temper into ceramic vessels 
and then painted them using earthen pigments. Imported shell jewelry was worn 
alongside ornaments of stone and bone that were carved and polished locally. The ground 
stone assemblage provided valuable information on each of these activities. The 
distribution of ground stone artifacts involved in these activities showed that household 
work spaces were locations where different types of tasks were carried out. People 
worked inside their houses as well as on top of their roofs and in shared extramural areas. 
The use of interior vs. exterior locations for activities probably changed depending on the 
season. Identification of activity areas was hindered in part by this seasonal change in 
task locations, as well as differences in abandonment and post-abandonment processes 
and technological choices such as recycling of tools. The effects of abandonment and 
post-abandonment processes also made it difficult to compare assemblages accurately 
between houses.  
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 APPENDIX A: ATTRIBUTES 
 
(Defined in Adams 2002, 2014) 
Artifact Type 
Artifact Subtype 
Condition 
Burn  
Texture 
Manufacture 
Design 
Number of Used Surfaces 
Use (single, multiple, recycled, etc) 
Secondary Use 
Sequence of Use 
Contact Type 
Wear Amount 
Designed Activity 
Second Activity 
Residue 
Color (of residue) 
Raw Material 
Metric Measurements (of whole tools): Length, Width, Thickness (in cm), Weight 
(in grams). 
Tool Specific Measurements – measurements of features on specific tool types such 
as grooved tools (i.e. axes, mauls) and perforated tools/items (i.e. donut stones, 
spindle whorls, pendants, beads). 
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Cluster Phase
Pithouse/ 
Feature Context FN Artifact Subtype Condition Burned Design Use Sequence Wear Activity 1 Activity 2
Length 
(cm)
Width 
(cm)
Thickness   
(cm)
Weight  
(g) Second Use Rock Type Residue Color Count
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF1 1634.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 8.4 6.2 4.5 287.0 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1640.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 10.4 8.4 4.0 406.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1577.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - 12.4 5.5 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1628.1 Mano Trough Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Light Food processing - 21.4 12.7 6.5 1876.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1656.1 Mano Basin Whole No Strategic Single - Light Food processing - 13.2 11.5 7.0 1416.0 - Granite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1444.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.5 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1605.1 Mineral
Single-point 
crystal Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 6038.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4 - Calcite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 6039.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1433.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 15.7 12.7 4.3 996.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1653.1 Ornament Pendant-blank Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 1.7 1.4 0.3 1.8 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1591.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 1.3 0.9 0.6 0.9 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1592.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 0.6 0.3 0.3 - - Chrysocolla Pigment Green 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Floor/FF 1627.1 Raw material Tools Whole No Incomplete Unused - - Stoneworking - 17.2 14.7 11.8 3880.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Hearth fill 1641.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.2 - Quartz - - 3
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Center post fill 1622.1 Mano Trough Broken No Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing - 10.1 5.8 - Handstone Vesicular basalt Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Fill 1282.1 Abrader Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 8.9 7.4 2.6 163.0 - Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Fill 1386.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.6 1.6 1.0 4.6 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 Fill 1466.1 Scraper Pebble/ cobble Whole No Expedient Single - Light
Wood/ 
boneworking - 13.9 8.9 5.2 746.0 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 RF/WF2 1359.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.3 1.6 1.3 6.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 RF/WF 1418.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.7 0.8 0.2 0.3 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 RF/WF 1521.1 Mineral
Double-point 
crystal Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.1 0.7 0.6 1.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 RF/WF 1325.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.3 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 37 RF/WF 1341.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.4 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Floor/FF 922.1 Figurine Animal Whole Yes Strategic Single - - Paraphernalia - 1.5 0.8 5.8 6.6 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Floor/FF 944.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy Stoneworking
Pigment 
processing 8.1 7.9 5.9 516.0 - Basalt Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Floor/FF 919.1 Mano Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Multiple Concomitant Light Food processing - - 10.6 7.3 - Pestle
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
APPENDIX B: DATA TABLE
Household Contexts
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Cluster Phase
Pithouse/ 
Feature Context FN Artifact Subtype Condition Burned Design Use Sequence Wear Activity 1 Activity 2
Length 
(cm)
Width 
(cm)
Thickness   
(cm)
Weight  
(g) Second Use Rock Type Residue Color Count
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Floor/FF 926.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole No Strategic Reused Sequential Heavy Food processing Stoneworking 11.1 7.8 4.4 492.0 Netherstone Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Floor/FF 760.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 0.9 0.8 0.1 - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Floor/FF 6034.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.5 1.0 0.6 1.2 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 693.1 Fossil Coral Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 3.0 2.3 2.3 20.7 - Fossil - coral - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 740.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 8.6 6.9 5.9 431.0 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 744.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 8.2 7.6 5.4 364.0 - Limestone - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 629.1 Mano Unknown Broken No Unknown Redesigned Sequential Moderate Food processing - - - 6.1 - Pestle
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 952.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - 11.6 6.2 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 955.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Reused Sequential Light Food processing
Pigment 
processing 20.5 16.7 4.2 2206.0 Netherstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 10R4/8 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 697.1 Maul
Incomplete 
groove Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - - 5.6 7.3 - - Mafic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 631.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 4.9 1.1 0.8 5.3 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 893.1 Mineral
Single-point 
crystal Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.3 0.6 0.5 0.5 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 893.2 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.2 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill SN46.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 115.5 - Chalk - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 734.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 21.0 15.5 4.1 1400.0 - Dacite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 Fill 630.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Whole No Strategic Single - Heavy Paraphernalia - 2.0 1.7 0.4 2.0 - Steatite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 RF/WF 873.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 7.2 6.3 3.7 165.0 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 RF/WF 416.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Multiple Concomitant Moderate Food processing
General 
processing 19.5 10.6 2.6 1420.0 Netherstone Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 RF/WF 477.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 24.0 15.1 7.9 3523.7 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 RF/WF 478.1 Mano Trough Whole No Unknown Redesigned Sequential Light Food processing Architect 19.7 - 6.1 - Architect Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 RF/WF 538.1 Mano Trough Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Recycled Sequential Moderate Food processing - - 15.6 5.8 - FCR
3 Mafic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 RF/WF 475.1 Metate Utah-trough Whole No Strategic Recycled Sequential Light Food processing - 51.0 30.0 14.8 - Offering Felsic volcanic Paint 10R4/6 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 RF/WF 479.1 Netherstone Flat Whole Yes Expedient Recycled - Light
General 
processing Architect 20.5 17.4 8.1 3532.0 Architect
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38 RF/WF 557.1 Netherstone Unknown Broken Unknown Unknown Unknown - Unknown
General 
processing - - - 13.5 - - Unknown - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38
Extramural feature 
fill 1349.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 14.2 7.5 5.1 667.0 - Granite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38
Extramural feature 
fill 283.1 Mano Basin Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 12.6 12.5 5.8 1451.0 - Quartzite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38
Extramural feature 
fill 998.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole No Strategic Multiple Concomitant Moderate Food processing - 11.5 9.9 4.5 843.0 Pestle Granodiorite - - 1
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38
Extramural feature 
fill 990.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 17.1 15.8 4.4 1836.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
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Cluster Phase
Pithouse/ 
Feature Context FN Artifact Subtype Condition Burned Design Use Sequence Wear Activity 1 Activity 2
Length 
(cm)
Width 
(cm)
Thickness   
(cm)
Weight  
(g) Second Use Rock Type Residue Color Count
Cluster 1 Three Circle Pithouse 38
Extramural feature 
fill 1017.1 Pestle Cobble Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 14.8 7.3 5.7 556.0 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 543.1 Mano Trough Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Reused Concomitant Light Food processing Unknown - 12.0 3.6 1354.0 Netherstone Granodiorite - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 969.1 Maul 7/8-groove Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 11.2 9.5 7.9 1215.2 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 133.1 Metate Unknown Broken Unknown Unknown Reused - Unknown Food processing
Pigment 
processing - - 12.5 - Netherstone Vesicular basalt Pigment 2.5YR4/8 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 426.1 Metate Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Heavy Food processing - - - 6.5 - FCR Basalt - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 440.1 Metate Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Unknown Food processing - - - - - FCR Sandstone - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 927.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.4 0.7 0.5 0.5 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 962.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Moderate
General 
processing - - 14.1 3.2 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 722.1 Ornament Pendant-blank Broken No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - - - - - - Slate - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 203.1 Polisher Pebble-surface Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 2.8 2.7 2.0 20.2 - Iron concretion - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Floor/FF 441.1 Raw material Pigment Whole Yes - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.7 1.0 0.8 2.6 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Center post fill 753.1 Netherstone Basin Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 25.8 18.5 12.1 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Fill 486.1 Hammerstone Core Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 8.5 7.6 4.5 359.0 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Fill 152.1 Lithic anvil Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 14.7 11.6 11.7 2763.0 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 Fill 171.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.4 1.2 0.6 1.0 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 678.1 Disk Flat disk Broken No Strategic Single - Light Paraphernalia - 5.8 - 1.9 - - Volcanic tuff - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 128.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 10.1 9.6 4.5 783.0 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 662.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 23.4 10.0 6.1 2009.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 146.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 7.1 5.5 3.6 204.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 114.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 8.3 4.3 1.4 78.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 126.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole No Strategic Multiple Unknown Moderate Food processing Unknown 8.6 4.7 8.2 519.0 Unknown
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 130.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Single - Light Food processing - 28.8 13.3 7.4 3775.4 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 138.1 Metate Trough Broken No Expedient Single - Heavy Food processing - - - 15.0 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 170.1 Mortar Rock Whole No Expedient Single - Light Fiber spinning - 16.6 12.3 6.2 1633.6 - Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 125.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
Pigment 
processing - 17.4 13.0 2.6 1434.0 - Vesicular basalt Pigment 2.5YR7/8 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 127.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 26.7 14.8 9.3 - - Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 5977.1 Ornament
Pendant-
natural Whole
Fire-
cracked Strategic Single - Unused Paraphernalia - 4.1 3.7 1.5 19.7 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 124.1 Pestle Natural Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Light
General 
processing - 27.3 11.6 8.4 4000.0 Netherstone Dacite - - 1
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Cluster Phase
Pithouse/ 
Feature Context FN Artifact Subtype Condition Burned Design Use Sequence Wear Activity 1 Activity 2
Length 
(cm)
Width 
(cm)
Thickness   
(cm)
Weight  
(g) Second Use Rock Type Residue Color Count
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35 RF/WF 667.1 Pestle Natural Whole
Fire-
cracked Unknown Single - Light Food processing - 26.8 12.7 10.5 5100.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 35
Extramural feature 
fill 1074.1 Pestle Cobble Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 12.1 9.3 8.4 1293.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 36 Floor/FF 135.1 Mano Unknown Broken Yes Unknown Redesigned Sequential Unknown Food processing Stoneworking 13.5 13.0 4.9 1080.0 Blank
Basalt - 
scoriaceous - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 36 Floor/FF 960.1 Pestle Cylindrical Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - 10.6 10.3 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 36 Floor/FF 191.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole Yes - Unused - -
Pigment 
processing - 1.4 1.2 0.5 1.4 - Chrysocolla Pigment Green 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 36 Floor/FF 961.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.4 1.4 1.0 2.2 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 36 Floor/FF 1154.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - - - - 0.1 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 2 Three Circle Pithouse 36 Center post fill 1060.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 22.4 12.0 3.9 1623.0 - Dacite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2240.1 Architect Door slab Broken Yes Strategic Recycled Sequential - Paraphernalia
Pigment 
processing - - 2.0 - Netherstone Quartzite Pigment 10R4/8 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2233.1 Handstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Unknown Unknown FCR - - - - FCR Granite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2234.1 Lapstone Flat Whole Yes Expedient Multiple Concomitant Light Manufacture - 8.8 7.5 2.5 256.0 Chopper Dacite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2248.1 Lapstone Flat Broken No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Moderate Manufacture - - 7.8 3.3 - Handstone Andesite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2252.1 Mano Basin Whole Yes Expedient Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing 18.2 12.1 5.2 - Handstone Quartzite Pigment 10R4/8 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 1744.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2031.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2243.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.3 1.5 - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2245.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.9 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2262.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.0 0.8 - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2268.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.4 0.6 0.2 0.3 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2274.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.0 - Quartz - - 17
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2343.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 2
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 6016.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 2.1 - Quartz - - 48
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2132.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 15.0 12.2 4.1 1314.0 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2235.1 Netherstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Unknown Moderate
General 
processing - - - 8.0 - FCR Andesite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2242.1 Netherstone Flat Broken No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - - 16.5 5.1 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2247.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Moderate Stoneworking
Pigment 
processing 21.0 16.8 8.1 4000.0 Netherstone Andesite Pigment 10R4/8 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2272.1 Pestle Cobble Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 14.5 10.8 8.3 1986.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2321.1 Polisher Pebble-surface Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Pottery-making - 2.8 2.6 2.0 22.0 - Iron concretion - - 1
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Pithouse/ 
Feature Context FN Artifact Subtype Condition Burned Design Use Sequence Wear Activity 1 Activity 2
Length 
(cm)
Width 
(cm)
Thickness   
(cm)
Weight  
(g) Second Use Rock Type Residue Color Count
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2231.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole Yes - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 3.1 1.9 1.7 18.7 -
Copper 
minerals - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2256.1 Raw material Unaltered Whole No - Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 10.0 8.2 5.4 680.0 -
limestone - 
fossils - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Floor/FF 2287.1 Raw material Unaltered Whole No Incomplete Single - Unused Stoneworking - 12.7 6.5 1.1 150.5 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Fill 1676.1 Concretion Round Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 3.1 2.9 2.8 33.1 - Iron concretion - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Fill 1671.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 6.4 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Fill 1678.1 Metate 3/4-trough Broken No Expedient Single - Heavy Food processing - 65.0 47.5 14.0 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Fill 2006.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.4 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Fill 2190.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.7 0.6 0.5 0.7 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Fill 2198.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Fill 1674.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 24.1 13.4 5.1 2345.0 - Dacite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Fill 1672.1 Ornament Bead-disk Whole No Strategic Single - Unused Stoneworking - 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.1 - Slate - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 Fill 1677.1 Spindle base Shaped Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Fiber spinning - 10.5 7.3 5.2 367.0 - Volcanic tuff - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 2217.1 Fossil Crinoid stem Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 1.4 1.2 1.2 3.1 - Fossil - crinoid - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1568.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 10.3 10.2 4.1 575.0 - Granite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1614.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Food processing - - 18.9 8.0 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1943.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Unknown Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 4.2 - - Dacite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1570.1 Metate Unknown Broken No Expedient Single - Heavy Food processing - - - 9.7 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1606.1 Metate Unknown Broken Yes Unknown Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 8.5 - - Granite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1611.1 Metate Unknown Broken No Expedient Reused Sequential Heavy Food processing
Pigment 
processing - - 6.3 - Netherstone Vesicular basalt Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1612.1 Metate Unknown Broken Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 7.9 - - Quartzite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 2221.1 Metate Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Reused Sequential Unknown Food processing
Pigment 
processing - - - - Netherstone Vesicular basalt Pigment 10R3/6 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 2016.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.5 0.8 - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1569.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Multiple Sequential Moderate Stoneworking - 24.4 15.4 5.1 2914.0 Lithic anvil Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1616.1 Netherstone Flat Broken No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - - 16.6 6.8 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1621.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 23.5 21.5 7.6 - - Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1889.1 Netherstone Unknown Broken No Expedient Single - Light Unknown - - - 8.2 - - Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 6028.1 Raw material Pigment Whole Yes - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.6 1.5 0.6 2.6 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 2
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 39 RF/WF 1934.1 Spindle base Natural Broken No Expedient Single - Moderate Fiber spinning - - - 6.1 - - Volcanic tuff - - 1
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Cluster 2 Georgetown Pithouse 40 Floor/FF 2246.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 2 Georgetown Pithouse 40 Floor/FF 2376.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single Sequential Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.0 - Quartz - - 19
Cluster 2 Georgetown Pithouse 40 Floor/FF 2374.1 Ornament
Pendant-
natural Whole No Incomplete Single Sequential Unused Stoneworking - 0.9 1.2 0.7 0.9 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
Cluster 2 Georgetown Pithouse 40 Floor/FF 2260.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 2 Georgetown Pithouse 40 Fill 2355.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Reused Sequential Light Manufacture - 13.3 10.1 3.5 559.0 Chopper Dacite - - 1
Cluster 2 Georgetown Pithouse 40 Fill 2105.1 Metate Unknown Broken No Unknown Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 12.3 - - Quartzite - - 1
Cluster 2 Georgetown Pithouse 40 Fill 2348.1 Mineral
Double-point 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.9 0.5 0.4 0.5 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 2 Georgetown Pithouse 40 Fill 2345.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.4 1.2 0.3 1.0 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 3280.1 Hammerstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Multiple Concomitant Heavy Stoneworking
Pigment 
processing - - 3.7 - Handstone Basalt Pigment 10R3/6 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 3268.1 Handstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Light Unknown FCR - - - - FCR Granite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 3276.1 Handstone Hide working Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light Hideworking - - 7.0 3.3 - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 4138.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 11.5 8.6 4.6 623.7 - Granite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 3344.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.2 - Quartz - - 5
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 4299.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.5 1.4 1.3 7.4 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 4300.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.9 - Quartz - - 7
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 4303.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 4314.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.9 - Quartz - - 49
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 4376.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.0 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 4380.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.0 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 4383.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 6033.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.7 2.2 1.8 11.7 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Floor/FF 4397.1 Netherstone Flat Whole Yes Expedient Recycled Sequential Moderate Stoneworking Seal 34.0 16.9 7.6 - Seal
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 Center post fill 4345.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Recycled Sequential Moderate Food processing - 24.7 17.6 7.1 4000.0 Offering Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2861.1 Abrader Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light
Wood/ 
boneworking - 12.3 10.4 2.8 481.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3649.1 Abrader Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy Manufacture - 9.8 7.0 2.8 190.0 - Dacite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3705.1 Abrader Flat Broken Unknown Unknown Single - Heavy Manufacture - - 9.9 4.8 - - Volcanic tuff - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4125.1 Abrader
Both V and U 
grooves Broken Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - - 16.8 11.0 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3105.1 Disk Flat disk Whole No Strategic Single - - Paraphernalia - 3.8 3.5 1.8 19.7 - Volcanic tuff - - 1
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Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3832.1 Fossil Bryozoan Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 1.6 1.2 0.3 0.5 -
Fossil - 
bryozoan - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4113.1 Fossil Brachiopod Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 2.9 3.5 1.1 14.2 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3593.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 15.6 9.7 6.1 1345.0 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3646.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Reused Sequential Moderate Stoneworking - 8.0 7.4 6.3 374.0 Core Basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3694.1 Hammerstone Core Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - - 5.7 4.0 - - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3773.1 Hammerstone Core Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 9.5 9.2 7.0 627.0 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3871.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Reused Both Moderate Stoneworking
Wood/ 
boneworking - - - - Plane Basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4103.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy Stoneworking - 6.9 5.5 5.1 242.0 - Latite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3128.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light
General 
processing - - 8.7 4.1 - FCR Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3626.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Heavy
General 
processing - - 9.7 5.6 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3686.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - - 9.0 4.5 - - Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3829.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Multiple Sequential Heavy
General 
processing
Wood/ 
boneworking - 8.5 6.0 - Abrader Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3833.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light
General 
processing - - 8.6 3.7 - FCR Dacite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3891.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light
General 
processing - - 7.7 6.9 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3996.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - - 8.1 2.8 - - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3998.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 11.3 7.7 4.7 447.0 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4137.1 Handstone Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light
General 
processing - - - 3.1 - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 5972.1 Lapstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Reused Both Moderate
Pigment 
processing - 13.5 9.1 2.2 537.0 Lapstone Andesite Paint 10YR7/8 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2810.1 Mano Basin Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Multiple Concomitant Moderate Food processing - - 12.4 6.4 - Pestle Granitic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2823.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole No Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
General 
processing 14.7 8.1 4.7 880.0 Pestle Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2875.1 Mano Trough Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Recycled Sequential
Nearly 
worn out Food processing - - 7.0 4.1 - FCR Sandstone - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2982.1 Mano Trough Broken No Strategic Single - Worn out Food processing - - 9.4 3.1 - - Sandstone - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3555.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole Yes Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing 11.6 10.0 6.5 1252.0 Handstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 10R5/6 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3827.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 13.5 10.9 6.0 868.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3894.1 Mano Trough Broken No Unknown Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 3.4 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3933.1 Mano Trough Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - 11.4 5.7 - - Granodiorite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3948.1 Mano Basin Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 10.8 9.6 6.3 909.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3986.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Food processing - 27.4 15.5 6.0 3584.0 - Granite - - 1
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Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4109.1 Mano Basin Whole Yes Strategic Reused Both Heavy Food processing
Pigment 
processing 10.3 9.6 3.6 642.0 Handstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 10R5/4 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4123.1 Mano Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Unknown Food processing - - 12.9 5.5 - FCR Sandstone Carbon - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2934.1 Metate Unknown Broken Yes Unknown Single - Heavy Food processing - - - 10.6 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3016.1 Metate Basin Broken Yes Unknown Destroyed - Unknown Food processing - - - 8.7 - - Quartzite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3089.1 Metate Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Unknown Food processing - - - 5.6 - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3777.1 Metate Unknown Broken Yes Unknown Single - Unknown Food processing - - - 14.7 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3985.1 Metate Flat/concave Broken Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 5.7 - - Sandstone - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4053.1 Metate Unknown Broken Yes Unknown Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 12.6 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4126.1 Metate Unknown Broken Yes Unknown Single - Heavy Food processing - - - - - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2858.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.0 1.4 0.8 2.6 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2912.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.6 1.3 0.9 1.2 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2931.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.4 0.8 0.3 0.4 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3709.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 5.0 3.6 2.7 46.8 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3709.2 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 5.2 3.5 1.9 31.2 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3710.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.1 1.6 1.0 3.3 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3723.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.2 1.5 1.0 4.1 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3731.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.2 1.2 0.6 1.1 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3770.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.9 0.6 1.0 0.6 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3867.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4101.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.1 - Gypsum - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4117.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.9 1.1 0.9 2.0 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 5984.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.1 0.9 0.6 1.4 - Calcite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 6044.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.3 1.6 1.3 6.1 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4104.1 Natural shape Layered Whole No Expedient Single - Unused Ecofacts - 3.3 2.5 1.6 18.9 - Dacite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3015.1 Netherstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Unknown
Pigment 
processing - - - - - FCR Sandstone Paint
10R5/8 & 
7.5YR6/8 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3129.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 29.7 14.5 9.4 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3635.1 Netherstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light Unknown FCR - - 7.8 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3677.1 Netherstone Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - - - 6.8 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
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Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3733.1 Netherstone Flat Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Light
Pigment 
processing - 15.2 10.1 6.8 1364.0 - Felsic volcanic Paint 7.5YR6/8 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3954.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 24.6 16.1 7.0 3440.5 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3993.1 Netherstone Unknown Broken Yes Unknown Unknown - Moderate
General 
processing - - - 6.5 - - Sandstone - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 4135.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Broken No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - - - 3.3 1.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3950.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Broken No Strategic Single - Light Paraphernalia - 1.0 0.9 0.2 0.2 - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 5966.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Broken No Strategic Single - Unknown Paraphernalia - - 1.1 0.2 0.3 - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2876.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 1.7 0.7 0.6 0.7 - Chrysocolla Pigment Green 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 2911.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 7.7 7.8 2.4 135.0 - Limonite Pigment 10YR5/8 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3097.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 2.0 1.4 1.2 3.5 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3730.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.5 1.3 0.5 1.4 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3835.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.8 1.5 1.0 4.1 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3836.1 Raw material Pigment Whole Yes - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.3 1.2 1.0 2.8 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3840.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 2.0 1.5 1.4 5.3 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 5967.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - - - - 0.8 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 5991.1 Raw material Ornament Whole No Expedient Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.3 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 3598.1 Tray Shaped-bowl Broken No Strategic Single - Moderate
General 
processing - - - 3.3 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 43 RF/WF 5997.1 Unidentified Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Unknown
Pigment 
processing - - - - - FCR Mafic volcanic Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5923.1 Abrader
Multiple V 
grooves Whole No Expedient Unknown - -
Wood/ 
boneworking - 7.2 5.6 2.9 135.4 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5909.1 Fossil Brachiopod Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 2.5 3.1 1.7 15.0 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5941.1 Fossil Echinoderm Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.0 -
Fossil - 
echinoderm - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5529.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Reused Concomitant Moderate
General 
processing
Pigment 
processing 22.0 10.1 4.2 1303.0 Netherstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 7.5YR6/8 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5957.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 9.0 6.7 3.6 285.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5519.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 7.8 7.3 2.9 254.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5855.1 Mano Basin Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 10.3 9.9 4.8 708.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5856.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 15.4 13.1 17.6 2294.0 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5900.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Reused Concomitant Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing 25.4 16.5 7.0 4200.0 Netherstone Vesicular basalt Pigment 10R6/3 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5912.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Reused Sequential
Nearly 
worn out Food processing
Pigment 
processing 16.2 11.4 3.1 635.0 Netherstone Vesicular basalt Paint 2.5YR4/8 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5962.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole No Strategic Multiple Concomitant Moderate Food processing - 11.0 10.1 5.3 915.0 Pestle Granodiorite - - 1
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Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5920.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.8 1.5 1.0 4.0 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5924.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.2 - Quartz - - 26
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5928.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.4 0.4 0.1 - - Biotite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5945.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.0 - Azurite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5947.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 2
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5518.1 Polisher Pebble-surface Whole No Expedient Single - Light
Wood/ 
boneworking - 3.4 3.0 1.0 12.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5908.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 2.7 2.4 1.5 12.2 - Chrysocolla Pigment Green 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5926.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - - - - 1.2 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R5/4 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5530.1 Shaped - Whole No Unknown Single - - Paraphernalia - 6.7 5.6 1.2 65.5 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5521.1 Unidentified Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light Unknown
Pigment 
processing - - 5.5 - FCR Mafic volcanic Pigment 10R4/6 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Floor/FF 5913.1 Unidentified Unknown Whole No - - - - Unknown
Pigment 
processing - - - - - Mafic volcanic Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Center post fill 5905.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Expedient Multiple Both Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing 18.2 15.5 4.8 2023.4 Handstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Paint 10R4/8 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Storage pit 45D fill 5911.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 16.7 10.0 6.6 1339.0 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Fill 5108.1 Abrader Unknown Whole No Unknown Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 5.2 5.4 3.1 112.3 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Fill 5106.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Moderate Stoneworking - 6.7 6.4 4.6 279.0 Lithic anvil Basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Fill 5120.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 5.1 4.3 3.4 83.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Fill 5964.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 20.5 11.6 5.2 1973.0 - Mafic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Fill 5107.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 3.6 3.4 1.7 22.4 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Fill 5122.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.1 1.8 1.2 4.3 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 San Francisco Pithouse 45 Fill 5121.1 Raw material Ornament Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 2.1 0.9 0.4 1.8 - Shale - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5766.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy Stoneworking - 7.1 6.0 5.9 285.0 - Latite - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5811.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole Yes Expedient Single - Heavy Stoneworking - 6.6 5.9 3.7 337.0 - Magnetite - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5803.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - - 8.1 4.5 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5798.1 Lapstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 4.8 3.1 1.5 49.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5761.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.6 1.0 0.9 1.5 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5770.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.2 - Quartz - - 3
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5804.1 Mineral
Double-point 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.1 0.9 0.6 1.5 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5804.2 Mineral
Double-point 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.7 1.1 1.0 1.5 - Quartz - - 1
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Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5804.3 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.3 - Quartz - - 7
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5845.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole
Fire-
cracked - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - - - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 6032.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.9 2.0 1.2 7.9 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5790.1 Mortar Boulder Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Food processing - 41.0 29.9 23.3 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5788.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 23.6 23.0 18.9 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5789.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 28.1 26.8 6.4 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5762.1 Ornament Unknown Broken No Strategic Single - Unknown Paraphernalia - - - 0.3 0.0 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5793.1 Pestle Conical Whole Yes Expedient Single - Heavy Food processing - 23.3 11.6 9.5 3606.5 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5614.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 6.3 3.5 3.0 57.2 - Limonite Pigment 10YR7/8 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5768.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 10.1 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5812.1 Raw material Tools Whole No - Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 10.3 6.8 4.1 496.0 - Magnetite - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5814.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 9.4 5.5 5.3 513.6 - Hematite Pigment 10R4/8 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5884.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - - - - 7.9 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5787.1 Trivet - Whole Yes Expedient Single - - Food processing - 22.9 17.0 11.2 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5791.1 Trivet - Whole No Expedient Single - - Food processing - 15.3 14.6 8.5 2283.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 Floor/FF 5792.1 Trivet - Whole Yes Expedient Single - - Food processing - 9.1 4.8 3.6 166.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5706.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 7.9 6.2 6.1 363.0 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5707.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Multiple - Moderate Stoneworking - 8.4 6.8 6.3 476.0 Core Basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5720.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Moderate
General 
processing - 9.0 8.2 3.0 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5722.1 Handstone Flat Broken No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - - - 1.5 - - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5728.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled - Light
General 
processing - - - 2.5 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5735.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 7.5 6.1 3.4 193.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5747.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled - Light
General 
processing - - 4.1 3.4 - FCR Andesite - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5731.1 Lapstone Flat Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 6.5 6.1 1.6 94.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5733.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 6.3 5.0 1.6 70.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5717.1 Maul 7/8-groove Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Single - Moderate Manufacture - - 8.9 9.9 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5711.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.9 0.6 - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5708.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 6.3 4.5 4.4 124.7 - Limonite Pigment 10YR6/4 1
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Cluster 3 Three Circle Pithouse 48 RF/WF 5715.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 4.8 4.0 3.0 49.0 -
Rhyolite - 
degraded Pigment 10R5/6 1
Cluster 3
San Francisco/ 
Three Circle Pithouse 45/48
Extramural feature 
28 fill 4888.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 12.0 4.3 2.8 171.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3
San Francisco/ 
Three Circle Pithouse 45/48
Extramural feature 
28 fill 4889.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
Pigment 
processing - 14.0 10.9 6.3 1327.0 - Vesicular basalt Pigment 10R5/4 1
Cluster 3
San Francisco/ 
Three Circle Pithouse 45/48
Extramural feature 
28 fill 4890.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 17.7 14.5 5.2 1523.0 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 3
San Francisco/ 
Three Circle Pithouse 45/48
Extramural feature 
28 fill 4973.1 Metate Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing - - 11.3 - Netherstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 10R3/6 1
Cluster 3
San Francisco/ 
Three Circle Pithouse 45/48
Extramural feature 
28 fill 4972.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 30.0 30.9 7.2 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 3
San Francisco/ 
Three Circle Pithouse 45/48
Extramural feature 
28 fill 4893.1 Unidentified Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Moderate
Pigment 
processing Stoneworking - - 3.6 - FCR Mafic volcanic Pigment 10R4/8 1
Cluster 3
San Francisco/ 
Three Circle Pithouse 45/48
Extramural feature 
fill 5075.1 Pestle Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 14.6 5.1 3.4 436.0 - Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6317.1 Abrader Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy Manufacture - 7.5 5.4 2.5 125.5 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6480.1 Disk Flat disk Broken No Strategic Single - Light Paraphernalia - - - 2.1 - - Volcanic tuff - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6538.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 7.1 5.7 3.2 198.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6674.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 20.9 12.4 5.1 1656.5 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6675.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Heavy Food processing - 21.3 14.3 4.8 1928.4 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6607.1 Metate Utah-trough Whole No Strategic Single - Heavy Food processing - 51.0 43.0 17.1 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6608.1 Metate Utah-trough Whole No Strategic Unused - Unused Food processing - 51.0 32.0 21.0 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6138.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.4 - Quartz - - 11
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6463.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.0 - Quartz - - 2
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6470.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.2 - Quartz - - 4
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6479.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 2.1 - Quartz - - 47
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6495.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 2.5 - Quartz - - 51
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6468.1 Ornament Unknown Broken No Unknown Single - Unknown Paraphernalia - - - 0.2 - - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6478.1 Ornament Unknown Broken No Unknown Single - Unknown Paraphernalia - - - 0.4 - - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6478.2 Raw material Ornament Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.1 - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6665.1 Raw material Ornament Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.0 - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Floor/FF 6474.1 Spindle base Shaped Whole No Strategic Single - Light Fiber spinning - 7.5 6.2 4.6 148.4 - Scoria - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Posthole 4 fill 6583.1 Raw material Ornament Broken No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - - - 0.5 - - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Posthole 6 fill 6678.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 1
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Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 Ash pit 49B fill 6688.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.4 - Quartz - - 7
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 RF/WF 6651.1 Fossil Bryozoan Whole No Expedient Single - - Ecofacts - 2.9 1.2 0.7 2.6 -
Fossil - 
bryozoan - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 RF/WF 6093.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Single Concomitant Moderate Food processing - 19.0 16.1 2.8 2127.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 49 RF/WF 6431.1 Metate 3/4-trough Broken No Expedient Single - Heavy Food processing - 48.0 42.5 11.9 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Floor/FF 7032.1 Blank Shaped Whole Yes Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 23.1 15.7 8.4 3987.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Floor/FF 7018.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing 18.6 14.8 6.7 2822.1 Handstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Floor/FF 7031.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Light Food processing - 18.3 16.4 5.9 3099.7 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Floor/FF 7033.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Recycled Sequential Heavy Food processing
Pigment 
processing 18.4 11.2 5.1 1053.0 Offering Vesicular basalt Paint 10R4/8 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Floor/FF 6956.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 5
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Floor/FF 6956.2 Mineral
Single-point 
crystal Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.5 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Floor/FF 7024.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.7 1.4 1.4 8.9 - Calcite - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Floor/FF 7037.1 Ornament Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Single - Unknown Paraphernalia - - - - - - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Floor/FF 7037.2 Raw material Pigment Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - - - - 0.2 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6650.1 Fossil Coral Whole No Expedient Single - - Ecofacts - 3.9 1.5 1.4 13.6 - Fossil - coral - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6613.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 9.5 4.8 2.1 133.6 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6617.1 Lapstone Flat Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 8.9 6.8 1.4 - - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6737.1 Mano Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Recycled Sequential Unknown Food processing - - - - - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6680.1 Metate Trough Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Heavy Food processing - - - 8.6 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6622.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 3.0 3.0 2.5 24.2 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6721.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.6 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6723.1 Pestle Triangular Whole Yes Strategic Multiple Concomitant Heavy Food processing - 12.9 8.1 7.1 1027.0 Handstone
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6619.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 5.8 3.0 2.5 44.3 - Hematite Pigment 10R4/6 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 Fill 6731.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 5.2 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R4/6 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6846.1 Handstone Polishing Whole
Fire-
cracked Strategic Reused Concomitant Heavy Stoneworking
Pigment 
processing 11.2 9.9 4.1 - Handstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 10R4/6 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6852.1 Handstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Moderate Unknown FCR - - 6.3 - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6849.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing - 12.9 7.2 - Netherstone Sandstone Pigment 2.5YR4/8 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6851.1 Mano Trough Whole
Fire-
cracked Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 15.6 13.5 6.2 1662.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6854.1 Maul Full groove Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Manufacture - 9.9 7.9 7.1 674.4 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
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Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6843.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.0 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6829.1 Polisher Pebble-surface Whole Yes Expedient Multiple - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking
Pigment 
processing 5.9 5.3 1.6 81.4 Handstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 10R5/4 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6835.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 0.2 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R3/6 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6837.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No Incomplete Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 2.0 1.9 0.9 4.6 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6850.1 Raw material Altered Whole Yes Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 24.3 22.3 9.8 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6597.1 Tab tool
> 1 convex 
edge Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 17.4 6.1 0.9 98.1 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6717.1 Tab tool Notched Whole No Strategic Single - Light Manufacture - 15.9 5.8 0.9 119.3 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6718.1 Tab tool
> 1 convex 
edge Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 14.3 6.1 1.4 141.2 - Latite - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6735.1 Tab tool 1 straight edge Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 5.7 3.7 3.1 57.5 - Latite - - 1
Cluster 4
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 54 RF/WF 6832.1 Tab tool Notched Whole No Strategic Single - Light Manufacture - 16.8 5.9 0.8 115.5 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5155.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 12.1 11.3 5.4 1085.0 - Latite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5147.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken No Strategic Single - Light
General 
processing - 11.7 - 6.3 - -
limestone - 
fossils - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5169.1 Handstone Flat Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Moderate
Pigment 
processing
Wood/ 
boneworking 6.7 6.4 3.9 305.0 Plane Basalt Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5243.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 3.1 2.9 2.1 27.4 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5290.1 Handstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Light Unknown FCR - - 6.0 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5304.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 6.5 5.9 3.6 208.0 - Granite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5041.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 14.1 5.7 0.8 135.0 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5165.1 Lapstone Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Redesigned Sequential Light Stoneworking
Wood/ 
boneworking - - 1.0 256.0 Chopper
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5297.1 Lapstone Flat Whole Yes Expedient Recycled Sequential Light Manufacture Stoneworking 9.2 8.3 2.1 293.0 Core Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5133.1 Mano Trough Whole No Expedient Single - Light Food processing - 16.6 14.3 7.0 2800.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5292.1 Mano Trough Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Recycled Sequential Moderate Food processing - - - 3.5 - FCR Granite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5193.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 2
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5284.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.7 - Quartz - - 27
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5285.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.5 - Azurite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5403.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.4 1.2 - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5636.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 3.7 - Quartz - - 87
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5637.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.1 1.7 0.9 3.7 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5641.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.2 1.0 - - - Muscovite - - 1
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Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 6031.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 4.3 3.3 2.4 28.5 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 6040.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.2 - Quartz - - 2
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 6041.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.9 1.9 1.3 3.9 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5134.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Heavy Stoneworking
Pigment 
processing 24.2 9.9 6.9 2833.0 Netherstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5286.1 Ornament Unknown Broken No Unknown Unknown - - Paraphernalia - - 0.5 0.2 0.1 - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5635.1 Ornament Mosaic tessera Broken No Strategic Single - Unused Paraphernalia - - 0.2 0.1 0.0 - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5042.1 Raw material Tools Broken No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - - 7.2 2.7 - -
limestone - 
fossils - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5158.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No Incomplete Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 1.5 1.2 0.9 3.0 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5384.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 2.0 1.2 1.1 3.8 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 6030.1 Raw material Unaltered Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 3.5 3.4 3.0 31.6 - Chert - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF SN672.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 3.8 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R6/4 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF SN680.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 2.9 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 2.5YR6/6 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5282.1 Shaped - Broken No Unknown Unknown - Unknown Paraphernalia - - - - - - Shale - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Floor/FF 5643.1 Shaped - Whole No Strategic Single - - Paraphernalia - 4.2 3.9 1.5 20.9 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Hearth fill 5366.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.0 - Quartz - - 3
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Center post fill 5383.1 Handstone Flat Whole No Expedient Multiple Sequential Moderate
General 
processing
Pigment 
processing 10.3 5.8 1.4 165.0 Chopper Andesite Pigment 10R4/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Fill 2603.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.0 0.7 - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 Fill 6042.1 Raw material Ornament Whole No - Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 1.1 0.6 0.5 0.3 - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4762.1 Abrader Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 7.1 5.0 2.4 86.4 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4762.2 Abrader Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 7.1 5.0 2.4 86.4 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5061.1 Abrader Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Heavy Stoneworking - - - 1.8 - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4934.1 Figurine Morphic Whole No Strategic Single - - Paraphernalia - 4.3 1.1 0.8 6.3 - Shale - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4770.1 Fossil Brachiopod Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 2.5 3.4 1.4 13.4 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5001.1 Fossil Crinoid stem Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 - Fossil - crinoid - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4988.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy Stoneworking - 8.7 7.6 6.7 656.0 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5089.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 7.7 7.2 6.1 372.0 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4756.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 10.6 3.0 1.9 100.0 - Dacite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4757.1 Handstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 4.4 4.2 2.3 92.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
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Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4758.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 11.8 6.6 2.1 419.5 - Dacite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4874.1 Handstone Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light
General 
processing - - - 2.4 - FCR Basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4931.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 11.3 6.5 2.1 241.0 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4959.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 9.5 6.7 5.9 582.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5016.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy
General 
processing - 8.2 6.0 1.7 212.2 - Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5019.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 7.6 7.4 2.0 167.0 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5024.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Recycled Sequential Moderate
General 
processing - - 6.8 2.7 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5056.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Reused Concomitant Moderate Stoneworking - 9.8 9.1 3.2 395.0 Chopper Mafic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4957.1 Lapstone Flat Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 11.5 7.0 2.1 418.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic Paint 10R5/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4960.1 Lapstone Flat Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 6.7 3.5 0.8 55.8 - Dacite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4963.1 Lapstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Reused Sequential Moderate
Pigment 
processing - 7.2 7.0 1.8 167.9 Netherstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Paint 10R4/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4852.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Multiple Concomitant Moderate Food processing - 19.9 11.0 4.1 2315.0 Pestle Felsic volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4873.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
General 
processing 24.2 14.3 4.6 2235.0 Netherstone Sandstone - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4947.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole Yes Strategic Multiple Concomitant Moderate Food processing - 10.9 10.9 4.5 939.0 Pestle Quartzite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4969.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Heavy Food processing - 18.8 10.4 4.1 1362.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5003.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 14.0 10.0 5.2 1072.0 - Sandstone - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5011.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Strategic Single -
Nearly 
worn out Food processing - - 10.9 1.5 314.0 - Sandstone - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5025.1 Mano Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Recycled Sequential Moderate Food processing - - - 3.1 - FCR Granodiorite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5083.1 Mano Trough Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - 9.6 4.3 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5085.1 Mano Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Moderate Food processing - - - 3.6 - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4868.1 Metate 3/4-trough Whole Yes Expedient Reused Unknown Light Food processing
Pigment 
processing 38.0 33.0 14.7 - Netherstone Vesicular basalt Pigment 10R4/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4974.1 Metate 3/4-trough Whole No Unknown Recycled Sequential Light Food processing Architect 40.0 36.2 15.0 - Architect Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5022.1 Metate Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Unknown Food processing - - - - - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4700.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - - Ecofacts - 1.0 - - 0.1 - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4703.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.8 - Quartz - - 2
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4817.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - - Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4860.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4869.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.3 1.2 0.9 1.7 - Quartz - - 1
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Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4938.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4941.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.8 0.7 - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4977.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.2 1.5 0.1 0.3 - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5031.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.6 0.6 - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5037.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 3.5 2.7 1.3 11.2 - Chalcedony - - 2
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5063.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.4 1.0 0.8 1.4 - Chalcedony - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5095.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4806.1 Netherstone Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light Stoneworking - 25.6 6.2 4.7 - FCR Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4911.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Broken No Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate
General 
processing
Pigment 
processing - 11.2 1.9 - Netherstone Sandstone Pigment
10R4/8 & 
10YR7/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4948.1 Netherstone Flat Broken Yes Expedient Redesigned Sequential Moderate
General 
processing
Pigment 
processing - - 5.4 - Netherstone Andesite Pigment 10R5/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5030.1 Ornament
Pendant-
natural Whole Yes Strategic Single - Unused Paraphernalia - 2.7 2.6 0.9 7.5 - Rhyolite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4705.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 1.2 - - 0.4 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4767.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 1.4 1.3 0.9 3.2 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4841.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 6.3 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R5/6 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4904.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 0.6 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R4/4 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4915.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.6 0.6 0.5 0.9 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5013.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 72.8 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R5/6 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5038.1 Raw material Unaltered Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 4.9 2.2 0.4 8.2 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5077.1 Raw material Unaltered Whole No Incomplete Single - Unused Stoneworking - 10.8 7.6 1.0 153.9 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF SN593.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 1.3 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 2.5YR6/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF SN602.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 0.8 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 2.5YR7/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF SN617.1 Raw material Pigment Whole Yes - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 10.8 6.3 6.0 413.0 - Limonite Pigment 10YR7/6 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF SN628.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 15.3 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R5/6 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF SN640.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 1.7 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 2.5YR6/6 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 4697.1 Tab tool
> 1 convex 
edge Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Manufacture - 10.8 5.9 0.8 69.0 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 41 RF/WF 5010.1 Tab tool 1 convex edge Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 11.3 8.7 0.6 100.8 - Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5822.1 Bowl
Incised-round 
bottom Broken Unknown Strategic Destroyed Sequential - Paraphernalia - 7.1 - 5.1 - Offering Volcanic tuff - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5435.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Moderate
General 
processing - - 5.6 3.0 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
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Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5567.1 Handstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 10.5 5.4 3.0 183.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5576.1 Handstone Unknown Broken Yes Unknown Redesigned Sequential Light
General 
processing Stoneworking - - 3.8 - Scraper Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5587.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken Yes Expedient Redesigned Sequential Light Stoneworking - - - 4.1 - Core Latite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5575.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 10.0 7.6 2.0 483.0 - Basalt - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5600.1 Lapstone Flat Broken No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - - 6.5 2.6 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5409.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole
Fire-
cracked Strategic Reused - Heavy Food processing Manufacture 10.4 10.0 4.4 605.5 Floor polisher Sandstone Pigment White 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5595.1 Mano Trough Broken No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 3.0 - - Quartzite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5517.1 Mineral
Single-point 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 3.9 2.1 1.3 16.3 - Quartz - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5550.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.2 1.0 0.5 1.0 -
Specular 
hematite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5551.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 3.3 - Quartz - - 33
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5555.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.3 1.0 0.7 2.0 - Chalcedony - - 2
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5431.1 Netherstone Flat Broken No Expedient Multiple Sequential Light
Wood/ 
boneworking Stoneworking 9.8 8.0 2.8 348.0 Core Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5591.1 Netherstone Flat Broken No Unknown Redesigned Sequential Moderate Manufacture
Wood/ 
boneworking - - 3.4 - Chopper Andesite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5775.1 Ornament Pendant-blank Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 - Turquoise - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5405.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 9.0 3.7 2.1 137.0 - Limonite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5559.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 355.5 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R4/8 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Floor/FF 5578.1 Raw material Tools Whole No - Single - Unused Stoneworking - 15.2 8.1 2.1 367.0 - Quartzite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Hearth fill 5773.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - - - Muscovite - - 1
Cluster 5 Three Circle Pithouse 47 Posthole 47D fill 7070.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.0 - Quartz - - 8
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4010.1 Abrader Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - - 8.3 7.2 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4013.1 Abrader Flat Broken Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - - 7.1 3.0 - -
Basalt - 
scoriaceous - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4145.1 Abrader Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 8.6 7.0 5.1 389.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4146.1 Concretion Round Whole No Expedient Single - Unused Ecofacts - 3.6 2.7 2.4 31.0 - Siderite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 3852.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 13.7 11.0 8.9 1658.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 3853.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 15.0 13.6 5.6 1486.0 - Dacite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4009.1 Mano Basin Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Recycled Sequential Moderate Food processing - - - 2.9 - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4371.1 Mano Trough Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Reused Sequential Heavy Food processing
Pigment 
processing - 6.6 4.8 - Handstone
Basalt - 
scoriaceous Pigment 10R5/4 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4524.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 2
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Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4477.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Whole No Strategic Single - Unknown Paraphernalia - 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.2 - Turquoise - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 5968.1 Ornament Bead-cuboid Broken No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 0.6 - 0.4 0.2 - Turquoise - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 5968.2 Ornament Bead-irregular Broken No Strategic Single - Unused Paraphernalia - - - 0.3 0.1 - Turquoise - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4151.1 Raw material Altered Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 12.2 4.4 0.7 56.3 - Slate - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4435.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 1.4 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R5/4 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Floor/FF 4479.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 2.5 1.8 0.8 3.0 - Chrysocolla Pigment Green 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Hearth fill 4444.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Strategic Recycled - Moderate Food processing Architect - - 3.5 - Architect Vesicular basalt Ash - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Storage pit 42F fill 4462.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
Pigment 
processing - 14.3 8.6 3.4 841.5 -
Intermediate 
volcanic Paint 10R5/8 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 Storage pit 42H fill 4516.1 Lapstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
Wood/ 
boneworking - 13.7 11.6 2.7 635.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 2959.1 Chopper Expedient Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Light
Wood/ 
boneworking - 14.6 12.6 5.2 1191.0 Scraper Dacite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3144.1 Chopper Expedient Whole No Expedient Single - Light
Wood/ 
boneworking - 14.5 8.2 5.0 8375.0 - Andesite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3980.1 Chopper Expedient Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 17.2 12.9 8.9 - - Granite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3421.1
Fire-drill 
hearth Single basin Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Paraphernalia - 9.7 5.5 3.1 199.0 - Vesicular basalt Carbon - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3436.1 Graver (plane) Point Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 12.7 3.1 2.1 140.3 - Andesite Carbon - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3041.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 8.0 6.7 5.2 296.0 - Basalt - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3212.1 Hammerstone Natural Broken Yes Expedient Reused Sequential Moderate Stoneworking
Pigment 
processing 9.1 - 7.7 - Handstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 2.5YR5/8 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3972.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 6.7 6.5 5.5 332.0 - Basalt - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 2850.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 10.8 8.0 2.1 295.0 - Rhyolite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 2969.1 Handstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Moderate Unknown FCR - 3.9 2.5 - FCR Andesite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3204.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 8.6 6.7 5.5 537.0 - Dacite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3219.1 Handstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Light Unknown FCR - - - - FCR Granite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3228.1 Handstone Polishing Broken No Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - - 5.1 1.7 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3509.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 10.1 7.9 4.9 596.0 - Sandstone - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3611.1 Handstone Polishing Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 11.6 5.7 3.5 266.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3614.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Multiple Sequential Light
Pigment 
processing Stoneworking 12.0 9.0 4.5 715.0 Pecking stone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 2.5YR5/8 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3673.1 Handstone Unknown Broken Yes Expedient Redesigned Sequential Moderate Unknown Stoneworking - - 3.3 - Chopper Andesite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3784.1 Handstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Multiple Sequential Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking
Pigment 
processing - 10.7 6.8 - FCR Vesicular basalt Pigment 10R6/6 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3786.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 10.9 8.5 8.1 952.9 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
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Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3902.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Moderate
General 
processing - - 8.1 2.1 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3984.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 9.1 3.7 2.2 123.5 - Dacite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 2836.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Unknown Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 4.5 - - Granodiorite Pigment 10R5/8 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3203.1 Mano Basin Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Moderate Food processing - - - 7.3 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3411.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - 10.0 4.2 - - Sandstone - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3899.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 20.2 14.0 4.5 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3976.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Light Food processing - 16.5 11.0 5.8 1533.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3983.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Single - Heavy Food processing - 14.7 13.3 5.1 1308.0 - Rhyolite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 2965.1 Metate Unknown Broken Yes Expedient Single - Unknown Food processing - - - 9.4 - - Quartzite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3229.1 Metate Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 6.9 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3966.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 3.8 3.0 2.6 24.9 - Chalcedony - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3607.1
Mortar/ 
spindle base Unknown Whole Yes Expedient Destroyed - Light Fiber spinning - 17.3 12.8 6.7 855.0 - Pumice - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 2976.1 Netherstone Basin Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Reused Sequential Unknown
General 
processing
Pigment 
processing - - 3.5 - Netherstone Sandstone Pigment 10R4/8 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3038.1 Netherstone Unknown Broken No Unknown Unknown - Unknown
General 
processing - - - 3.1 - - Quartzite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3126.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 29.2 12.2 9.7 3755.3 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3225.1 Netherstone Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Recycled Sequential Unknown Unknown FCR - - - - FCR Vesicular basalt - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3508.1 Netherstone Flat Broken Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - - 13.8 6.1 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3716.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Moderate Unknown FCR - - 4.5 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 2841.1 Plane Unknown Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 11.2 9.6 4.4 841.0 - Andesite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3674.1 Plane Unknown Whole No Expedient Multiple - Light
Wood/ 
boneworking Stoneworking 12.9 4.2 2.2 279.0 Lithic anvil Andesite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3911.1 Plane Unknown Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 14.2 10.5 7.8 1787.0 - Andesite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42 RF/WF 3904.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.1 0.9 0.8 1.1 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
24 fill 3750.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 9.2 8.8 4.8 530.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
24 fill 4141.1 Mano Basin Whole Yes Strategic Multiple Concomitant Moderate Food processing - 8.1 7.7 4.9 395.0 Mano
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
24 fill 4144.1 Metate Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 8.2 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
24 fill 4143.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Multiple Both Moderate Stoneworking
Pigment 
processing 27.0 23.0 7.3 - Netherstone Basalt Pigment 10R4/8 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
25 fill 4324.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy Stoneworking - 6.8 6.7 5.0 529.0 - Magnetite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
25 fill 4182.1 Handstone Flat Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 7.0 6.1 2.2 153.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
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Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
25 fill 4177.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Reused Sequential Moderate
Pigment 
processing Stoneworking 24.8 15.7 4.3 1952.0 Hammerstone Rhyolite Pigment
10R4/6 & 
10YR8/8 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
25 fill 4178.1 Netherstone Basin Whole
Fire-
cracked Strategic Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 22.0 14.7 3.8 0.8 - Granodiorite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
25 fill 4180.1 Netherstone Flat Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
Pigment 
processing - 17.0 20.9 4.8 2772.0 -
limestone - 
fossils Pigment 2.5YR4/6 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
25 fill 4334.1 Scraper Pebble/ cobble Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 15.2 10.9 4.1 1081.0 - Andesite - - 1
Autonomous
Late Three 
Circle Pithouse 42
Extramural feature 
fill 2779.1 Polisher Pebble-surface Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 3.9 3.3 2.0 35.6 - Quartzite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 Floor/FF 2909.1 Axe
3/4-groove and 
wedge groove Whole No Strategic Single - Heavy
Wood/ 
boneworking - 12.9 5.2 7.6 671.0 - Diabase - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 Floor/FF 2981.1 Blank Cobble Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 5.9 5.2 5.5 211.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 Floor/FF 3091.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light Food processing - 18.6 14.0 7.5 3107.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 Floor/FF 6035.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 3
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 Floor/FF 2915.1 Raw material Tools Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 20.3 10.3 3.0 1120.0 - Dacite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 Floor/FF 3003.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - - - - 0.3 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 Fill SN314.1 Fossil Brachiopod Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 0.9 1.0 0.5 0.5 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 Fill 2718.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 20.5 7.1 4.5 1241.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 Fill 2722.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 28.1 21.3 5.9 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 RF/WF 2879.1 Metate Unknown Broken
Fire-
cracked Unknown Unknown - Unknown Food processing - - - - - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 44 RF/WF 2870.1 Raw material Tools Whole No - Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 7.0 5.6 2.8 131.6 - Chalcedony - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5512.2 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 2.4 1.5 1.2 6.3 - Andesite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5512.3 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 2.7 2.1 1.9 13.2 - Andesite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5512.1 Lapstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 6.0 5.1 2.2 92.5 - Andesite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5479.1 Lithic anvil Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Multiple Concomitant Light Stoneworking - - 4.0 2.4 - Pecking stone
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5794.1 Metate Open-trough Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Heavy Food processing - 46.0 36.0 13.2 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5795.1 Metate 3/4-trough Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Heavy Food processing - 52.0 41.0 9.2 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5477.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.6 - Chalcedony - - 6
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5482.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.6 - Quartz - - 38
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5511.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 3.6 - Quartz - - 76
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5511.2 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.1 - Chalcedony - - 8
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5646.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 2.0 - Quartz - - 45
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5647.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.3 1.7 1.3 6.3 - Chalcedony - - 3
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Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5647.2 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 - Quartz - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5690.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.2 - Quartz - - 24
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5695.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.2 1.7 0.9 3.0 - Chalcedony - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5712.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 0.8 0.5 - - - Muscovite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5859.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 3
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5873.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.2 - Quartz - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5617.1 Mortar Boulder Broken No Incomplete Recycled Sequential Unused Stoneworking Architect - 38.0 19.5 - Architect Vesicular basalt - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5484.1 Netherstone Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Unknown
Pigment 
processing - 28.0 - 5.7 - - Andesite Pigment 10R4/6 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5694.1 Ornament Bead-disk Whole No Strategic Single - Light Paraphernalia - 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.1 - Turquoise - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5694.2 Ornament Bead-blank Broken No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 0.5 - 0.2 0.0 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5474.1 Raw material Pigment Whole Yes - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.9 0.7 0.4 0.4 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5648.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.3 1.1 0.7 1.3 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5697.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - - - - 0.8 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5699.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 23.9 - Limonite Pigment 7.5YR5/8 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5860.1 Raw material Ornament Whole No Incomplete Single Sequential Unused Stoneworking - - 0.8 0.2 0.3 - Azurite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Floor/FF 5860.2 Raw material Ornament Whole No Incomplete Single Sequential Unused Stoneworking - 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 - Chrysocolla - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Hearth fill 5865.1 Blank Shaped Broken No Incomplete Single - Unused Stoneworking - - 10.1 8.0 - - Sandstone - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Hearth fill 5836.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.1 - Quartz - - 2
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Hearth fill 7058.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 3.3 - Chalcedony - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Center post fill 5869.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single Sequential Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.2 - Quartz - - 3
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Center post fill 5870.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - - - - 1.3 - Chalcedony - - 3
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Posthole 46E fill 5863.1 Mineral
Multiple 
crystal Whole No - Single Sequential Unused Ecofacts - - - - 0.0 - Quartz - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 Posthole 46E fill 5864.1 Ornament Bead-disk Whole No Strategic Single Sequential - Paraphernalia - 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.0 - Unknown - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5674.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 7.4 7.0 6.7 584.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5675.1 Handstone Flat Whole No Expedient Redesigned Sequential Moderate
General 
processing
Wood/ 
boneworking 13.6 7.1 3.0 511.0 Chopper Andesite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5680.1 Handstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 5.5 5.2 2.1 105.2 - Andesite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5684.1 Handstone Flat Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Moderate
General 
processing - - - 3.0 - FCR Andesite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5682.1 Hoe Natural Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate Food processing - 17.9 7.5 5.7 1176.0 - Andesite - - 1
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Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5322.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Strategic Reused Both Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing - 10.9 4.0 - Handstone Sandstone Pigment 10R5/8 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5494.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Light Food processing - 19.9 14.1 4.5 2376.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5540.1 Mano Trough Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Recycled Sequential Moderate Food processing - - 16.0 7.9 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5687.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 21.6 14.4 7.2 2841.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5331.1 Metate Unknown Broken No Unknown Reused Sequential Unknown Food processing
Pigment 
processing - - 10.6 - Netherstone Volcanic tuff Pigment 10R4/8 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5539.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.5 1.0 0.9 1.6 - Chalk - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5534.1 Netherstone Flat Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 16.3 10.4 4.7 1052.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5541.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Manufacture - 14.6 14.0 3.2 848.0 - Rhyolite - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5676.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Multiple Concomitant Light
General 
processing
Wood/ 
boneworking 23.6 9.4 5.3 1841.6 Chopper
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5618.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 11.5 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R5/8 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5669.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - - - - 2.1 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 10R4/4 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF 5679.1 Raw material Unaltered Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 9.7 3.9 0.8 50.5 - Slate - - 1
Autonomous Three Circle Pithouse 46 RF/WF SN737.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - -
Pigment 
processing - 6.0 4.7 3.0 72.4 - Limonite Pigment 10YR6/6 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 12 Feature Fill 1545.1 Metate Basin Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Moderate Food processing - - - 9.5 - - Granite - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 26 Feature fill 4413.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy Stoneworking - 9.4 7.5 7.0 740.0 - Limestone - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 26 Feature fill 4423.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 8.7 6.2 5.7 664.0 - Magnetite - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 26 Feature fill 4412.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken Yes Unknown Single - Light
General 
processing - - 9.1 5.9 553.0 -
Limestone - 
fossils - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 26 Feature fill 4409.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Reused Sequential Moderate Stoneworking
Pigment 
processing 23.1 17.1 5.1 3005.9 Netherstone Andesite Paint 10R4/8 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 26 Feature fill 4410.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
Pigment 
processing - 26.4 15.6 4.3 2801.4 - Andesite Paint 10R4/8 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 26 Feature fill 4411.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Multiple Both Moderate Stoneworking
Pigment 
processing 32.1 26.5 8.9 - Netherstone Dacite Paint 10R4/8 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 26 Feature fill 4427.1 Raw material Altered Whole No Incomplete Unused - Light Stoneworking - 12.9 10.6 4.7 1259.0 -
Limestone - 
fossils - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 26 Feature fill 4431.1 Shaped - Whole No Expedient Recycled Sequential - Paraphernalia
Wood/ 
boneworking 13.2 8.0 3.2 347.6 Chopper
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 30 Feature fill 5454.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single -
Nearly 
worn out Food processing - 18.5 12.7 3.7 1062.0 - Mafic volcanic - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 30 Feature fill 5465.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 15.1 13.4 5.0 1338.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 30 Feature fill 5466.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 19.9 15.6 6.2 2411.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 30 Feature fill 5470.1 Mano Trough Whole
Fire-
cracked Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 18.3 15.2 6.7 2264.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 30 Feature fill 5995.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.2 2.1 1.6 8.6 - Chalcedony - - 1
Secondary 
Occupation - Feature 31 Feature fill 6276.1 Spindle base Shaped Broken No Strategic Destroyed - Unknown Fiber spinning - - 12.5 7.5 - Offering Volcanic tuff - - 1
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- - Feature 19 Trash 2203.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Whole No Strategic Single - Heavy Paraphernalia - 1.2 2.0 0.3 1.0 - Quartzite - - 1
- - Feature 19 Trash 2192.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.3 0.8 0.5 0.6 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Feature 29 Trash 5219.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 6.8 6.1 3.5 224.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Feature 29 Trash 5224.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Recycled Sequential Light
General 
processing - - 8.0 4.5 - FCR
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Feature 29 Trash 5225.1 Handstone Flat/concave Broken No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - - 7.5 2.9 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Feature 29 Trash 5235.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Broken
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 21.9 - 3.5 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Feature 29 Trash 5217.1 Scraper Tabular Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
Wood/ 
boneworking - 11.4 7.4 2.4 320.6 - Andesite - - 1
- - General Site Trash 1196.1 Abrader
Single U 
groove Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 3.6 2.6 1.8 25.0 Natural shape Dacite - - 1
- - General Site Trash 422.1 Chopper Expedient Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 18.0 9.7 3.0 941.0 - Mafic volcanic - - 1
- - General Site Trash 1177.1 Concretion Round Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 3.0 2.0 1.5 7.7 - Iron concretion - - 1
- - General Site Trash 7045.1 Concretion Round Whole Yes - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 2.2 2.2 1.8 11.5 - Iron concretion - - 1
- - General Site Trash 228.1 Figurine Human Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Single - - Paraphernalia - - 3.8 2.0 - -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - General Site Trash 2511.1 Fossil Bryozoan Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 1.3 1.0 0.3 0.3 -
Fossil - 
bryozoan - - 1
- - General Site Trash 222.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy Stoneworking - 6.1 5.5 4.6 416.0 - Magnetite - - 1
- - General Site Trash 1192.1 Mano Trough Broken Yes Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing - 10.8 4.1 - Lapstone Andesite Pigment 10R4/8 1
- - General Site Trash 2382.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
General 
processing 14.1 9.8 6.4 1209.0 Pestle
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - General Site Trash 2520.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 18.8 13.2 6.2 1845.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - General Site Trash 4550.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Unused - - Ecofacts - 1.4 - - 0.1 - Muscovite - - 1
- - General Site Trash 4551.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 4.3 2.8 2.4 25.5 - Chalcedony - - 1
- - General Site Trash 53.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Broken No Strategic Single - Light Paraphernalia - - 1.8 0.5 - - Turquoise - - 1
- - General Site Trash 1781.1 Polisher Pebble Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Pottery-making - 4.4 3.1 2.2 61.7 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - General Site Trash 1197.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.3 0.7 0.6 0.8 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - General Site Trash 1978.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.2 1.2 0.8 1.5 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - General Site Trash 2567.1 Raw material Ornament Whole No Strategic Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 1.3 0.8 0.5 0.7 - Turquoise - - 1
- - General Site Trash 1174.1 Spindle base Shaped Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Fiber spinning - 11.2 8.3 6.9 572.0 - Volcanic tuff - - 1
- - Pithouse 35 Trash 379.1 Handstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 11.2 7.5 4.7 669.9 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 35 Trash 393.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 10.9 8.8 5.0 615.5 -
Basalt - 
scoriaceous - - 1
Trash Contexts
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- - Pithouse 35 Trash 243.1 Lithic anvil Flat Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Light Stoneworking - 12.2 9.5 5.6 965.0 Hammerstone Basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 35 Trash 509.1 Mano Trough Broken No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - - 10.5 5.1 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 35 Trash 264.1 Metate Trough Broken Yes Unknown Recycled Sequential Moderate Food processing Fiber spinning - - 12.8 - Loom block Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 35 Trash 411.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 22.7 16.1 3.2 1832.0 - Sandstone - - 1
- - Pithouse 35 Trash 400.1 Pecking stone Cobble Whole No Expedient Single - Light Stoneworking - 10.8 9.5 4.2 812.0 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 35 Trash 235.1 Spindle base Boulder Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Fiber spinning - 39.5 22.8 18.6 - - Dacite - - 1
- - Pithouse 37 Trash 1218.1 Abrader
Multiple U 
grooves Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 3.1 2.2 12.3 1.8 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 37 Trash 1184.1 Figurine Human part Whole No Strategic Single - - Paraphernalia - 11.1 8.5 3.1 301.0 - Basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 37 Trash 1182.1 Fossil Bryozoan Broken No - - - - Ecofacts - 0.9 0.9 0.2 - -
Fossil - 
bryozoan - - 1
- - Pithouse 37 Trash 1333.1 Fossil Bryozoan Whole No - - - - Ecofacts - 1.6 1.5 0.2 0.3 -
Fossil - 
bryozoan - - 1
- - Pithouse 37 Trash 1326.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 8.0 7.1 5.2 293.0 - Basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 37 Trash 1275.1 Mano Basin Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Food processing - 18.1 11.7 5.4 1825.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 37 Trash 1377.1 Metate Unknown Broken No Strategic Reused Sequential Heavy Food processing
Pigment 
processing - - 6.1 - Netherstone Vesicular basalt Pigment 10R5/8 1
- - Pithouse 37 Trash 1220.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.1 0.9 0.5 0.7 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 37 Trash 1311.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.5 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 38 Trash 790.1 Disk Flat disk Broken No Strategic Unused - Unused Paraphernalia - - - 1.8 - - Volcanic tuff - - 1
- - Pithouse 38 Trash 815.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 8.4 6.6 6.5 342.0 - Andesite - - 1
- - Pithouse 38 Trash 830.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 7.1 6.5 5.1 250.0 - Basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 38 Trash 463.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 10.8 8.5 7.6 1039.0 - Basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 38 Trash 836.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.0 1.1 0.8 2.1 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 38 Trash 818.1 Mortar Shaped-bowl Broken Unknown Strategic Destroyed - Light
General 
processing - - - - - - Volcanic tuff - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1426.1 Fossil Crinoid stem Whole No - - - - Ecofacts - 2.6 0.9 0.7 3.5 - Fossil - crinoid - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1531.1 Fossil Crinoid stem Whole No - - - - Ecofacts - 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 - Fossil - crinoid - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1871.1 Fossil Brachiopod Whole No - - - - Ecofacts - 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.9 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1942.1 Fossil Brachiopod Broken No - - - - Ecofacts - - - 1.3 7.4 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1960.1 Fossil Brachiopod Broken Yes - - - - Ecofacts - - - - 1.6 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1962.1 Fossil Crinoid stem Whole No - - - - Ecofacts - 2.6 1.2 1.1 4.5 - Fossil - crinoid - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1961.1 Grooved stone Unknown Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy
Wood/ 
boneworking - 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.6 - Chrysocolla - - 1
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- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1318.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Light
General 
processing - 9.5 8.3 3.3 305.0 Pecking stone Rhyolite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1362.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 5.9 5.5 3.2 113.0 - Andesite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1575.1 Handstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 9.7 6.7 5.2 533.0 - Granite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1354.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 13.2 10.6 3.6 649.0 - Granite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1519.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 9.1 7.6 3.2 341.0 - Rhyolite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1790.1 Mano Basin Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 12.0 10.9 4.5 804.0 - Rhyolite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1845.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 15.5 13.6 5.2 1646.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2078.1 Mano Flat/concave Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 13.0 8.9 3.5 525.0 - Andesite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2124.1 Mano Flat/concave Broken Yes Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing 10.7 - 3.0 - Handstone Quartzite Pigment 10R5/8 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1306.1 Mineral
Single-point 
crystal Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.4 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1407.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.3 0.9 0.5 0.7 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1424.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 0.9 0.8 - - - Muscovite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1431.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.5 1.1 0.6 0.9 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1471.1 Mineral Natural Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.3 1.1 - - - Muscovite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1543.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.8 1.5 1.1 3.4 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1761.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.6 0.9 0.7 1.3 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1876.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.2 0.9 0.5 0.5 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2008.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.7 1.7 1.6 9.5 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2028.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.6 0.9 0.9 2.0 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2062.1 Mineral
Double-point 
crystal Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2077.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 3.8 2.2 1.7 21.0 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2146.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.4 1.3 0.7 1.4 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash SN189.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.2 0.9 0.5 0.7 -
Specular 
hematite - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1919.1 Natural shape Pebble Whole Yes Expedient Single - Unused Ecofacts - 3.3 2.9 3.1 21.2 - Pumice - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1469.1 Ornament Pendant-blank Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.1 - Turquoise - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1969.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Broken No Strategic Single - Unknown Paraphernalia - - - 0.3 - - Turquoise - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1528.1 Pestle Cylindrical Whole Yes Strategic Reused Unknown Light Food processing
Pigment 
processing 15.2 10.1 6.9 1515.5 Netherstone Granite Pigment 10R4/8 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1555.1 Pestle Cobble Whole Yes Strategic Multiple Concomitant Moderate Food processing - 23.9 10.9 8.2 3227.0 Netherstone Dacite - - 1
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- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1273.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 0.6 0.5 0.3 - - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1395.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Single - Light
Pigment 
processing - 1.6 1.1 1.0 2.2 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1470.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.3 1.2 0.9 1.6 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1474.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.7 1.2 0.8 2.2 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1859.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.1 1.0 0.8 1.0 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1864.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.5 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1894.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No Expedient Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.4 1.4 1.4 3.8 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1908.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.7 1.1 0.9 1.9 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1928.1 Raw material Ornament Whole No Incomplete Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.4 - Turquoise - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 1931.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.2 1.0 0.5 0.8 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2090.1 Raw material Unaltered Whole Yes - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.7 -
Copper 
minerals - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2167.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.9 1.4 0.9 2.2 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2170.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.2 1.0 0.6 1.1 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 39 Trash 2004.1 Spindle base Natural Broken Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Fiber spinning - - - 9.1 - - Volcanic tuff - - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 4598.1 Axe 3/4-groove Broken No Strategic Single - Heavy
Wood/ 
boneworking - - 6.1 - - - Diabase - - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 4622.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 6.9 5.2 3.2 145.2 Natural shape
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 4625.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Moderate
General 
processing
Wood/ 
boneworking 13.6 9.0 5.6 963.0 Plane Andesite - - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 4678.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Reused Sequential Moderate
General 
processing
Wood/ 
boneworking 9.9 7.1 3.7 392.2 Scraper Andesite - - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 5821.1 Maul 7/8-groove Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Manufacture - 8.5 8.3 8.7 772.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 2493.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 26.0 21.4 8.5 - - Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 4648.1 Palette Raised border Broken
Fire-
cracked Strategic Destroyed - Unknown Paraphernalia - - - - - Offering
Intermediate 
volcanic Carbon - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 4686.1 Palette Flat border Broken No Strategic Destroyed - Unused Paraphernalia - - 3.3 0.6 - Offering Quartzite - - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 4608.1 Raw material Unaltered Whole No Incomplete Single - Unused Stoneworking - 6.8 6.7 0.4 35.2 - Shale - - 1
- - Pithouse 41 Trash 4689.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Broken No - Unused - -
Pigment 
processing - 2.5 1.7 1.2 6.7 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 3520.1 Abrader
Single U 
groove Whole Yes Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 6.5 4.8 2.3 103.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 3524.1 Abrader Flat Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light Manufacture - 11.4 9.5 4.2 522.7 - Rhyolite - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 3170.1 Chopper Unknown Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 12.6 9.9 6.7 7838.0 - Andesitic basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 3359.1 Figurine Human part Broken No Strategic Single - - Paraphernalia - - 2.8 2.2 - - Sandstone - - 1
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- - Pithouse 42 Trash 3385.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Multiple Concomitant Moderate Stoneworking - 8.4 7.1 5.1 336.0 Lithic anvil Felsic volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 4530.1 Hammerstone Core Whole Yes Expedient Single - Heavy Stoneworking - 8.0 6.5 5.1 359.0 - Basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 5975.1 Handstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 11.2 4.1 1.5 169.0 - Andesite - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 3371.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 19.4 15.2 4.9 2092.0 - Rhyolite - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 3518.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Reused Concomitant Heavy Food processing
Pigment 
processing 17.0 17.6 7.0 2049.0 Handstone Vesicular basalt Pigment 10R4/6 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 3519.1 Mineral Crystal frag Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.2 1.7 1.5 7.8 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 6029.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.5 0.6 0.4 0.8 - Calcite - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 5880.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 22.0 18.1 4.3 3101.0 - Granodiorite - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 1248.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 0.9 0.7 0.2 0.2 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 2640.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.7 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 5832.1 Raw material Ornament Whole No - Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 1.9 0.9 0.7 1.9 - Malachite - - 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 5833.1 Raw material Pigment Broken No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 4.9 -
Hematite - 
earthy Pigment 2.5YR5/6 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash 5987.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 3.5 2.2 1.4 12.2 - Chrysocolla Pigment Green 1
- - Pithouse 42 Trash SN259.1 Raw material Temper Broken No Expedient Unused - Unused Pottery-making - - - - 9.1 - Volcanic tuff - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3486.1 Figurine Morphic Whole No Strategic Single - - Paraphernalia - 2.7 2.5 1.9 8.0 - Volcanic tuff - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3543.1 Grooved stone Unknown Whole No Expedient Single - Heavy
Wood/ 
boneworking - 2.9 1.9 1.4 19.9 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3539.1 Hammerstone Core Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 7.3 7.5 5.0 291.0 - Basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 2642.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Heavy Food processing - 17.3 11.3 3.7 775.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3463.1 Mano Trough Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 15.3 11.0 6.3 - - Felsic volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3479.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 20.9 13.9 5.9 2044.0 - Vesicular basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3506.1 Mano Basin Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 11.0 8.6 5.8 808.0 - Mafic volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3244.1 Mineral
Double-point 
crystal Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 3.3 2.0 1.6 13.9 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3446.1 Mineral
Single-point 
crystal Broken No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 1.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 - Quartz - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3445.1 Mortar Mortar blank Whole Yes Expedient Unused - Light Stoneworking - 18.4 15.0 6.6 164.6 - Pumice - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3296.1 Natural shape - Whole Yes Expedient Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 3.1 3.5 1.7 16.3 - Sandstone Pigment 10R4/4 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3452.1 Netherstone Flat/concave Whole No Strategic Multiple Sequential Moderate Stoneworking - 13.8 7.8 6.5 1107.0 Hammerstone Andesite - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3485.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Whole No Strategic Single - Heavy Paraphernalia - 1.0 2.8 0.3 1.1 - Steatite - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 2631.1 Pipe Unknown Broken Yes Strategic Destroyed - Unknown Paraphernalia - - - - - - Volcanic tuff - - 1
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- - Pithouse 43 Trash 2798.1 Polisher Pebble-surface Broken No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 4.6 4.4 3.9 - - Iron concretion - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 2692.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.6 0.9 0.8 1.7 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 2768.1 Raw material Tools Whole No - Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 6.2 4.1 2.7 173.0 - Magnetite - - 1
- - Pithouse 43 Trash 3547.1 Raw material Tools Whole No - Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 16.0 6.8 3.7 931.0 - Magnetite - - 1
- - Pithouse 45 Trash 4993.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 4.6 4.6 4.0 83.2 - Chalcedony - - 1
- - Pithouse 45 Trash 5049.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 3.7 3.2 1.5 18.2 - Chalcedony - - 1
- - Pithouse 45 Trash 4991.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light
General 
processing - 21.4 12.5 6.7 2584.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 45 Trash 5068.1 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.2 0.9 0.9 1.2 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 45 Trash 5072.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole Yes - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 4.0 3.1 1.1 14.6 - Rhyolite Pigment 10R5/8 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5207.1 Fossil Brachiopod Broken No - - - - Ecofacts - 2.0 1.3 0.5 1.5 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5316.1 Handstone Flat/concave Whole Yes Strategic Single - Moderate
General 
processing - 16.1 5.6 4.9 793.0 -
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5256.1 Hoe Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Food processing - 25.4 5.7 1.7 384.3 - Dacite - - 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5266.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Reused Sequential Moderate Food processing
Pigment 
processing 24.5 11.5 7.3 3071.0 Netherstone
Intermediate 
volcanic Pigment 10R5/8 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5132.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.4 1.5 1.3 4.3 - Chalcedony - - 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5209.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 3.2 2.0 1.6 9.0 - Chalcedony - - 2
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5314.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 4.2 3.4 2.7 23.3 - Chalcedony - - 4
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5277.1 Netherstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate
Pigment 
processing - 31.0 14.2 3.2 2518.3 - Andesite Pigment 10R4/8 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5741.1 Netherstone
Multiple V 
grooves Whole
Fire-
cracked Expedient Single - Moderate
Wood/ 
boneworking - 24.4 18.1 9.4 - - Basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5129.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Broken No Strategic Single - Unused Paraphernalia - 1.2 - 0.3 0.3 -
Fossil - 
bryozoan - - 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5242.1 Pestle Conical Whole No Strategic Multiple Concomitant Heavy Food processing Stoneworking 24.0 7.4 5.2 1799.0 Netherstone
Intermediate 
volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5126.1 Raw material
Ornament/ 
pigment Whole No - Unused - Unused
Pigment 
processing - 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 - Chrysocolla - - 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5265.1 Raw material Parent-pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - 5.1 2.4 1.4 13.0 - Chalk Pigment White 1
- - Pithouse 46 Trash 5265.2 Raw material Pigment Whole No - Single - -
Pigment 
processing - - - - 5.6 - Limonite Pigment 10YR7/8 1
- - Pithouse 48 Trash 5371.1 Fossil Brachiopod Whole No - Single - - Ecofacts - 1.1 1.6 0.7 1.7 -
Fossil - 
brachiopod - - 1
- - Pithouse 48 Trash SN688.1 Fossil Coral Whole No - - - - Ecofacts - 1.1 1.7 1.6 5.4 - Fossil - coral - - 1
- - Pithouse 48 Trash 5379.1 Hammerstone Natural Whole No Expedient Single - Moderate Stoneworking - 6.4 6.4 5.9 404.0 - Basalt - - 1
- - Pithouse 48 Trash 5380.1 Mano Trough Whole No Strategic Single - Moderate Food processing - 16.0 12.3 6.0 1411.0 - Dacite - - 1
- - Pithouse 48 Trash 4679.1 Mineral Crystal frag Whole No - Single - Unused Ecofacts - 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.9 - Quartz - - 1
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- - Pithouse 48 Trash 5339.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.2 1.1 0.9 2.5 - Chalcedony - - 1
- - Pithouse 48 Trash 5351.1 Mineral Natural Whole No - Unused - Unused Ecofacts - 2.3 1.4 1.0 4.3 - Chalcedony - - 1
- - Pithouse 48 Trash 5362.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Whole No Strategic Single - Light Paraphernalia - 1.3 1.1 0.3 0.7 - Turquoise - - 1
- - Pithouse 48 Trash 5367.1 Pestle Natural Whole Yes Expedient Single - Light Food processing - 24.5 11.3 8.1 2529.0 - Felsic volcanic - - 1
- - Pithouse 49 Trash 6434.1 Lapstone Flat Whole No Expedient Single - Light
Pigment 
processing - 12.3 9.3 3.1 480.9 - Andesite Pigment 10R4/3 1
- - Pithouse 49 Trash 6067.1 Ornament
Pendant-2 
dimensional Whole No Strategic Unused - Unused Stoneworking - 1.2 1.8 0.2 0.8 - Chrysocolla - - 1
1Floor/FF = Floor/floor fill
2RF/WF = Roof fall/wall fall
3FCR = Fire-cracked rock
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